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I - NCWS AMO [V[NT S 

IJ£S on loca~ developing country partllfr.} 

TIPS. an informaUon service run l>v the 
llni led t'at ions DevelofHftent Proora111111e lut'UFI. 
which is ai.,ed at expanding technology and trade 
transactions of developino countries. can assist 
cotnpanies seeking developing country partners. 

TIPS offers daily bulletins on different 
~ertor"' and a query service to 111atch supply and 
df'91and. The sectors covered are: agro-industries, 
hiotechnnl<:>gy. hlrilding -aterials, business 
opportun1tie.,., chemicals. electronics. energy. 
fisherie.;. food processing, -achinery, tnining. 
rarkagin9. rharmaleulicals and te~tiles. 

A datal>ase containing niore th;:"' 1~-.0(1(1 
records on North-Sol'th offers and requests is 
.,aintined bv TirS. Its national of fices. whic~ 
"'" in (!ail~ contact wHh companies. are t-ased in 
rn11nl rie"' .. i.ose populations represent tnQn• than 
t .. o thirds of the global developing country 
population. It opens a window on a very largf' 
.. ilrkt>t. 

(0111paoies wishino to have their requirements 
rpoistered in the TIP~ database and featured in 
it~ bul ietins should oet in touch with their 
ne<1rest TIFS office o~ the follo .. ino address: 
TIF5. Via ranisperna 20]. Rome 0018a. Ital,. 
(Tel.: +39 6/n82 6967; Fa~: +39 61482 88Je1. 
('.;011rce: AC(J~_J~~lliller. 0(21, Julv 1ga1. 
pilge JI . 

The World Health Oroani;::ation's Reoional 
OfficP for the Eastern H~diterranean ru~s a 
Rt>oional r entre •or Environmental Heitlth 
flctivities tCfHM. which in 1988 launched 
an Environmental Health Reoional Information 
Network Ir: EtlAm T } . -

Suprorted by the Canada-based International 
Opvplopmpnt Research Centre ( IC~RC), CEHAtlET has 
been characterized as a "mission-oriented" 
regional information system. A formal structure 
ha" bt>en estahlished. with institutions 
functionino as national focal aoPncies and 
collaboratlno centres. The ultimate ooal of the 
project is ti establish a financially-sustainable 
informal ion networ~ fo1· the countries of the 
[as tern Ht>d it er ranean Region. 

Systftlls and tools have been developed. 
includinq the Arahic lnterwater Thesaurus, a 
CEHAtlET procf'dures 111anual, and criteria for the 
selection or tnatprial~ for inclusion in the 
([HANET dalilhilsf'. Bibliographic control i"' 
111anagf'd using COS/ISIS. Copies of the database 
arP distributed on diskette to national centres 
that use the samt packaoe. 

CFHANET servires includt> the reqular 
puhlication and distribution of: c~B~_Cont,nt:; -
bi111onlhly current contents of journals in the CEHA 
lihrar·y; ill~~ewsletter - quarterly; 
E..!1.Yi!"J!.!!!!'e!l11Lhul th reai9~iJ!.!.i.2grnib): 
~r.gi.Q!!~ U i_Ht...\1>!.Y__o_f_triv i ronmttn.ttLbu Hb 
l!!Oftssionals and institut~~ - updated as 
needed; speri;1l bibliographies on current 
environ111ontal health issues. 

Document delivery and photocopying services 
are also on offer from CEHI.. which in addiUon 
trains env i ron .. enta 1 hea 1th 1 i brary ar•d 
documentation staff in the countries of the 
reoion throuoh reoional and national trainino 
wo~~shops. rurthe""ore, it provides access to 
external environ111ental health databases throuoh 
on-line links and CD/ROH. -

for further infonnation, contact: 
Coordinator, WHO Regional Centre for 
En•iromnental Health Activities, PO Box 926967. 
A..man, Jordan. (Tel.; +962 6/82753~-]6; 
Fax: +962 6/827533; Telex: 23447 WHOEH JO). 
ISource: ACCIS Newsletter, 9(2). July 1901) 

VNCED lnfo""ation Service 

The UNCED (United Naticns Conference for 
Enviromnent and Develo,,...nt) Secretariat is 
setting up an infonnation service that will play 
an i-.portant part in preparatory work for its 
conference in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The UtlCED 
Infonnation Service IUISl will include 
information about tht> 111ajor ongoing and planned 
activities on environ111ent and developinent in 
various international organizations . 

The UIS database will also hold infor111ation 
on oroanizations, their activities and related 
docuinentation. and will be cateoorized accordino 
to the issues and cross-sectoral objt>ctives to ~e 
~onsidered by the Earth Su"""it in 1992. The 
database is expected to have a key role in the 
preparation of Agt>nda 21. a docu111ent which is 
supposed to define and describe what human beings 
.. ant from their environment a•ad how they e•pect 
to develop. 

UUCED expetts that the database will hold 
info""ation not only on the various organizations 
within the UN system, but also on all other 
relevant n~tional and international 
oroanizations. The database will be accessible 
via 1110dem and will allow for other kinds of 
electronic CQllllllunications and conferencing. 
Non-computerized tnedia will also be used to 
disseminate information to those without 
computers. For further info""ation, 
contact: Janos Pasztor, Unitt>d Uations 
Conference on Environment and Development, 
BP 80, 1231 Conches, S .. itzerland. 
(Source: Network '9l, Harch 1991) 

IBH brings copycats in from the cold 

IBM, the American COlllputer giant, has 
offered Eastern Europeans a way to legalize 
"pirate" copies of software for IBH 111ainframe 
computers. Until the end of October users could 
pay IbH a fee of OH 10,000 (f3,000), which will 
legalize pirate software until 1993. 
Alternatively, pirated progra111s can be exr.hanged 
for legal software and IBH support services at 
about 30 per cent of the normal ~rice. 

Pirate pro9ra111s are 111ore COllllllOn than 
legitimate ones in Eastern Europe. partly frotn 
necessity: software for the IBH 370, the 
computer syste111 covered by IBH's proposal, was 
until recently prohibited for ewport to all 
Eastern European countries except Yugoslavia. 
Now exports are legal, but prices for legal 
software still discourage Eastern European 
users. 



IBH's offer is designed to inake honest 
cust0111ers of potentially big buyers. Other 
comiputer c091Panies express doubts. however. The 
Alnerican software company Microsoft has abandoned 
such ainnesties in its efforts to controi piracy. 
{This first appe.tred in "New Scirntist". London. 
27 July 1991, the weekly review of science and 
technology I 

The US and Japan sign new Sf!!iconductor trade pact 

1" recently-signed US-Japanese trade agreet11ent 
is targeted al ope~•ng at least 20 per cent of the 
Japanese chip inarkel to foreign cQ111Petitors by the 
end of 1992. 

The Set11iconductor Industry Assaciation (SIA) 
praised the new agreement. The SlA said the 
accord will eli~inate the foreign market value 
system for setting IC prices. It also creates a 
"fast-track" deterrent t~ dlJlllPing. The new pact 
runs for five years. At t.he end nf th!' third year 
both Govern111ents will deciie whether to keep or 
end the agreeinent. 

The pact was effective 1 Auoust 1991. It 
replaces a previous one adopt!d in 1986. Its 
principal guidelires address the 20 per cent 
111arket share and a fast respon~e to dumpina 
allegations. -

In October 1990 the SIA and the Computer 
Systems Policy Project ;CSPP) jointly presented 
the US with a proposal for a new agreement. This 
sionalled the first time that device suppliers and 
their major customers worked to~ether to design 
and advocate a cannon trade initiative. 

A suhtle benefit of the aoreement is that it 
will einpower Japanese managers-to take a closer 
look at US products. The US Govern111ent is charu1:d 
with 110nitoring progress on the pact. Ultimately. 
the openness of the Japanese 111arket hinges on how 
... illing Japanese buyers are "to consider American 
semiconductors when designing their products". 
(Extracted ... ith pennission from Semiconductor 
l~ttr!!.iliJWal ftjtgazin,, August 1991. Copyright 
1S11 by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines, 
Il , i no i s • USA l 

US plans global virus s.,.at tram 

An international security alliance is being 
formed in the US to foil co111puter hackers and 
virus authors. 

The US Government is studying a proposal put 
for...ard by leading US Government agencies that 
would involve Government agencies in France, 
Canada and Australia in an alliance sharing 
security information. IBH. DEC, and Unisys would 
also be involved. 

The US State Department is expected to issue 
approval for US Government agencies to be involved 
.,.ith foreign government agencies. 

The idea for the international alliance first 
arose at a meeting between computer security 
e11perts at NASA and the US Department of Energy in 
late 1989. The t.,.o organizations were battling 
against a virulent virus released by a group 
called Wonns Against Nuclear Killers. Other US 
Government agencies including the Defense 
(Otllllunications Agency, the National Institute of 
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Standards and Technoioav. various US law 
enforceinent agencies aiiil ;najor network users such 
as Boeing and Carn~gie Mellon University want lo 
join the group. The French Space Science agency 
and governm€nt agencies in Canada and Australia 
also want to be part of the alliance. 

The alliance plans to offer membership to US 
and foreign orga~i!ations provided that thF 
founder ...,bers o~i:irove. rt also ,.,ants to -:hare 
ways of iinproving COlllPuter securitv, prevent 
infection from virus programs and stop 
unauthorized access. 

The alliance itself is still trying to fi~1re 
out a secure way of sharing sensitive infor .. ation 
... ithout it aettina into the hands ~f hackers. 
(Source: ~iii.!!. 13 June 1991) 

Japan's thinking computer goes o~ 

Japanese COlllJ>uter scientists demonstrated a 
powerful computer designed to handle concepts and 
symbols rather than simply crunch numbers as most 
computers do. The cocnputer, unveiled al the 
International Joint Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence in Sydney, is one of the ultimate 
products of Japan's ten-year-lono fifth-oeneration 
computer project. But it falls short of.the goals 
s~t at the beginning of the project: computers 
that could understand natural speech and respond 
to imprecise information using their own knowledge 
databases. 

Scientists from the Japanese Institute for 
Hew Genera 1 Compu•.er Techno i ogy (!COT) deve 1 oped 
the computer, kncwn as the Parallel Inference 
Hachine (PIH!. The software t<' ru" the machin! in 
real situations has not yet been developed. bu• 
Shunich1 Uchida, ICOT's research manager, says the 
PIH demonstrates that true fifth-gen~ration 
computing is attainable. 

Some scientists, however, doubt 
pursuing fifth-gt'neration computing. 
believe that the real challenaes are 
software for real applications. 

the value of 
~he sceptics 

in developing 

The system displayed by Uchida and his 
colleagues in Sydney consisted of a PSI-3 computer 
... orkstation, designed to work with the PIH, which 
... as linked to the PIH computer in Tokyo by 
satellite through Internet, the international 
C(llllputer network. 

The PIK is a so-called massively parallel 
computer - it handles tasks by dividing them up 
between a large number of identical processor 
chips. Host computers are serial: they have a 
single processor which carries out instructions 
one after another in quick succession. 

The PIH has 1,000 processors, which toaether 
can perfo~ 200 million logical inferences per 
second, or Lips. Previous PIM prototypes were 
capable of only 5 million Lips. A Lip is roughly 
equivalent to 100 instructions on standard 
computers. 

While the PIM was designed by ICOT 
scientists, it was built by Fujitsu. 
five exp•rimental PIH prototypes are under 
development at ICOT. e~ch with a different 
computer architP.cture so that ~cientists can 
compare them. 



• 

At present, a team of 30 Japanese scient;sts 
is in Canberra installino two PSl-3 workstations 
at the t.ustralian National University IANU) as 
part of a one-year agreement to try out the PIH in 
a ~~rkino res~arch enviro11111ent. The ANU machines 
will be iinked to the PIH in Tokyo. Similar 
agreements are in place between ICOT and three US 
fost itut ions. 

According to Uchida, these collabo~ations 
fo,... part of ICOT's strategy of internationalizing 
its researrh. He sees this as an iinportant 
COlllPOnenl of the next five-year phase of the 
fifth-generation project, which is now under 
negotiation. (This first appeare:I in "Ne.,. 
Scientist", London, 7 September 1991, the weekly 
revie~ of science and technology) 

~nductivitv "theory" proves a dud 

A theory which has been widely •1sed to 
explain superconductivity at high tetnperatures has 
been disproved. accordina to some of the world's 
leading experts in the field. 

Allan HacDonald, from Indiana University in 
the US. and Ciung-Hai Lee from the IBH laboratory 
at Yorktown Heights. told a workshop in Sydney 
that the results of four recent experiments in 
the US had all disproved the so-called anyon 
theory to explain superconductivity. 

The anyon theory proposed that there were 
tiny energetic particles, named anyons, which 
carried electric current without resistance alona 
the layers of copper oxide contained in -
superconductors. However according to HacDonald. 
experiments have shown that the anyons did not 
exist. 

Peter fulde, director of the Hax Planck 
Institute of Physics in Stuttgart, says that 
theories of high temperature superconductors are 
now back at the beginning. (This first appeared 
in "New Scientii._t". London. 20 July 1991, the 
weekly review of science and technology) 

I I. NCW OEVELOPltCNTS 

Computers f acf up to "Grand Cha 11 engu" 

rarystec (Aachen, Germany) will build a 
supercomputer that can operate at about 
0.5 teraflops, i.e., a million million 
calculations/second. A computer that could 
perform at teraflop speeds could simulate the 
human brain, model Earth's cli111ate or model the 
flow of turbulent liquids or process the 
information ir. the Human Genome project. These 
11assive tasks are known as "Grand Challenges". 
The firm hopes to develop modifications that will 
allow it to produce a true teraflop computer by 
the end of 1993. (Cray Research has announced its 
goal of producing a teraflop computer in 1994.) 
The new computers would be a thousand times faster 
than supercomputers now· available. They wi 11 be 
111assively Darallel computers. The half-teraflop 
co111puter planned by Parystec will use 
16,000 transputers. The full teraflop computer 
will have over 65,000 processdrs. The same basic 
design will be used by Parystec for computers of a 
variety of sizes. for various customers and 
1pplications. The T9000 transputers used in the 
c?mputer will transmit packets of information 
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linked to an address. The pa~~ets will be able to 
take any route available to reach their 
destinations. The previous generation of 
transputers required preset routes. The T9000 
transputer has not gone into pru·: ... c ti on yet. but 
Parystec hopes to have enouah tr~nsputers 
available to build 30 of its GC-S/16K computers in 
1992. (Extracted from ~ew Scie~tist. 29 June 1991) 

Scientific supercomputer 

IBH has 1 aunched a scientific superconiputer 
that can handle 2.5 billion calculations/s. IBH's 
Power Visualization System uses a parallel 
arrangfll!E'nt of 32 Intel i860 microprocessors for 
its c0111puting power. The unit quickly retrieves 
information using an array of disk drives. IBH 
set up a 'skunk works' team consisting of several 
scientists and cOlllputer designers in January 1989 
to speed development Jf its visualization syste~. 
The team recpived their own venture financing and 
independent 111anagement. As a result, the new 
computer was developed in two and a half years. 
much quicker than other projects of similar 
complexity. The company's visualization system 
allows scientists to manipulate data in ways 
previously unattainable by generating images in 
minutes instead of days of computing time. The 
system has been used by Honda engineers to 
instantly see the effects of changes in design for 
new cars. IBH's system has also been used by 
scientists to study the deterioration of the 
Earth's ozone layer via computer animation. 
!Extracted from New York Times New~. 25 July 1991) 

Molecular computing research 

The US Naval Surface Warfare Center ;s 
researching 111olecular computin~. "'f.ich could 
result in small, energy-efficient oevices with a 
1 ar9e amount of computing power. The tlavy 
research is focusing on bacteriorhodopsin, a 
lioht-sensitive chemical. with the aim of 
de~eloping a spatial light 111odulator that would be 
a key part of future optical computers. The Navy 
feels molecular devices could be used for 
holographic memories, which store ~-D images in 
optical computers. Such a device would have 
applications in the Tomahawk missile guidance 
system. (Extrzcted from Oefense News. 1 July 1991) 

New cooling tec~gies under development 

As electronic devices become smallpr, more 
densely packed and faster, new cooling 
tpchnologies are also being developed. Standard 
heat dissipation schemes are insufficient for 
cooling of new generation computers and other 
electronics. so technologies including embedded 
111icro heat pipes, actually individual heat pumps 
offering cooling several ti11es more efficient than 
conventional convective methods, have been 
developed. Solid-state thermoelectric coolers 
made of a set of se111iconductor couples can be 
connected in cascade fashion to provide a wider 
temperature differential. 

HHR Technologies (Mountain View, California) 
has produced an open-loop nitrogen gas device, an 
example of a microchannel cooling method in which 
a coolant is passed through approximately 
50-micro11-size channels cut into the chip. 
3H ($t. Paul, Hinn~sota) has devised a liquid heat 
sink in which a high dielectric fluid is sealed in 
a multi-layered flewible plastic bag that can be 



pushed against a circuit board and provides 
protection from inechanical jolts as well as 
dissipating heat. Jet iinping~nt is another 
coolina inethod. offerino heat transfer coefficient 
increases up to an orde~ of 111C1gnitude cOfllpared to 
convent i ona 1 convecU on. Direct inners ion and 
liquid cold plates have also been etnployed. as 
well as schetnes that use two or •ore of the new 
inethods. (Extracted from Hichine Design. 
11 July 1991) 

~~iQa svstetn 11ay penni t use of 
superconductors in PCs 

Fujitsu laboratories has developed a cooling 
systetn that •ight allow the use of superconductors 
in personal computers. The systetn will allow 
superconductors at -296•( to work in close 
proxi•ity to setniconductors operating at room 
tcinperatures. The new systetn places the 
seiniconductors around and below the cryostat used 
to keep the superconductors cold. (Extracted from 
New Scientist. 6 July 19911 

Nanoelectrics 

Nanoelectrics - in which transistors are 
"grown" in silicon - is the future of semi
conductor developtllf'nt. Scientists are making 
Materials and devices by piling up elements in 
layers as thin as a single atom. Tiny transistors 
can thus be packed tightly. which allows for the 
developtnent of powerful circuits that run faster 
than current chips. As semiconductors get 
smaller. scientists will ha~e to deal with the 
phenomeno" of "quantum tunnelino". which occurs 
when electrons pass throuoh solid matter and 
electrical barriers that,.in bulk materials, would 
be thick enough to prevent their passage. Quantum 
transistors will be so s~all that th~y c~nnot be 
11ade of bulk 11ater: ·ls. In theory, their 
switching speeds : 11ld be a thousand times 
faster than anything c~rrently available. A 
technique called band-gap engineering appears to 
be the best way to harness quantum electronics. 
Such engineering s~eks to control the orbit, or 
band. of an elect~on so that it jumps to the 
highest orbit, where it can conduct electrical 
siqnals. (Extracted from Business Week. 
29.July1991) 

~tom-mover opens era o' nanoelectronics 

A new era of semiconductor micro-electronics 
could soon be opened up by a technique that has 
been developed by scientists at the IBH Research 
Division for manioulatina individual atoms of 
si 1 icon. · · 

Using a scanning tunnelling microscope, the 
scientists have ~uccessfully removed both 
individual and clusters of silicon atoms from a 
surface, and subsequently deposited them at a 
predetennined site. 

According to IBH, the new technique opens up 
the possibility of constructing electronic 
circuits out of individual components that may be 
as little as one atom or mole~ule in width. 

last ye1r, physicists at IBH's Almaden 
Rese~rch Center in San Jose, California, 
successfully used a scanning tunnelling microscope 
to move individual atoms of xenon gas around on a 
surface with such precision that they were able to 
write their company's name. 
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The latest results indicate that it is also 
possible to use the same microscope. which was 
itself inv~sted by IBH scientists who later shared 
the Nobel prize, to prise individual ato~s free of 
the strono chemical bonds that tie the~ to their 
neighbours. 

According to the company. the techniqJes 
described in the paper may provide ways of 
modifying existing molecules by moving around the 
individual atoms that make them up. Eventually it 
may even be possible to build individual molecules 
an atom at a time. somethino which could have 
widespread applications not-only in electror.ics 
but, for example, in the phannaceutical industry. 

The technique -ay facilitate the fabrication 
of new types of electronic devices, and the result 
would be to open up a new era of semiconductor 
•i cro-el ectroni cs. "nanoel eel roni cs". (This first 
appeared in "~i.f!llill". London. 20 Jul)· 1991, 
the weekly review of science and technolog)l 

floating flvwh~el 

A frictionless. floating flywheel. levitated 
above a high temperature superconductor. has be~n 
developed by Hasato Murakami of the International 
Superconductivity Technology Research Center 
(Tokyo). High temperature superconductino 
ceramics operatina at -150°( or so car. repel 
magnetic fields. ·The flywheel is an aluminum disc 
weiohino 7 .5 ko. It contains some permanent rina 
maonets: Electromaonetic induction can set the -
flywheel spinning at 3.600 rpm. A 3-m diameter 
flywheel weighing 500 kg could store 
10.000 W-hours of energy. A stainless steel 
prototype could be ready in 1992. (E•tracted from 
New Scientist, 13 July 1991) 

Atomic nib rewrites data storage record 

An American scientist has unveiled a new 
technique for storing data with a capacity far 
higher than any existing methods. The technique 
could allow a device to store 10 billion bits of 
data - the equivalent of more than 31.000 pages of 
typewritten text - per square centimetre or the 
recording medium. 

The best memory chips on sale at the moment 
can store just 4 million bits ot data. while hard 
magnetic discs squeeze in 10 million bi,s per 
square centimetre and optical discs aroun~ 
5.5 million bits per square centimetrE. 

The technique stores small quantities of 
charge in a thin layer of insulator using an 
atomic force microscope. The AFH, invented in 
1986, can produce images of the atoms on a solid 
surface by resting an ~xtremely fine metal tip on 
the surface and then dragging it back and forth 
over an area of the surface. The motion of the 
tip as it moves over atoms can be electronically 
ass~bled into an image of the surface. 

The new technique was described by its 
developer, R~bert Barrett of the Edward l. Ginzton 
(ELG) laboratory, part of Stanford University in 
California, during a conference at Interlaken in 
Switzerland. One of the main limitations of the 
device is the speed of writing and reading the 
data. At the moment, it can only read 
100 kilobits per second, but this could be 
improved by using many tips in parallel. 
(Extracted from New Scientist, 24 August 1Q91 l 

• 
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ra~t superconducting circui\s 

Superconductino circuits that switch based on 
bundles of magneti(-energy are 1,000 times faster 
than electron-ba~ed switches. Circuits made at 
the Institute of Radio Enoineerino & Electronics 
(Ht>scowl are able to switch 30 billion times/sec. 
This speed could be improved by a factor of 10 if 
the circuits could be made smaller. This is 
100-1.000 times faster than conventional 
semiconductor chips. The circuits are laster 
because they shift just single quanta. rather 
than lots of electrons. And the 11ao11etic quanta 
are not scattered by the material as electrons 
are. The 11agnetic circuits can be placed very 
close to each other. Since they consume very. 
very little power (1 billi~nth of a watt), the 
switches need not be spread out to dissipate 
heat. Single quanta also represent ones or zeros 
of binary digits very easily. rather than 
assigning an arbitrary voltage level. 
Richard Humphreys of the Defence Research Agency 
(Halvern. UK) also says that 11agnetic logic 
circuits need not h~ told to wait until all the 
data is ready. fExtracted from New Scientist. 
6 July 1991) 

Prototype chips produced by X-rays 

IBM has built an X-ray 11achine whose intense 
X-rays will replace light beams to etch circuits 
in computer chips much finer than circuits on 
today's chips. The billion-dollar gamble is an 
attempt to keep IBM and the US f~om becoming 
dependent on Japanese com~uter chips. The X-ray 
process will become essential to US competitiveness 
in fields ranging fro~ military weapons to consumer 
electronics in the seconrl half of the decade, 
according to IBM. However, the X-ray technology 
may be too e•pensive and complex to replace th~ 
use of light, and a more economical X-ray method 
based on laser beams will be developed soon enough 
to make the IBM machine obsolete. accordino to 
researchers. -

The 27-ton X-ray device, the culmination of 
an eight-year research effort. is a collection of 
superconducting magnets arranged in a ring to 
concentrate and suspend a beam of electrons. As 
the electrons travel around the circlf' at almost 
the speed of light, the radiation emitted is 
focused on chip wafers to etch the circuits. 
Currently. the tiny circuit lines etched on 
silicon chips using beams of visible light can 
only be as thin as the wavelength of visible 
light, and exotic visible light systems already 
11ake it possible to produce anothf'r generation or 
two of 11~ory chips without turning to X-rays. 
However, X-rays will be essential to make chips 
that can store 256 million bits of information, 
according to IBM. IBM plans to product' prototype 
chips using the new method by the end of the 
sU11111er of 1991. !Extracted from New York Times 
~. 19 July 1991) 

'.hiP_JllUJJght instead of electrons for off-chip 
u!!!!!l.lnisil.~~ 

Researchers at Texas Instruments (TI) have 
developed and demonstrated a highly-integrated 
microchip that is targeted to transmit information 
between chips using iight instead of electrons and 
copper wire. The technique could dramatically 
boost computing speed when incorporated into 
working systems, perhaps in the neKl five to 
ten years. 
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TI feels that many of the most challenging 
barriers to romputer performance lie not ;~the 
chips themselves but in the way chip packages are 
mounted on printed circuit boards and connected 
with one another. James Yuan, a TI research 
manager directing work on alternatives to 
traditional interconnect technolooies. points to 
the fundamental physical limitations of copper. 

Because of the speed advantage 1 ight hc>l11s 
over electrons, one optical interconnect could 
replace as many as 32 pins in a conventional chip 
package. TI said. And. of course. high-speec 
optical connections can be packed more densely on 
a circuit board. 

EKperts have estimated that eKisting optical 
intercon~ects used for computer-backplane 
applications require approximately 20 per cent 
less board space and use 20 per cent less power 
than functionally equivalent electrical 
interconnects. ror monolithic inteorated optiral 
circuits, thf power savings could b; considerably 
higher. 

According to TI, the device - an 
optoelectronic integrated circuit, or OEIC - is 
the first monolithic inteorated circuit to combine 
silicon CMOS logic circuitry with an array of 
eight gallium arsenide infrared light-emitting 
diodes. 

Because traditional silicon and GaAs 
manufacturing techniques are incompatible, TI 
produced the monolithic OEIC usino a 
co-integration process called gallium arsenide on 
silicon, developed in its Dallas research 
laboratories and first demonstrated in 1988. 
(Source: Computer, June, 1991) 

~!BM multi chip module claims wiring de~~ 
r.fi.ill 

IBM researchers have developed a very dense 
multichip mo~ule (MCM) of co-fired glass ceramic. 
The 127.5 mm (5 sq2 in.) HCH packs 121 ICs, 
mounted just 9.9 11111 from each other. 

The 11CH is claimed to represent ~n 
rf'cord for wiring density at B44 cm/g . 
be used in the company's new System/390 
computer. 

industry 
It wi 11 

mainframe 

Packaoe desion is an evolution of IB~'s 
proprietary "Thermal Conduction Module" (TCMJ. 
invested in 19BO. In the new HCM, the chips are 
bonded directly to a 63-layer slic~ of the 
IBM-developed glass ceramic. Thin copper wires 
interconnect the ICs. The dense wiring, threaded 
through two 11illio2 vias of the layers, adds ur to 
42.67 m of wire/cm of package. The coopf'r 
replaces the molybdenum wire used in earlier 
TCMs. The new glass ceramic substrate is a 
replacement for the older alumina-ceramic base. 

IBH says the new glass-ceramic HCH features 
the lowest dielectric constant of any ceramic in 
c011111ercial production. This enables electric 
signals to travel from chip to chip about 
25 per cent faster than the package it replacEs. 
The module also boasts a "perfect" thermal 
expansion match with the silicon chips that are 
bonded to it. (Reprinted with permission from 
Sff!!iCpnductor International Hagazi11t. July 1991. 
Copyright 1991 by Cahners Publishing Co .• 
Des Plaines, Illinois, USA 1991.) 



~harge-coupled dfvict c!!.i.P 

Toshiba has developed fabrication technology 
that is used in trial production of a 
charge-coupled device chip for compact video 
cameras. The chips are used to convert optical 
sionals into electr:cal video signals and replace 
bulky electron lubes in conventional video 
cameras. Hinute electric tenninals are fonned on 
the chip and on a glass plate, which are bonded 
together. (Extracted from Asian Wall Street 
Journal, 22 July 1991) 

NEC video chipset 

Researchers in Japan have developed a three 
chip video COlllpression system which 111eets the 
International Standards Organization's H261 
specificatio,. NEC's de·:ices can take 90 Hbit.'sec 
data and CQlllPress it to 64 kbit/sec for 
lrans111ission during video conferences. 

NEC clai~s that the chipsel can execute 
250 111illion calculations per second. The central 
processino device consists of 1.13 million 
transistors on a die measurino 13 • 15.5 mm. To 
feed the data lo the device fast enough to 
perform the cetnpression, the chipset uses SRAHs 
rather than the DRAHs used in traditional video 
systems. (Source: Electronics Weekly, 
10-17 July 1991) 

~e_rmans develop 12 inch silicon wafer equipment 

The production of systems that are capable of 
growing 12 in. silicon wafers has commenced a~ 
leybold in Germany. The company is understood to 
be the only organization in the world that is 
currDntly capable of manufacturing a commercial 
111ach .. e that can pull 12 in. silicon crystals. 
leybold claims to have already received an 
unstated number of orders for the machines. each 
or which weighs about 15 metric tons. 

The introduction of a new generation of wafer 
size can typically halve the production cost of a 
chip, but relatively few manufacturers are yet 
equipping their plants for production using 8 in. 
warers. leybold's move suggests that chip makers 
111ay skip a warer size generation by moving 
directly from 8 in. to 12 in. wafer~ without the 
10 in. size ever becoming widely employed. 
(Reprinted with permission from ~n~ilQ! 
l.!!lf.r!la.UMl.L~.i!!f. Hay 1991. Copyright 1991 
by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, 
USA. I 

Bulk high tt111peraturf superconductors 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories has developed 
a 111ethod to 111ake bulk quantities of high
temperature superconductors, a new class of 
ceramic-like materials that conduct electricity 
with almost no resistance at temperatures around 
-190•(. The patent (US 5,024,992) was awarded to 
Donald Horris, a visiting scientist at 
Lawrence Berkeley. It covers a 111elhod for making 
bulk quantities of 1-2-4 materials, which are less 
brittle than others but difficult to make in bul~ 
except in a thin film format. The new bulk melhod 
use~ oxygen p1.1111ped through the furnace at extreme 
high pressures, which forces the COtllponents to 
form oxide coatings that contain all three of the 
required elements: yttrium, copper and barium. 
The semiconductors are currently made by combining 
the three elements with oxygen in an extremely hot 
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furnace. This method, however. for111s some o•ides 
with no superconductive caparity unless it i~ used 
to form very thin films. IE•tracted from New York 
Times News, 13 July 1991) 

New superconducting material develQP~ 

A thallium-cuprate superconductor - which ;s 
said to have a record-high superconductivity 
trans;tion temperature - has been developed at the 
Superccnductivity Research laboratory, Tokyo 
(Japan). 

The new superconduct;ng material is a 
thallium-copper o•ide that exhibits the so-called 
Meissner effect - the most recognized signal of 
superconductivity - at 130°K and the zero
resistance temperature at 126.9°K, according to 
Hisao Yainauchi, a laboratory director. 

In the new development, raw oxide powders 
were mixed to the nominal composition or 
thallium 1.7, barium 2, calcium 2.3, copper J and 
oxygen Z. Nearly single-phase 2223 samples were 
obta;ned by sintering the mixture for about 
five tours in flowing oxygen ga5. The sintered 
samples were then encapsulated in an evacuated 
quartz tube and post-annealed at 750°( for 
250 hours to achieve the record conductivity 
transition temperatures. 

The research project was conducted by a team 
of researchers of the laboratory headed by 
Yamauchi and Tetsuyuki Kaneko, research 
scientist. The laboratory is part of Japan's 
International Superconductivity Technology 
Center. (Extracted from American Hateria~ 
Market. 10 July 1991) 

Gallium arsenide phase is superconducting 

Researchers have discovered that the 
semiconductor gallium arsenide IGaAs). when 
synthesized under certain conditions. contains an 
unusual phase that becomes superconducting at 
10°K. If the new phase can be ideniified and 
synthesized at will, the discovery could have a 
major impact on micro-electronics. One 
possibility envisioned is the construction of a 
GaAs chip containing semiconducting and 
superconducting layers separated by an insulatir~ 
GaAs layer. Scientists have been unable to 
fabricate such a chip using e•istinn materials. 
The new superconductor was discovered accidentally 
by Eicke R. Weber and co-workers in the materials 
science lahoratories of the University of 
California, Berkeley and Lawrence Berkel~y 
laboratory. Isolated "islands of 
superconductivity" were found in layered GaAs 
samples grown atom-by-atom by molecular beam 
epitaxy at relatively low temperatures (about 
200°C). The islands comprise about 0.01 per cent 
of the sample and occur in arsenic-rich regions of 
GaAs. (Source: Chemical & Engineering New~. 
24 June 1991, p. 20) 

How SOUIDs were found whfr~s.1ll~! 

I111perfections in the crystals of 
high-temperature superconductors could be the key 
to new devices. Researchers from the US company 
Conductas of Sunnyvale in California have managed 
to exploit the ract that "grain boundaries" - the 
regions where two crystals with different 
orientations meet - in superconductors exhibit a 
property known as the Josephson errect. 

• 



Genuine Josephson junctions are a sandwich of 
an insulating layer between twi superconducting 
lo-y-ers. In the junction. electrons c:-n cheat and 
"tunnel" throuah the insulator to produce a 
current. This.current is very sensitive to 
inagnetic fields, so the junction can be used as a 
switch that is turned on and off by a magnetic 
field. Alternatively, it can act as a magnetic 
detector by .,onitoring the amc>unt of currer•t. 
Such detectors are called superconductin9 quantum 
interference devices, or SQUIOs. 

John Rowell, acting pre~ident of Conductas. 
has said that his company has .,ade SOUIOs us;n9 
qrain boundaries as the Jose~hson junction. 

To ina~e their SQUIOs. researchers employ 
techniques used to ma~e semiconductor devices. 
They take a substrate material and derosit onto it 
a thin film ~nown as the "seed layer". Because of 
its crystal structure, the seed laver adopts a 
twiste~ orientation relative to th~ substrate. 
lhev then add a buffer layer and g.-o" a layer· c>f 
the superconductor on t11p. The twist~ in thp seed 
layer cause the arain boundaries in the 
s1rperconductnr tii orient them~elves so they art "' 
Jcseph~on junctions. Conductas has used this 
technique to make an "integratPd SOUHl magnPto
meler•· for dPterting tiny quantities of magnetic 
f JU>. 

Anoth~r approach has bpen reported h~ 
11rchie Campbell's research group from the 
Interdisciplinary Research Centre i11 
sup•rcondu(tivit~ at thP University or (amhridgc. 
Campbell and his co-workers used a narrow beam of 
high energy elertron~ to slice through a 
supercondurting film. When they tested the fil~. 
thev discovered that the damaoed slice arted as a" 
ins~lator and that the film showed Josephson 
properties. The group is working to finri a 
superconductor which forms a perfect insulatino 
layer when damaged by the electron beam. (Thi~ 
first appec.red in "!'!!''! _s~i'-~tiH". London. 
& July 1991. the wee~ly review of sciente and 
technologvl 

B~HfLf!f£~~i~-~ .!J.~P-.Ortfd in proJ_Qtj'pf 
i\IP3'!".ti!.n!l_\l.f:.~M..,_; ~e 

Bel'.core researrher~ have dPmonstrated that 
it i~ possible to layer eYtremely thin film~ 11f 
~upercnndurtino and non-~upercondurtino material~. 
aligning individual atoms in a precisf a"d 
predictable way so that critical electrical 
connections between the layers can be improved. 

Using a modified version of the 
Rellcore-developed pulsed excimer la~er depo~itir.n 
process, the scientists grew prototype device~ 
made up of atom-thin layers of supercondurting 
yttrium-barium-copper-oxide and non-superconducting 
praseodymium-barium-copper-oxide. Each layer of 
these compounds contains "planes" of l in~ed r.oppPr 
and oxygen atoms. These planes carry most of the 
electrical currents in. and through, the 
superconducting and no11-superconducti119 
materials. The t~chnique has the potential to 
make Josephson junctions more controllable and 
more easily reproduced. pointing thP way to 
mass-produced devices. ( SourCf•: C.Pl!!P.uter. 
July l')(')l) · 

The search for commercially-viablP fullerPne 
~uperconductors may be warming up. Scientists al 

Allied-Signal sav they have dPtected supercon
ductivit) in a doped fullerene Kt a transition 
temperature d 4:' 0 k - a result whirh top<; previous 
reports of fullerene superconductivity by 
about 10°1'. 

Buckminsterfullerene. the 60-carbon 
"soccer-ball" molecule. has been creating quite a 
stir over the past few month... Surerconducting 
fullerenes. which had been doped with potassium, 
were first reported earlier this year. 
Subsequently, Japanese researchers camp up with a 
cae~ium/rubidium-doped fullerene which showed 
signs of superc~nductivity at 33°K. 

Now a team led by Ray Baughman and 
Zafar Iqbal of Allied-Siona!. with collaborators 
from Arizona State University and Horris Re~earch 
at Berkeley. is turring up the heat. The 
researchers have submitted ·~eir latest wor~ to 
thp US journal. S.~ifn~e. A patent has al.-eady 
been filed. 

Their ne~ result was obtained from a 
fullerene "co-doped" with rubidium and thallium. 
~ ... srienti"t" foun: that co-rloring with thallium 
~~~ potassium also raised the transition 
temperature, but less dramatically. 

Baughman believes that thf temperature 
increase can be attributed to an expansion in the 
fullerene crystal lattice. and a subsequent 
increase in ~he den~ity of states at the Fermi 
level, caused by the insertion of th~llium ~ith 
th' al~ali metal intn thp space" bet•een 
c60 ba JI s. 

In theory. a further inrrea~• in the di,.tance 
between "budvballs" should raise the attilinable 
tran~ition temperature. The gro:•r has already 
d~ne X-ray diffraction studies. ~· ich do show "a 
very significant lattice expansion" in the 
potassium/thallium co--doped m.:iterial. (Source: 
Chern~s_tr.Y -~- LriJ!Q}.!..r.Y. 10 August 1901' 

Semiconductor researchers in California have 
found a new form of aallium arse•.ide crystals. 
The compound is already u~Pd commercially as a 
semiconductor. Materials scientists associated 
with the University of Califnrnia (Rerkeley, 
California) used a special way of growing almo~t 
perlect crystals in a vacu~m. An unusually-rich 
form of gallium arsenide was produced. 
Researchers discovered an intri9uin9 phenomenon 
when the g>.l1i~m arsenide was cooled to -263°C. 
The cry!t~ls betame superconducting, which 
traditionally is n«t the case with semiconductors. 
Gallium arsenide has long been thouqht to ~ave 
great potential, but in 1991 the compound has just 
I per cent of the market. Supercomputer giants 
such as IBH and Cray env1sion gallium arsenide as 
a possible substitute for silico~. and are dring 
their own research on the material. (lxtrarted 
from !hf.._~~~t. 21 June 1991) 

Hi ni f.tVH _ff!\J> 1 i f.i rL _llm~i Ile$_ tJenf fit$ _9f serr1i- . .l.fl<f 
~U..Pe.!.il>n.J!.1,1_t tor$ 

Micro-electronics & Computer Technology 
(Austin, lpxas) has developed a miniature 
amplifier that can combinp the benefits of 
semiconductors and superconductors in the samP 
computer. The unH wi 11 a 11 ow thP production of 
much faster computers. The new amplifier, which 
is so small that 1,000 ampliliers can bp placed on 



a single romputer chip, will provide a needed link 
between superconductor transistors and 
se11i conductor chips. Superconductors a re 
extre111ely fa~t but work on very t'ny voltages 
while semicond•Jctors, which require more 
electricity to work, provide memory storage 
capabilities that superconductors lack. 
(Extracted from New York Times News. 3 August 19ql) 

$!!!all green-light emitting laser 

Hatnshita Electronic has devised what is 
claimed to be among the world's tiniest lasers 
einitting green light, about 20 per cent of the 
size of standard lasers of the type. The device 
includes a GaAlAs semicondu~tor laser that 
triggers a YAG crystal emitting in the IR region 
at 1,064 nm, which radiation is frequency doubled 
by a nonlinear optic~! crystal to output 532 nm 
green light. The laser. which need~ no heat sink, 
is rated -ith an output of ~ m~ anc noise 
characteristic of -135 dB/H:. IE•tracted fro~ 
ai>an Electronic Engineering. July 1991) 

Implant and RTA in Japanese BiCMOS process 

Engineers at Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 
have come up with an implanted 0.6 ptrt 

complementary bipolar and metal oxide 
semiconductor technology (dubbed CBiCMOSl. They 
do not use epitaxial silicon, but form well and 
buried layers with multiple-energy ion implant~ 
and rapid thermal annealing (RTAI. This work was 
reported at the recent IEEE Custum Integrated 
Circuits Conference. 

Briefly described, the Mitsubishi engineers 
u~e three process steps after field oxidation lo 
prepare the wells and the buried layers of all 
active devices: 

Then-well is formed by phosphorus ion 
implantation at three energies. 

In NHOS and pnp areas, p-well and p+ 
buried layer are formed by boron ion 
implantation at two energies. 

- Under PHOS and npn areas, an n+ buried 
layer is formed by the high energy 
phospho~us ion implantation. 

The Mitsubishi engineers eYplained that both 
the n+ and p+ buried layers act as subcollector 
for each bipolar transistor, provide latch-up 
hardening and provide soft error inwnunity. Since 
the p-well p+ buried layers of the pnp NHOS 
device are isolated from the substrate, dual power 
can be applied to linear circuits. 

To ~implify the process flow, the emitters 
for npn and pnp transistors are formed by a 
self-aligned contact doping technique in the CMOS 
part of the process. ~HOS gates are 0.6 pm wide 
and 15 nm thick. 

leakage current tests showed that RTA reduces 
the occurrence of defects induced by the high dose 
and high energy ion implantations. (Reprinted 
with permission from m.llonducto!'.....l!li..r.r.!!a.li..Q~~l 
t!iaiJ.i!lf, Hay 19g1. Copyright 1991 by Cahners 
Publishing Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

British SOI tccbnologv emploxs porous sil~n 

The Defence r.~search Agency's Electronics 
Division at the Ro1al Signals and Radar 
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Establishment (RSP() at Malvern in the Eno 1 ish 
Midlands is developino a silicon or. insulat~r 
150!1 technoloav usin~ porous silicon. Scientists 
at this British. Governme.,t Defence establ ish•·e.,t 
believe that this technology can achieve de·i~e 
performance criteria which cannot be equal 1-:d by 
other microchip fabrication techniques. \.i,1er. 
compared with buH. CMOS. SOI offers higher 
operating speeds, higher density circuitr~. 
lower power con~umption, greater radiatior 
hardness. and the ability to operate at hig~ 
temperatures. 

The full isolation by porous oxidized silico~ 
(rIPOS) technology involves the forinacion of 
porous silicon by the chemical processing of 
selected local areas on a wafer of pure silito~. 
The porous 11aterial is oxidized to form the 
insulating silicon dioxide and the required 
devices are forme~ in isolated islands !typically 
O.l}'m in thickness! of silicon left in the 
silicon dioxide layer. This enables high speeds 
to be obtained in fully depleted transistors. 
Improvements in performance should be a direct 
result of the full dielectric isolation betwee~ 
adjacent devices. (Reprinted with permission from 
~Q.!1.d11tl.llL.l!!tf.r!!il.i.2.~iJW\!!e. July 1991. 
Copyright 1991 by Cahners Publishing Co .. 
Des Plaines. Illinois, USAI 

New technique to build electronic devices 

IBM research may suggest a way to build 
electronic devices a sinole atom at a time. Usina 
a microscope, IBM scientists were able to move -
individual silicon atoms from a surface and place 
the~ in precise locations. The company says the 
new technique has potential applications in its 
plan to build electronic circuits with parts that 
measure only one atom or molecu~e across. 
Present--day circuitry is measured in microns, 
which are at least one thousand times coarser than 
atomic-scale devices. Yet to be de~ised are 
mass-production te(hniques for making the •iny 
circuits and the shape the miniature parts 
themselves would have to take. Besides electronic 
applications, IBM said its new method could show a 
way to modify existing molecules by moving around 
their component atoms. This procedure would have 
applications in pharmaceutica' and genetics 
research. (Extracted from ~l_LStrfet JoJ!rn~l. 
12 July 1991) 

Swiss develop MCH substrate 

A progranwnable interconnect substrate for 
multichip modules (H(Ml has been developed in 
Switzerland. Called POLYSTRATE. the material is 
the result of a cooperative effort between 
Oerlikon-Contraves AG and the Institute of Quantum 
Electronics (Zurich, Switzerland). 

The key to the interconnect's progranwnability 
are the homogeneously-distributed conductor 
crossovers wi~h air gaps. The substrate's 2530 
crossovers/cm offer a network that permits 
components to be directly interconnected. 
(Reprinted with permission from ie~~u~tor 
Jn1ernational.J1ig1l.i~f. August 1991. Copyright 
1991 by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
l 11 i no i s , USA l 

A group of scientists have developed an 
automated mini lab for cutting turn-arounrl time on 
ASICs and prototype VLSI circuits. Whilt a 



• 

quick-turn minifa~ is not dramatic news in the US, 
these scientists are Russian. I. Bero and 
colleagues report that the modules in-the minifab 
perform a nufllber of re lated p 1 anar processes in 
miniature reactors. Each module features a sealed 
Class l environment. Wafers are shunted 'rom 
module to mudule in hennetically-sealed 
containers. lhe minifab is completely automated. 
from CAO to process technology. 

lhe typical minifab, they note, requires 
200 m' floorspace and 100 kV of electricity to 
operate. The use of reagents and gases has been 
kept to a 111inimum. t'1ey say, to comply with 
environmental constraints. Consumption of key 
reagents is under 1 j. /24 hours. 

All standard planar processes have been 
included. A typical minifab, they report, 
consists of 15-30 modules, dependina on the type 
or circuits to be produced. An X-ray lithography 
module is now under development. It will be 
capable of exposino wafers throuah masks on 
identical 111odules. -eliminatino the need for 
outside maskmakino services. -The Russians are 
affiliated with the Perspective Research Institute 
"Nauchny Center'', Moscow. (Reprinted with 
permission from Sfmiconductor 1.1ttrnation!!! 
l!agazi~~. July 1991. Copyright 1991 by Cahners 
Publishin9 Co .. O"~ rlaines, Illinois. USA) 

Chinese 1:1 lens fro~ Carz 

(noineers at the Sh~nghai Institute of Optics 
and Fini Mechanic~ in China have developed a new 
1:1 broadband deer-uv catadioptric lithography 
lens. It is made from fused silica and calcium 
fluoride. 

The lens has a numerical aperture of >0.40 
and a field diameter of 58 nwn. Reportedly. the 
bandwidth is >10 nm. This lens can use either an 
unnarrowed excimer laser or mercury short arc lamp 
source. The a~sociated wafer exposure system 
alions without compensation components. (Reprinted 
with permission from Semiconductor International 
~i_!'l..f. Hay 1991. Copyright 1991 by Cahners 
Publishin9 Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

Ceram:c films formed bv light 

Hitachi (Tokvo, Japln) has devised a low 
temperature method of forming ceramic films by 
means of irradiating with light. The new proces~ 
can produce high-quality ceramic films on plastic 
and metal substrates, not possible with the 
conventional sol-gel process that requi~es heating 
to ~so•C-400"(. and a 1 so a 11 ows film formation on 
big and complicated surfaces. Instead of heating, 
the Hitachi process uses lioht irradiation in a 
two-step process with the flrst stage involving 
irradiation of a solution of metal alkoxide to 
produce an inorganic polymer precurson. In the 
second stage, the substrate is dipped into the 
solution and the resulting film exposed to 
high-frequency UV light to produce ozone, which 
oxidizes the film. The company used the process 
to make a tantalum pento>dde ceramic film, and was 
able to form strip films 10 microns wide and 
control thickness at 0.01 micron resolution 
Besides uses in electronic devices, applications 
may be seen in making protective, anti-reflective, 
and superconducting films. (Extracted from 
t'.f~ _J_u:..tmo.J~y~J.P.l.n. July 1991) 
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3-0 Bi01QS 

A group of engineers at Purdue University 
School of Electrical Engineering. West Lafayette. 
Indiana, have developed "a novel three-dimensional 
integrated BiCHOS process". Thi!. is the work of 
Rashid Bashir, Suresh Venkatesan and 
Professor Gerold Neudeck, and Semiconductor 
Research Corporation support. 

Overall, this new BiCHOS process is prom1s1ng 
because it offers reduction in area, flexibility 
for speed or power applications, novel collector 
contact, equal current drive for PHOS and NHOS 
devices with sair.e width and lenqth, and a 
self-aligned seed-hole for the CHOS. 

Bashir explaired that epitaxial lateral 
over-growth to achieve silicon over existing 
oxide - a silicon on insulator structure (SOil -
is a k~y process step. Selective epitaxial growth 
(SEG) a~d epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) 
techniques allow the independent opti~ization of 
the CMOS and bipolar device parameters. 

An important feature of t~is BiCHOS structure 
is the independent control of the bipolar 
collector-emitter bre~kdown voltaoe: this allows 
for the desiqn of BiCHOS process for speed or 
power applications. 

Significant for nearly complete elimination 
of latch-up, the Purdue engine~rs fabricate the 
CMOS part of the structure with an inverted PHOS 
device in the SOI silicon stacked over an existing 
NHOS device in the substrate silicon. The PMOS 
device has a dual-gate that gives high current 
drive because of the two oates and because of 
total depletion and bulk inversion in !he silicon 
region. 

The seed-hole for the ~-0 CMOS is 
self-aligned to the bottom gate. This eliminates 
a crucial lithography step and hence reduces 
active area. The entire BiCHOS structure reduces 
the active area by at least one-fourth, due to the 
novel polysilicon contact to buried layer of 
bipolar, stacked CMOS device, self-aligned 
seed-hole and inherent merging of the devices. 
(Reprinted with permission from Semicond~ 
ltL~er_n_!_tio.rrll_~ll.irif. August 1991. Copyright 
1991 by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines. 
11 lino i s , USA) 

SOI bonded wafers make better A-D !Cs 

A group of engineers at Fujitsu's Advanced 
Standard Products Division, Kawasaki, Japan, have 
developed a bonded-wafer-SOI (silicon on 
insulator) CHOS process fur analog-digital ICs. 

Briefly described, these engineers make their 
special wafers by bondino an ordinary silicon 
wafer with 1 um-thick silicon dioxide to another 
unoxidized sflicon wafer. Then they grind the 
wafer with the silicon dioxide layer to a 
thickness of 3 )Jm. thus making the active layer of 
the bonded wafer. 

With bonded wafers, the Fujitsu engineers use 
a conventional IC fabrication process only adding 
a trench isolation process step. Overall, they 
believe this straightforward proce~s provides a 
manufacturing advantage. 



An "exposed" buried polysilicon structure 
provides shielding. Such substrate isolation 
COlllf>letel; separates the.digital and analog 
portions. As the demand for smaller and 
lower-cost electronic systems increases, the 
industry will need better fabrication tPchniques 
for analog-digital circuitry; suppress1n9 
interference noise between analog and digital 
circuits will bec0tne increasingly illlJlortant. 
(Reprinted with pe~ission from S~.i~~~ 
International Ha,gjllj.!!f, August 1991. Copyright 
19Ql by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines. 
I 11 inois. USA) 
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Georgia Tech integrates Si. GaAs ICs via "lift-off" 

Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta) 
researchers are growing GaAs devices atop a GaAs 
substrate, then transferring them to ~ silicon 
IC. This process, they say, should produce lower
cost optical devices integrated directly on 
silicon. 

The Georgia Tech team is using an epitaxial 
lift-off process. developed recently by Bellcore. 
but ~dified to address cost and manufacturing 
issues. 

After the GaAs ICs are lifted from their 
substrate, they are placed on a transparent 
polyimide sheet. Then they are cut apart. aligned 
and transferred to the host substrate. The 
researchers liken this metnod to old-fashioned 
rub-on lettering. 

The goal of this process is to enable the 
mass production of integrated opto-electronic 
circuits. One advantage of this method is low 
111anufacturing cost, since it enables the GaAs opto 
circuits to be placed only where needed on the 
silicon chip. Currently under study is how to use 
automated alignment equipment to deposit the GaAs 
"chiplets" onto host wafers. The chiplets can be 
deposited on nearly any smooth host substrate. 
includinQ silicon, glass and 1 ithium niobate, 
where GaAs cannot be directly grown. 

The process hopes to overcome the difficulty 
in building components capable of switching or 
generating light on silicon devices. The lack of 
an effective technology for placing light 
modul1tors/generators on silicon has slowed 
progr~ss in computing devices that mix electrical 
and Gptical I/Os, the team says. Horeover, 
growing films on relatively large silicon wafers 
is more costly and more difficult than growing 
them on GaAs wafers. (Reprinted with permission 
from Sl!!!iconductor lnternatjonal Hagazine, 
August 1991. Copyright 1991 by Cahners Publishing 
Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

Recording sound without breakina it to biti 

An American chip maker has developed a memory 
chip that can store sound in analog form - without 
first having to convert it into digital code. The 
chip acts like a tape recorder with no moving 
parts. The current model can only store 
16 seconds of sound but it has already found 
applications in mobile co11111unications, talking 
alarms and speech synthesis devices for disabled 
people. 

The chip called the ISO 1016, was developed 
by Information Storage Devices of San Jose, 
California. It offers "one integrated circuit 

where others take half a dozen to convert the 
signal from ana 1 ogue to d; gila 1. store and 
reconvert it•. says Ron Hankins. president of 
Interconnect Specialists of Florida, which is 
using the chip to store sound in its mobile phones. 

The new chip uses a memory technology known 
as E£PROH - electrically erasable progra11111able 
read-only memory - which is no~volatile: it does 
not lose the data when the power is turned off. 

Each bit in an EEPROH memory consists of a 
transistor which has an extra conducting layer in 
the middle of it which acts as~ capacitor - a 
store of electrical charge. Filling the capacitor 
layer with ch~rge alters the conductivity of the 
transistor. Dioital nfonnation can be ;toreo in 
an EEPROH by using the full or empty states of the 
capacitor iayer to represent the one or zero of 
binary code. The ones and zeros can b~ read by 
measuring the conductivity of each transistor bit. 

The new chip. instead of having the capacitor 
layer simply full or empty. uses intermediate 
values. When the sound is sampled. each amplitude 
measurement is translated into a quantity or 
charge on one of the capacitor layers. To read 
back the sound, the conductivity of each 
transistor is measured. The chip can distinguish 
230 l~vels Jf conductivity. 

The sampling of the sound takes piace on the 
chip itself, as does smoothing the reconstructed 
sound and most other recording and playback 
operations. No other processino of the sound is 
required - all the system needs-is a microphone, 
speaker. switches. a few resistors and capacitors 
and a 5-volt power supf ly. Digital EEPROHs, on 
the other hand, require extra c~ips to convert the 
signals from analog to binary and back. 

T~e chip stores 16 se~onrls of analooue sound 
of near-telephone quality on a 128-kilobit EEPROH, 
whereas in digital fonn the same sound would 
require a 1-megabit chip. The chip's makers claim 
that a message will last at least 10 years and 
that messages can be re-recorded over 
100.000 times. A version of the chip with a 
capacity of one minute is expected by the end of 
the year. 

The recorded sound does not have to be played 
back sequentially. for example, a number of words 
could be recorded and a digit~l controller 
attached to the chip c~uld construct a variety of 
messages according to need. 

The chip is already being useo in the US in a 
number of applications. A radio station in the 
tornado region of the south is using it to 
broadcast a weather alert, replaring a 
tape-recorded version. A number of companies are 
developing battery-operated speech synthesis 
devices for the handicapped. A security firm is 
using the chip to incorporate voic~ messages into 
its burglar arms. 

Interconnect Specialists is using the chip in 
a store-and-forward repeater for hand-held radio 
CQflllllunications. This allows two-way 
connun i cations using on 1 y one frequency. The 
rompany is also producing an answering device for 
mobile phones which can store one message. (This 
first appeared in "!!fl!_.kifnt.iH". London, 
21 September 1991. the weekly review of science 
and technology) 



Qig~tal circuits spawn sli ... tr Cf!!COrdcrs 

Hitachi has found a way of making video 
camcorders even sinaller and lighter. Solid-state 
iinaqe sensors in the new camcorders convert liaht 
from the lens into an analoo electrical sianal~ 
which is then i-edia:ely converted foto digital 
code. 
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The processing work which prepares the picture 
sianal for recordino on tape is carried out while 
thi sional is a itrlna of diaital ones and zeros. 
And because it is 11Uch easier to squHze digital 
circuits onto a single chip than analog ones, this 
reduces the ainount of circuitry needed. The digital 
code is converted back into an analog signal just 
before recording onto tape. So the system is still 
C9111Patible with existing recorders. 

Processing the signal in digital fonn also 
makes it easy to create special effects. The 
Hitachi camcorder can inagnify selected parts of the 
image by up to 64 times to create an electronic zoom 
effect in addition to the optical zoom provided by 
the ca111era lens. 

Hitachi will use the same technique lo let 
people shoot widescreen video films, for display on 
the new wide-screen TV sets now going on sale. lhe 
caMera has an iinaoe sensor which has a 
width-to-heiaht ratio of 16:9 instead of the 
conventional-~:J shape. The digital circuitry 
compresses the wide imaae from the sensor into the 
conventional 4:3 shape 6y scanning the picture lines 
1110re quickly than usual. So the tape recoras a 
picture sigfial which is squashed. To replay the 
picture on a widescreen set, the recorder expands 
the image by scanning across the screen at slower 
speed. (This first appeared in "~~cienUst", 
London, 14 Septew1ber 1991. the weekly review of 
science and technology.) 

111 • IWlKET TREll>S AND COIFANY NEWS 

ttarket tr..ids 

Into the unknown 

There is a cr1s1s now afflicting the global 
computer industry. Manufacturers from the mighty 
IBM to the tiny Norsk Data of Norway have connitted 
thetnselves publicly to computer systems bdsed on 
standard, off-the-shelf components which operate in 
a unifonn inanner. An analogy with the motor 
industry is unavoidable: for the first time since 
the modt>rn computt'r industry was founded 30 yurs 
ago, evt>ry CQlllPuter inanufacturer is planning to use 
the s3111e kind of enoine (microprcct'ssorl. tht' same 
kind of fuel and size of tyres (operating systems); 
the steerina wheel and controls (keyboard and screen 
layouts) wi\1 be in the same place whatever the inake 
of machine. As with cars, customers benefit from 
moves to standardization through lower prices and 
systems which are easier to use. 

New evidence of the crisis in the global 
industry emerges daily. There has been: 

A sharp decline in profitability. 
Virtually all compute~ companies saw 
profits decline last year. Groupe Bull of 
rrance lost some rrr7 billion 
(1690 million), the largest by ar.y 
COlllputer company in a single year. Unisys 
of the US lost S4J6.7 million) 
Cl2S2.~ million). 

Contin~ consolidation. In the first 
six 1110nths of the year. AT&T acquired NCR. 
the fifth-laraest US c9111Puter inaker. and 
ICL. now 80 p~r cent OWfied by rujitsu of 
Japan. bought Nokia Data. the inforination 
systetns ann of the Finnish Nokia Group. 

Frantic restructuring. The majority of 
C0111panies are struaalina to brina 
overheads in line ;ith expenses by Cbtting 
jobs. IBH, for example. has eliminated 
SOllle 30.000 over the past years. Apple 
said it planned to tut 10 per cent of its 
workforce. 

Pric.-cutting on an unp,..c~enl~ 
scale. In Hay 1981 IBH cut the prices of 
its high-perf~nnance workstations by up lo 
60 per cent - soine 110dels uere reduced 
from $130,000 to S52,000 - in response to 
fierce c9111Petition. Their new series of 
111ainfraine (large-scale) COll1f'uter systetns. 
known as Sunnit - for the first time in 
IBH's history - are being discounted to 
stimulate sales, rivals say. What is 
causing increasing despondency around the 
world is that none of these measures seetns 
so far to have done much to restore arowth 
in revenues and pr~fits. -

The C0111puter industry is caught at the 
confluence of a nUlllber o~ sian;ficant trends which 
are bringing about profound and irrevocable 
change. After 15 to 20 years of sustained 
turnover arowth, of ten at rates of more than 
20 per cent a year. the industry has come to a 
sudden, shuddering halt in the US and much of 
[urope. There is no sign the growth ot earl ie1-
years will ever be res11111ed. There is no guarantee 
that any of today's players, -•th •ke possible 
exception of IBH, will survive inta~t. Hany will 
not. Even Fujitsu, NEC and Hitachi, developing as 
they have in a substantially protected market, 
have yet to face the challenge of open systems and 
the reduction in margins that will bring. There 
are now two COll1f'uter industries existing 1n 
parallel but with little in connon. The new 
industry has inarkedly different characteristics 
from the old. The hardware is essentially a 
COlllllodity, built from off-the-shelf components. 
The operating software is also standard. Costs 
are lower for standard systems than for 
proprietary systems. A 12 million machine of five 
or six years ago now costs £10,000. The 
improvement in perfonnance for a given price 
furthermore is growing at s0111e 20 to 25 per cent a 
)ear. The old industry faces a stark choice: 
either reduce costs faster than the annual 
improvement in perfor11ance or go out of business. 
Traditional c0111panies have to adjust to imitatP 
the new industry based on c011111on standards if they 
are to survive. (Source: rinancial..!.i!!t.i. 
5 June 1991) 

Electronics industry to set slow growth in 
122.! 

With the war in the Persian Gulf now over, 
business and consumer confidence should begin to 
pick up enabling the electronics industry to eke 
out singie digit growth this year. In general, 
Cahners Econ9111ics has lowered all of the 
electronics forecasts for 1991. The e-perted 
recovery for late 1990 and early 1991 never fully 
materialized. Instead, the economy slipped into a 
recession as consumers and businesses reinerl in 
spending as a result of the Iraqi invasion of 



kuwait and the credit squeeze. This weaker 
spending and invest-.nt will contribute to 
sluggish overall growth in the electronics 
industry this year. New orders for lllOSt of the 
electronics sectors saw weaker-than-fxpected 
growth in the fourth quarter - a better reflection 
than shipments of the overall softening in the 
econ0111y. Our forecast called for total 
eiectronics orders to rise 1.7 per cent in the 
fourth quarter of 1990 CCJlllPar~d to a year ago. 
However, d...and curtailed sharply and orders 
drepped 7.3 per cent. For all of 1991, orders 
will see a milder 3.1 per cent gain. Total 
electronics shipments should bott011t out in the 
first quarter of 1991 and slowly rise in every 
quarter thereafter. Shipments will climb only 
2.8 per cent this year. While 1991 will see 
slower growth thon anticipated earlier, we do 
expect stronoer electronics growth in 1992. A 
recovery wilf begin in the second half of this 
year. While we can blame the current electronics 
slowdown on the Gulf Crisis and the resulting 
crash in consU11er and businss confidence. at least 
the industry has been cushioned by strong exports 
due to a weak dollar. (Reprinted with pennission 
fro- Sf!l!iconductor Internation•l Magazine. 
~ay 1991. Copyright 1991 ~y Cahners Publishing 
Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

$80 billion chip !!irket seen for 1994 

Statistics released by the Semiconductor 
Industry Association (SIA! show the world-wide 
setniconductor inarket with double-digit growth 
through 1993, then slowing slightly as the market 
tops $81 billion in 1984. This data COllles from 
World Semiconductor Trade Statistics Inc. (WSTS), 
the SIA trade statistics reporting program whose 
participants include world-wide semiconductor 
manufacturers. 

The WSTS data projects total se111iconductor 
shipments by all world manufacturers increasing 
12.5 per cent to $56.8 billion in 1991. Then. 
shipnents will increase 16.9 per cent to 
$66.5 billion in 1992 and 12.7 per cent to 
$74.9 billion in 1993. Growth in 1994 will slow 
to 8.3 per cent. 

Doug Andrey, SIA's director of industry 
statisHcal progra111s, says, "The expansion of the 
semiconductor market through 1993 will be fuelled 
by growth in the microprocessor, seinicustom and 
lllftllQry product markets. The industry will 
experience double-digit growth over the next few 
years as new applications in products, such as 
cQ111Puters and high definition television increase 
the pervasiveness of semiconductors in everyday 
life." 

The SIA statistics show nearly even growth in 
all regional markets, with a slight edge in 
Japan. (Extracted with pennission from 
Sf!!licandvctor laternatianal H1gazjn_1, July 1991. 
Copyright 1991 by Cahners Publishing Co., 
De! Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

Svslt!!I integration revenues exprcteJ to rist 

CQ111Puter-syslP111S integrators revenues are 
predicted to total $44.8 billion by 1995, cOlllpared 
to $20 billion in 1990, according to frost & 
Sullivan. The top systeins-integration vendor by 
size is IBH, followed by Electronic Data SystP111s 
and Anderson Consulting; these finns all generate 
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sales of $1.2-1.45 billion per year. tta~ing large 
cust0111ized systems 111t1re pleasing are the 
enhance111ent of cost-benefit ratio of computer 
products, the increase of de facto industry 
standards and the offerino of powerful software 
developnent tools. Eventually the limiting factor 
on systetns inlegrat;on is the organizational 
alterations nee~rd to take total advantaae of ;t 
rather than le~· ~logy; a hidden cost is.worker 
retraining. (Source: ~~hnology Upd_1!e. 
22 July 1991) 

Technologies that sustain 

lnfonnation. biotethnoloqy. Materials and 
manufacturing, and energy are experiencing a 
revolution that will yield advance technologies 
which w;11 sustain rather than destroy the Earth, 
an enviro11111entalist said. Robert l. Olsen. a 
senior consultant with the Institute for 
Alternative Futures, explained, • ... a~ 
enviro11111entally-advanced technology will e111ulate 
the characteristics of nature itself". It will be 
sustainable. capable of satisfying present needs 
w;thout jeopardizing future genera~ions. and it 
will b~ able to be used by all people for all 
time without exhausting resources or having 
unacceptable environlllf'ntal consequences, he 
added. Society will soon inalte the choice 
between destructive and sustainable technology 
then ~irtually every technology we use (now) will 
be redesioned and rebuilt durina the Zlst 
century. 

0

"Whole new fonns of technology will come 
into existence,'' accordina to Olson. "Within 
50 years, nearl~ everything that passes for 
h;•Jh-tech today is likely to be a Museum piece,'' 
he added. (Source: Industrial Engineering. 
August 1991) 

European green report spotlights red-faced IT 

The computer industry has fared badly in a 
European report on managers' attitudes to the 
env i roninent. 

Researcher ORT International revealed that 
15 per cent of the IT companies it surveyed had 
been penalized for breaches of enviromnental 
legislation. 

Although the IT sector showed a relatively 
high percentage of companies with formal 
environmental policies - 69 per cent C0411pared to 
an average of 55 per cent - and many with external 
adv~sors, only 62 per cent of suppliers had 
changed their products and processes to Meet the 
require111Pnts of environ111ental legislation. This 
COlllpar~d to a survey average of 80 per cent. 

I7 was below average in eight categories. It 
ca111e second to bottom on t~e question of how 
i•portant environmental issues are to company 
strategy. Only 23 per cent of respondents said 
environmental issues were critical and 8 per cent 
said they were unimportant. 

Only 54 per cent of IT companies had specific 
plans to change their environ111ental policy 
c0111pared to a survey average of 70 per cent and 
only Jl per cent required their suppliers to 
change or guarantee environ111ental quality compared 
to the average of 43 per cent. 

ORT analysed 250 large industrial and 
cQlllllercial companies frOlll 16 luropean co~ntries, 



inr.luding Poland and Hungary, and 15 industrial 
sectors ranging from finance. retailing. 
chemicals and oil to textiles, transport. 
automotive and building. 

The recently fonned Softw1re Hanufacturers 
Association is urging the computer industry to 
us'!' enviromnentally-friendly packa'!ing instead 
of expanded polystyrene which contains chloro
fluorocarbons. Substitute materials could 
include recycled cardboard. (Source: 
(0111puting, 11 July 19911 

Electronics markets sho., soark 

Growth in demand for adhesives. s~alants 
and coatings in the US electrical and 
electronics sector is forecast to exceed that of 
the econQllly as a whole as US producers bec0tne 
110re c0111petitive internationally. 

Sales are forecast to rise 31 per cent frol. 
$1.82 billion in 1990 to $2.38 billion in 1995. 
according to a new report from frost & Sullivan 
International. Hybrid coatings sa1 es, for 
example, are predicted lo grow by 73 per cent 
frOlll $80 111illion in 1990 to $138 111illion in 
1q95_ Sales of die attac~ adhesives will rise 
by ~7 per cent. from i~e million to 
$97 million. PCB coatinas sales will rise 
42 per cent and assembly-adhesives 38 per cent. 

By contrast, the large wire coating 
application~ sector will see growth of 
20 per cent to $QIO million in the period while 
potting/encapsulating applications hold the 
middle ground with projected growth to 
$471 million in 1995, a 32 per cent rise. 

Polyi111ides growth will be particularly 
strong at 55 per cent. Cyanoacrylates and 
polyxylylenes will also grow strongly but 
polyester and ethylene copolymer growth will be 
weak. (Source: European Chrtnical News, 
2 Septei;iber 19911 

Flat panel display s'les forecast 

Sales of flat panel displays world-wide 
will increase to $9.3 billion by 1996 co111pared 
to $4 billion in 1990, according to Electronic 
Trends Publications (Saratoga, California), with 
consumer goods using 40 per cent of the devices. 
or sales of $3.8 billion by 1996, and computer 
use accounting for sales of $2.8 billion worth 
of displays. Although Japanese c0111panies 
d0111inate the market now, much of the technology 
got its start in the US, and a number of US 
c0111panies are working on new directions in 
technology and seeking niche marke,s for their 
devices. Photonics Technology (Northwood, Ohio) 
has developed high definition colour displays 
for 111ilitary use, employing proprietary double
substrate high resolution barrier colour AC 
plasma technology. Their new 17-in. and 19-in. 
displays can handle 111ore than 262.000 colours. 
with resolution similar to consumer televisions, 
as well as flicker-free images and allow 
wide-angle viewing. further development of 
devices with resolution as high as 2,048 limes 
2,048 pixels, and analog and digital video 
interfaces up to 200-f'liz is planned. (Extracted 
frOlll Desjqn News, 5 August 19911 
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Hultichip module industrv will scar bx 
mid-decade 

Hultichip 110dules (H(Hsl are not the 
billion-dollar business SDllll' experts predicted, 
yet. According to a newly-published report. 
however. they are moving briskly in that direction. 

By the middle of this decade, says Electronic 
Tr~nd Publications (Saratoga. California). HCHs 
will achieve a compound annual growth rate of 
33.9 per cent. They will also generate sales of 
$665.8 Million by 1994. The Market is currently 
worth about $207 Million, ETP claims. 

What 111akes HCH packag;ng so enticing? Since 
conventional packages are eliminated. HCH die can 
be grouped very close together. This offers 
several benefits. Host ·1otablE, perhaps. is a 
decrease in the time it takes for an electrical 
signal to Move frOlll one chip to another. 

11CHs is a market "destined to capture a larae 
share of all micro-electronics". HCHs today are
being c<1111pared to where surface mount technology 
stood 10-15 years ago. Almost 90 per cent of the 
$207 million in revenue aeneraled with H(Hs last 
year was used by ~aptive-markets. The merchant 
market, today, stands ready to blossom. 

H(Hs costly to 111ake 

leading the HCH technology bandwagon are 
Military contractors and computer systems makers. 
They head current applications - largely because 
HCHs are so costly to 111anufacture. 

The good news, according to the report, is 
that HCH prices will decline because of increased 
production. Today the price range is $50-$100 per 
square inch. After 1995, look for that to drop 
into the $20-$30 per square inch area. lower 
prices will 111ake HCH technology more attractive to 
consumer and automotive Markets. (Source: 
Srmiconductor International, July 1991) 

Soft options 

fiercer and fiercer grows the competition to 
dominate the next generation of desktop 
computing. On 4 September 1991 Sun Hicrosystems, 
leader in the small but fast-growing market for 
workstations (the sort of high-powered machines 
that engineers and scientists use), announced 
plans to create a version of its Unix operating 
system for the most powerful IBH-compatible 
personal computers. With personal computer-makers 
like (0111paq and A,ple trying lo develop 
challengers to Sun's workstations, Sun is now 
pushing its technology back down into the 
high-volume world of PCs. The result will be 
fierce and fascinating competition. 

All three groups now vying to set thf 
standards for tomorrow's computing - one led by 
Sun, the ACE consortium led by (0111paq and 
Hicrosoft, and the new alliance of IBH and Apple -
agree that the features needed for next-generation 
personal computers are roughly the same as those 
available on workstations today: fast processors. 
nice graphics, the ability to juggle many tasks at 
once and built· in support for networking. They 
differ, however, in their strategies for 



repackaging th~se technologies to suit the needs 
of secretaries and executives instead of the 
cOlllputerphiles who mostly use workstations today. 

While Sun is pushing a single operating 
standard. its rivals have decided to offer a 
choice. (Qlllpaq and the rest of the ACE consortiutn 
are backing two next-generation operating 
syste111s. One is a version of Unix developed by 
the Santa Cruz Operation. a small software finn, 
and Digital Equipment. The other is a new 
operating syste111 being developed by Hicrosoft. the 
world's biggest software CQlllpany. Hicrosoft 
promises th~t its system will be as powerful as 
Unix. but easier to use and better adapted to cope 
with the huge amounts of software already written 
for personal cowiputers. As for IBH and Apple, 
details of their plans remain vague. 

The key to success for all three groups is 
attracting to their operating systems the best 
developers of applications software - the 
word-processing. connunications, spread-sheet and 
other programs that actually make COlllputers do 
useful things. 

Few of the products that will decide this 
c0111petition are yet on the market. Sun is likely 
to be first to market; IBH-Apple last. Indeed. 
Sun may well take ar. early lead in the number of 
machir1es running its operating systpm -
particularly if it manages to get the PC version 
cf its Unix lo the market. as planned, in the 
s1111111er of 1992. The race, however. will be a lonq 
one. (Source: The Economist, 7 September 1991) -

~yrface mount device market continues upward 
1!:ill 

Because the use of surface mount technoloov 
(SHT) for printed circuit boards miniaturizes i~e 
assemblies on the one hand and auarantees 
economical insertion throuah automation on the 
other, it will continue le-be successful in the 
future. 

Yet a fundamental prerequisite for SHT is the 
opti11um matching of components, processi.19 robots 
and techniques (especially for insertion and 
soldering) with one another. However, no other 
electronics sector has managed to achieve this 
level of coordination as well as SHT. Market 
researchers feel that by 1992. 62 per cent of all 
printed circuit boards manufactured world-wide 
will be c0111pletely or partially inserted using 
surface mount technology. Although assessments of 
the current SH market and its probable future 
development rliffpr grP~lly from one aprrai~al to 
the next, everyone agrees on one thing: SH 
technology will remain dynamic and will achieve 
almost explosive growth rates, even during periods 
of economic decline. 

The ongoing transition from conventional 
insertion ass"'bly using wired components to 
surface mounting of printed circuit boards gave 
rise to ongoing growth in SHT of 3 per cent 
despite an overall slump in the electronics 
industry. The industry is expected to rebound 
again during the second half of this year and not 
only will PCB manufacturers profit from this 
expected boom; increasingly more design, routing 
and assembly jobs are being awarded to ~ervice 
companie~ and subcontractors. At an annual growth 
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rate of 12 ~er cent, this ;narket sector alone is 
expected to achieve sales of more than $10 ~illion 
by 1993. (Source: AHT. Ji:ne 1~';1) 

(Ollpany news 

IBH and Apl!lf..._1.tl...l!.P....ll!'J> 

Jn one of the most important developments yet 
in the consolidation of the US comput~r industry 
into a handful of competing camps, the two main US 
personal computer inanufacturers, IBH and Apple. 
have sianed a letter of intent to cooperate in 
developing hardware and software for the newt 
generation of desk-top computers. 

If successful, the aliiance promises to 
provide computer users with faster desk-top 
machines, capable of doing many tasks at a time. 
Although oth~r consortia are also working to this 
end, the COlllpetitive spur provided by the new 
link-up may accelerate the appearance on the 
market of faster machines. It should also become 
possible to use Apple's Hacintosh machines as 
terminals to work on IBH mainframes, producing 
easier-to-use computing networks for the many 
computer users who have grown accustomed to 
Apple's graphically-based systems. 

With the costs of research and development in 
the computer industry forever rising, and the 
profit margins of the major companies being 
squeezed by the advent of smaller companies 
selling cheap "clones" of the leading designs, the 
formation of strateqic alliances has become a 
general trend. -

The most sionificant fe~ture of the 
wide-ranging IBM.and Apple technology agreement is 
the announcement that the twc companies will work 
together to develop a new personal computer 
operating system, using object-oriented 
progranning techniques. This operating system 
will be designed to run on a range of different 
machines. 

The agreement's other main component is the 
decision to further refine IBM's state-of-the-art 
reduced instruction set computing (RISC) 
microprocessor. one of the fastest micror.hip 
designs available. Hotorola will develop more 
compact and cheaper versions of IBM's RISC chip, 
for use in future IBM and Apple computers. 
Greater computing speed may allow future desktop 
computers to run programs combining led, graphics 
and video - so-called "multimedia" computing. 

While most industry analysts a~r~e that 
successful collaboration between IBH and Apple 
would redefine the landscape of the US computer 
industry, there is still some scepticism about the 
likely success of the arrangement. 

Contracts to formalize the collaborations 
described in the letter of intent have yet to be 
thrashed out, and several much-heralded computer 
industry alliances signed in the past have not 
yielded significant results. 

The new IBH and Apple 1 ink may pose mo1·e 
problems than most prospective alliances, 
simply because of two companies' differing 
business styles. (Source: ~.!:f. Vol. 352, 
11 July 1991) 



A European collaboration for IBH 

International Business Hachines (IBM! and 
Sietnens of Germany will join forces to manufacture 
next generation c0111puter ineinory chips, a move 
aimed al challenoino Japanese domination in that 
narkel. The news came on 4 July. just one day 
alter IBH announced a 11ajor collaboration with 
Apple COlllf'uter to develop personal computers and 
workstations. 

The IBH-Si~ns agreement is likely to dlter 
the balance of the chip-makino industry 
world-wide, and particularly in Europe. It ends 
the chance of a merger or close collaboration 
between Europe's three 11ajor semiconductor 
11anulacturers. Sietnens. Philips Electronics of the 
Netherlands and SGS-Thomson Microelectronics »f 
France and Italy - a strategy urged by some as a 
way to create a purely Europ~an semiconduc~or 
concern ahle tc> comrete on equal terms wilt- US and 
Japanese c11111pani es. But because IBH and Siemer. s 
are leaving the door open for other partn~rs, 
their· agreeinent 11ay allow European chip-ltdkers 
acces~ to state-of-the-art technoloov and could 
eventuallv increase Europe's competitiveness ir 
the sen1i conductor fie 1 d. 

I0t1 and Sie11ens wi 11 expand an existin9 IBM 
semiconductor plant in France lo produce 
l6-me9abit dynamic random access 11emory chips. or 
ORAMs. The two companies will share th~ 
$700 million cost of construction. lhe rhir• ~111 
be made arcordinq to an IBM desion and with iBH 
manufacturing technology; Siemens will provide 
pnoineers and exrPrtise. Production should beoin 
late next yea•. (Source: Nature, Vol. 352. · 
11 July 191ll 1 

It has bet>n announct>d that Siemens have 
signt>d a "lt>tler-of-intent" lo purchase th!.' 
industrial controls division of Texas Instruments 
Inc., of Dallas, leYas. This deal will enable the 
German-based multinational to expand their 
AmPrican market share by acquisition of the 
in1Hoeno11~ TI: it also oives them an immediate 
"inv~nted here" (USA! l~ok. They inherit the 
production facility based in Johnson City, 
Tenriessf'e. which employs appro1dmately 
1.000 people and another 300 involved in sales and 
marketino around the wo~ld. (Source: AMT. 
June 199l) · 

~~ant IBM to share its technology 
fuouqh JESSI 

The French-Italian SGS Thomson 
Microelectronics Co. has requested the Joint 
European Submicron Silicon (JESSI! or9anization to 
ensure that new technology developed through the 
participation of IBH in JESSI will be shared among 
the European manufacturers. 

Although the collaboration between IBM and 
Siemens of Germany on 64 Mh ORA~ devices ;s 
strictly not part of JESSI, European manufacturers 
hope that the participation of IBM in two JESSI 
projects wi 11 result in its R&O resources being 
shared with all the JESSI participants and not 
just with Siemens. IBM is reported to be plannin9 
to extend its collaboration with Siemens for the 
e.,pnlual development of r'evices even n1ore coniplex 
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than 64 Ht> ORAHs. {Reprinted with pennission from 
~~~Internationa~a~inf. July 1991. 
Copyright 1991 by Cahners Publishing Co., 
Des Plaines. Illinois, USA\ 

Europeans plan LCD collaborative ventu.!:f 

Philips IThe Netherlands!. Thomson (France) 
and AEG-Telefunken (Germany) are planning to 
collaborate in the development and manufacture of 
large LCD displays. The British GEC 9roup is 
likely to join them. The supertwist, active 
matrix and ferroelectric LCD technologies 
developed at the GEC Hirst Research laboratory 
near London could be employed in large displays. 
while GEC Plessey Semiconductors of Swindon has 
the technology to produce LCDs in volume. and 
Enolish Electric Valve Co. (EEV) of Chelmsfor~ (a 
GEC associate) has also worked on LCOs for many 
years. 

The European Commission IEC) is prepared to 
back precompetitive collaborative projects under 
its ESPRIT and EUl?EKA initiatives, since it is 
felt that these displays will be a key component 
in future electronics equipment. The EC is 
concerned aboul the absence of any European 
manufacturing of large LCDs, while the 
manufacturers reoard this time of recession in 
semiconductor production as a~ opportunity to cash 
in on the increasino LCD market. (Reprinted with 
pt>rmission from Semicond~~~tionaj 
Magizin~. July 1991. Coryright 1991 by Cahners 
Publishing Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USAI 

Siemens-Nixdorf fails to meet its obiectives 

Europe's largest computer maker, 
Siemens-Nixdorf Informal ion Svstems. has warned it 
will continue to make a loss for the rest of the 
year. 

Siemens-Nixdorf ori9inally said it would 
become profitable within a year of its formation, 
but in March 1991 the company reported a 
OH 380 million loss for the half-year. 

Officials in Paris say it is now unclear when 
Siemens-Nixdorf will move into the black, but 
added that the loss for the second quarter of this 
year will be less than the first quarter. 

The company was formed last year when the two 
German groups Nixdorf Computer Group and Siemens' 
data and information division merged their 
operations. 

Siemens says that despite being burdened by 
its vital semiconductor activities, the 
streamlinina of its Nixdorf activities and its 
investment in East Germany, it can still loo~ 
forward to matching 1990's revenue in 1991. 
(Source: Computer Weekly, 11 July 1991) 

GPS ties up ASICs with STM 

GPS of the UK and the Italian-French combine 
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics are to standardiie 
their ASIC cell products in a 1110,·e which 11ay 
expand to other semi-custom areas like 
sea-of-gates and field progranwnablr gatP arrays. 

GPS's total ASIC sales are nearly three times 
bigger than SGS' sales. GPS is the w~rld No. 12 



in ASIC sales accordino to Dataquest and SGS is 
No. Zl. Last year's D~taquest estimates for the 
two COlllJlanies' ASIC sales were $156 mi 11 ion for 
GPS and S66 million for SGs. 

Starting with 0.7-111icron standard cells, the 
agreement is expected to move to 0.5-micron 
sea-of-gates gate arrays and FPGAs. For the 
moment it envisaoes interchanoeabilitv of stand~rd 
r:ell designs at the mask database level and the 
development of electrically-compatible 0.7-micron 
processes at both companies. 

The agreement allows both cQlllpanies to tap 
into European Connission funds specifically 
provided for transr.ational Rio cooperations. 

Starting in the first quarter of 1992, the 
first standardized products fr0tn the merged 
GPS/SGS operation will be 0.7-111icron standard 
cells. That leve1 of process capability is ab~ut 
six months ahP.ad of what GPS would have had 
without the agreement. 

If both companies can get their 0.5-microri 
process financed partly by the EC without having 
to develop. manufacture and 111arket RAMs, then they 
have got a very good deal. 

8Pt the biggest advantage is likely to derive 
frt1111 cust0111ers' realization that both companies 
have credible upgrade paths for thefr ASIC 
processes for the next three or four years. 

That problem may not have been so acute for 
SGS because it is already plugged into an 
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EC-funded half micron process development project -
the Joint European Sub-Micron Silicon Initiative 
(JESSI), but GPS is not in the process development 
part of JESSI and recently lost its integrated 
process research capability at the fonner Caswell 
Research Laboratories. (Source: Electronics 
~. 10 July 1991) 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

Logic PLDs d~ 

The first member of the HIPER 5.000 line of 
complex programmable logic devices (PLDsl has been 
released by Plus logic. featuring the industry's 
first flexible LSI-sized blocks of progralm'able 
SRAi1s. But focusing on more than function and 
performance, Plus logic is also pushing prices 
down to match those of equivalent standard ICs and 
gate arrays. 

Plus logic claims 18,000 equ;valent usable 
gates for the H5110. with system clock rates to 
40 l'liz. 

Prices are set under S50 each in quantities 
of 1,000. Standard products the 5110 can replace 
are in the price range of $25 to $60 each and 
C0111peting with 40,000-gate sea-of-gate arrays in 
the range of $30 to $70 each. This puts complex 
PLDs in price COlllpetition with gate arr~ys and 
stand~rd ICs, at volume prices, for the first time. 

The HIPER scheme uses a layout of four to 
16 blocks, basically the same as Plus logic's 
previous products. with function blocks inter
connected through 1 progra11111able matrix. But now 
the gate count is nine times greater and there are 
three types nf big blocks - control logic, memory 
and data path functions. 

The 5110 bt1rrows control loaic blocks from 
Pl"s loaic's '?020 devi~e. which has '>een in 
production for two years, the fir111's patented 
Universal Interconnect Hatrix IUIH), and adds 
newly developed configurable memory blocks to form 
~device aimed at applications where considerable 
amounts of well tailored data storage functions 
are needed to be intimately invol,ed wi~h logic. 

In the 5110 there are four memory blocks. 
each with the equivalent of 4,000 usable aates. 
They may be formed into FirOs, UFOs, register 
banks or simple SRAHs. There are also four 
control blocks with 500 gates each. Each memory 
block can be cascaded in width and/or depth. All 
the rational combinations of the four blocks are 
p~ssible such as a 64 x 9 FIFO. a 64 x 18 register 
bank and a 64 ~ 9 SRAH - all in one 5110 device. 

The UIH connects any of the outputs of all 
blocks to any or all of the input signals of all 
the blocks. The memory can he connected from the 
pads or from the UIH, thus available to internal 
and external logic. Control signals' polarity and 
definition are decorled. and therefore are uselul 
in any desired interface scheme. such as Hot'Jrola 
or Intel bus control configurations. 

The memories are confiaured ~ithout usin~ the 
control logic blocks, allt1wlng access to the 
memories through other higher-speeri logic. The 
FIFO can be operated at 33 HHz at both ports, 
yielding a possible data rate of 112 Hbytesis. 
Typical memory configurations include intelligent 
FHOs. buffered memory controllers, and register 
files. (Source: Electronics Weeili. 
12 June 1991 I 

A prototype computer for the severely 
disabled - driven entirely by voice cot1111ands - is 
being developed by ~ collaboration between 
linguists and technologists at Hatfield 
Polytechnic in the UK. The system will be 
entirely keyboard free and considerably cheaper 
than existing alternatives. ~!though there are 
so-called hands-free systems currently on the 
market, these are unsuitable for the disabled as 
they require the keyboard to be used every time an 
error has been made. In addition they cost about 
113,000, making them inaccessible to the majoritv 
of the disabled population. The new system would 
~e available for about 15,000. Over the past 
three years the Hatfield team has conductad 
research into the real needs of disabled computrr 
users. To eliminate the need for an able-bodied 
helper, ready to use the keyboard every time an 
error is made, the researchers have develcped a 
voice-operated "undo facility". "Every action can 
be undone via a spoken co11111and". The system also 
offers limited dialogue responses, so if it is 
unsure of a particular co11111and, it will offer 
likely options. (Source: J.h.L!il!!ll_l:l.ighfr 
Education Supplement, 6 September 1991) 

Battle of the chips 

The T9000 is the first of a new generation of 
high-performance chips from lnmos. The 32-bit 
Rise microprocessor has 10 times the computing 
power of the company's ne•l most powerful device, 
the TBOO. It has a peak performance of 200 mips 
and 25 megaflops at 50 megahertz. Oesigned tr 
link easily, transputers are idol for parallel 
COlllputing, in which many processors wrr• on a 
single task simultaneously, increasing sreed. 



Hany see parallel process;ne as the future of 
computing. The trariputer is the answer to the 
prayers of those who need vast c•,mputer power but 
lack the res~urces of a convent;onal super
ce119~ter. Ken Wallace of Oxford Un;vers;ty ;s 
usin9 several dc1en tran~puters to drive a 
computer simulat;on of the human ann in a project 
a;med ultimately at understanding the brain 
better. Without the transputer, the project would 
have been ;111possible. There is a wide ranee o! 
apphcatiOhS ror the transputer. They d<?al with 
robotics, fluid dynam;cs, medical ;mag;ng. speech 
recognit;on, remote sensing, process control, so;l 
analysis. underwater acoustic co11111unication and 
machine condition monitoring. (Source: !:!iil.Y 
Telegraph, 12 August lQql) 

Computer-gu;ded crewless ships 

Within a eenerat ion. fleets of unmanned care:> 
vessels could be sailing the seas like the ~~rif. 
(.eJn~f, with a radar as 1 ookout and a computer at 
the helm. No human hand will touch the Uller 
from the moment the ship leaves its berth until it 
reaches its destination. A Japanese ship. the 
10.000-ton ore-carrier Sh;ija Merchant, recently 
completed two days of unmanned trials in the 
perilous 20-mile-wide strait between Japan and 
korea before returning undamaged to the port of 
Kagoshima. in a voyage that was planned and 
executed by onboard computers. Unmanned ships 
could become a reality tor two reasons - cost and 
safety. Even though crews are smaller than thev 
used to be, waees. heatino, liehtine and food 
remain a big e;pense. and.80 ~er ce~t of 
collisions between ships are ca~sed by human 
error. Automatic euidance would be far safer. 
The ship's course would be proarammed into an 
onboard computer before it sailed. similar to an 
aircraft autopilot. The ships progress across the 
ocean would be tracked by a gyrocompass. which 
could make necessary corrections, and the course 
would be planned, where possible. to avoid bad 
weather. The ship's owner could feed fresh 
instructions to the ship via satellite, even in 
mid-ocean. if the course or destination had lo be 
altered. At its destination, separate berthino 
systems. also computer-controlled. would be used 
to bring it safely to its mooring. Collisions 
would be avoided by using radar plotting and 
avoidanre sy5tems. which would detect approaching 
vessels and mak2 the course chances, in line with 
existing sea regulations. (Sour~e: The Times. 
29 August 19Ql) 

~cTooth does the filling_i.n 

Dentists are now being offered computer 
software that can help them keep a graphically 
coloured computer chart of all the work they do on 
a patient's teeth - and do away with written 
records and paperwork. The Hal Tooth software, 
developed by Degree Zero, of London's Harley 
Street, runs on the latest Apple Macintosh Hae LC 
111ach;ne. When a new patient joins the practice, 
the details are retorded on the computer by the 
receptionist. After that, the dentist records 
details of treatment by using the mouse. He or 
she clicks on to the diagramatic representation of 
o particular tooth on the screen and then fills in 
part of the tooth with a s~ecific colour to 
represent a treatment. A silver splodge denotes 
an amalgam filling. while a bright yellow splodge 
denotes a gold one. Once the treatment ;~ 
complete the software translates the colc> s into 
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codes from which it can oenerate the patient's 
bill and other paperwork~ The computer also 
produces a spreadsheet of the practice's accounts 
for the auditors. (Source: Financ;al Times. 
2b Apri 1 1991) 

Luggage on a long leash 

A cOlllputer system for ensuring airline 
passengers ~nd their baggage always board the same 
aeroplane has been developed by the British 
Technology Group and Brals (baggage reconcilation 
and location system), a c0111pa~y funded by BTG and 
Symtech Information Technology. The system can 
isolate the baggage of passengers who fail to 
board a flight, in case the unaccompanied bag 
contains a bomb. It can also help to eli~inate 
misrouted luggage. Baggage checked in by a · 
passenger is given a unique number in barcode form 
and numerals. This ;s recorded in the Brals 
computer and linked by a seat number to the 
passenger. From that moment each piece of baggage 
and its owner can be identified as they move 
towards the aircraft. The computer checks the 
baggage and passengers on each flight and produces 
a screen display or printed report showing that 
for every baa loaded, there is a matchino 
passenger. The system enables baggage to be 
located quickly whert a passenoer transfers from 
one flight to another. (Source: Financial Ti11es. 
8 Harch 1991) 

Novel use cf an electric motor 

An electric motor run in reverse could serve 
as an electric oenerator for remote areas in the 
third world. according to Intermediate Technology 
!Rugby. UK). The 9enerator could be set up 
anywhere where there is water runnino down a 
fairly steeo hillside. In some rtevefoping 
countries, cheap electri( motors and water p11111ps 
are readily available. but electricity is not. 
Small hydropower generators that are available are 
usually not very reliable. Water pumps can be run 
backwards as turbines to rotate the central magnet 
of an attached motor to spin. This produces an 
electric current. If a water pump is not 
available, waste materials available in most 
places could be dSed to create a simple turbine. 
The turbines are powered by water flowing downhill 
through a small pipe. Capacitors must be used to 
smooth out the voltage being generated. The 
technique of converting a motor to a generator 
should be cheaper than buying a purpose-built 
generator up to 20 kW, according to Intermediate 
Technology. The converted motors will also be far 
more reliable. An electrical controller to switch 
excess electr;~ity into heaters could also be made 
locally. (f:;tracted from New Scitntist. 
29 June 1991 l 

~ing lllf!!!Orx cards 

An evaluation kit from Databook Inc. can help 
to develop inetnory card applications in a wide 
range of systems and environments. Relying on 
non-volatile solid-state 111e111ory, the credit
card-s i zed 3-t1111-thi ck cards are bei nc; used to 
replace rotating magnetic memory in such equip!llent 
as notebook computers and other consumer and 
industrial terminals. 

Hore than 180 computer, software and 
semiconductor makers have adopted standards 
develnped for the cards by the PC Memory Card 



lrternatiGnal Associat•?~ (°CHClA) in the United 
Stales and the Japa~ese [lectr~~ics Industry 
Oevelopir.ent Ass~ciation (JEIOA). 

The USS 595 kit in~ludes the kit maker's 
Thin(ardUrive memory card drive. a memory card. a 
connector aud 110u11tino hardware. software that 
runs on a desktop perso~al c0111puter, and a manual 
containino both hardware and software desion 
infonnation as well as backoround infonnation on 
the joint US and Japanese standard and general 
"industry trend" infonnation. Contact: 
Pete Robson, Oatabook Inc., Tower Building -
Terrace "ill, 112 Prospect St., Ithaca, New York 
14850-9952 USA. !Source: IEEE Spectrum, 
July 1991) 

Texas raises a rival to the transputer 

The Alllerican Clllllf)uter giant Texas Instrutnents 
has 1119ved into one of the few areas of computino 
where Britain is still ahead of the pack - -
parallel processing. The company has launched a 
new chip as a competitor to the British-rlesio~ed 
parallel chip, t~e transputer. -

Both chips are microprocessors with which 
built-in llltlllOry and cOllllllunications link so that 
they can be easily linked to similar processors to 
form parallel cOtnputers. This novel fonn of 
computer can process laroe amounts of d;ta verv 
quickly by dividing up tasks between a number of 
identical process~rs - anythina from two to 
thousands. Conventional serial computers carry 
out their tasks one after another using a sinale 
very fast processor. -

Texas's announcement was of a new standard 
for modules to carry the chip which will make it 
suitable for general parallel processing. The 
modules are small circuil boards, about 10 
centimetres lono and 6.5 centimetres wide, which 
carry a (40 chip plus extra llM!tllQry and connections 
for c011111unications and control of the chip. 

The modules and other hardware devices are 
not being developed by Texas itself ~ut by smaller 
companies that specialize in parallel computing. 
Host of these are in Britain. Similarly the 
software is mostly being developed in Britain. 
Some of the hardware and software being developed 
will allow transputers and (40 chips to work 
together in the same c0tnputer. !This first 
appeared in "r:!~Scirn!~ H", London, 
31 August 1991, the weekly review of Science and 
Technology) 

Smart cards 

The 11icroprocessor card (also called the 
"s11art card") is a oevice, frequently the size of 
a conventional credit card, that contains 
integrated circuit chips. These cards can be used 
to perform a variety of computer-related tasks in 
areas such as financial transactions and personal 
database activities. It has been predicted tnat 
by 1993, over 200 11illion cards will be produced 
annually. 

H.!.li..w' 

Although the 11ain patents arr over 10 years 
old, the real technical and c011111trcial activities 
related to microprocessor cards started only in 
1984-1985. At that same ti11e, several 
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manufacturers started offerina a certain nUft"ber of 
products that wrre reliable ~~d reaso~abl) priced 
and ai~ed at a limited nU111ber of applicatio~s. 
lhe~e can be cailed the first-ooneration 
microprocfssor ca~d~. The firit u5prs were 
teleconnunication administrations in Europe. some 
social security administrations. and a fe• 
professicnal groups - e.g., ban~in9 and 
insurance - and there were some limite~ 
experiments (student cards, health cards. and 
city-transport-fare cards). 

These experimental applications proved both 
the great interest i~ the device and the 
functional limitations of the first-aeneratior 
cards. That led to the development of a sec?nd 
generation. The major areas of technical 
i111prove111ent are ineinory size. sophisticate1 data 
11anagement, processing speed, data security. and 
the capability for a aiven card to handle new. not 
yet fully-defined. applications. This was the 
first step towards the definition of a smart card 
as a general-purpose tool in the field of data 
processing. 

These new developments startPd in 19R7-1QA~ 
and resulted in the current availability of some 
original products, e,.tending the domains of 
application of the card. The estimated n11111ber of 
smart cards produced in lg90 is over 70 million. 
It is likely that this number will be multiplied 
by three before 1993. But the most significant 
development is the requirement for more powerful 
components, especially ~ecause of ~he increasing 
number of portable data files beino used. While 
in 1990, 91 per cent of the microp~ocessor cards 
were used for financial transaction applications, 
it is expected that in 1993, only 50 per cent will 
be so used and that 25 per cent will be used for 
applications involving portable databases. 

The major technical issues involved are: 

Physical standards; 
- Hicro-chip design; 
- Connunication interface and ~rotocols; 

External devices; 
Data security; 
Software problems: 
Application development techniques: 
Integration into lar9e infonnation systems; 
Ethnical and social issues. 

Of course. this list of i>sues is not complete. 
but it clearly indicat~s that the card raises key 
problems in many vital areas of informatics. 

Srcuri lY 

Until now, cards offered security as a result 
of the app 1 ications being strongly encapsulated. 
No doubt, more a11bitious cards or applications 
will reaire new concepts and new techniques. For 
example, a multi-application health card will be 
used by physicians, nurses. hospital adminis
tration and services. social security, ... ergenry 
services, etc. Huch of the stored data 11ust be 
shared by more than one user - but, of course, not 
all of it. A c0111ple• security sch...-ie has to be 
providetl. 

A big security issue is the proof that the 
bearer of the card is the correct one. Personal 
identification nUlllbers IPINs) are frequently used 
with banking cards and other similar applications. 



The future microprocessor card will improve the 
quality ~f the proof and the security level by 
usina one or more bi0111etric identification 
scheMes. Those schemes must be dynamic, to 
pre~ent "aoeino" of initial 11easure111ents. 

Right now, programs are stored in a ROH. but 
microprocessor cards could be fle.ible enough to 
allow the owner to "import" new applications 
hi111self or take copies from his bank, company, or 
hospital. Then. the security problem focuses not 
only on data but also on code. As everyone knows, 
viruses can cause areal damaoe to PCs or 
mainframes. But what about a virus in a million 
bankino cards? Future microprocessor cards must 
be able tu protec~ their data files and prQorams 
with on-card security virus-control hardware or 
ROH software, to prevent any 1110diHcation c;r 
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loss. (Source: IFIF Newsletter. Vol. VIII. No. 3. 
September 1991) 

!~tel unveils rugged re 
A ru~oed, rack-mountable micro(omputer from 

Intel Corporation's Systems Group in Hillsboro. 
Oregon. strikes a happy medium between 
garden-variety P(s and expensive machines that 
mt'et military specifications. 

Priced at S4.000 and desioned for orioinal
equipment manufacturers, the m0del 30,i is.based 
on a 25-HH: Intel ~8~ microprocessor. It co~es in 
a standart' 19-in. rac .. -«10untable chassis. 
r~sitive-rressure. filtered air flow keeps dust 
out. !ts hard dis~ is shock-mounted for vibration 
protection and add-in cards are held in place by ~ 
lockina bar to keep them from detachino if the 
com~uter is in a vibration-prone environment. 

The 302i also offers a hioh level of 
serviceability. Any component-in the system can 
be replaced in less than eight minutes with a 
screwdriver. The CPU board is trav mounted and 
special connectors are used to make servicing 
easier. 

Other featvres include 64-Kbytes of cache 
memor), eight expansion slots, a 230-W power 
supply. two serial ports, one parallel port, and 
PC-AT compatibility. !Source: Electronics. 
August 1991) 

A power-«1anagem~nt chip f rOlll Benchmarq 
"icroelectronics Inc. is designed especially for 
battery-operated computers, cellular phones and 
instruments. 

The bq2001 Energy "'nagement Unit provides 
""''rate, reliable powt'r metering. fast char(Je 
control, and sophisticated system-management 
sprvices. Battery-conditioning routines. for 
e•ainple. =an restore lost capacity resulting from 
elllended storage or mistreat11ent and inhihi t the 
so-cal led memory effect that plagues Hi(d 
batteries. 

fabricated in 18-V bi-Cl'«>S, the bq2001 
operates at 5 v but handles systems up tn 12 V. 
It consumes 700 nA. An internal micro regulator 
powered by the 11ain battery provides backup for a 
clock and other low-current ICs. When a system's 
battery is removed, a small lithium cell powt>rs 
the bq2001. It costs $10. (Source: Electronics. 
August 1991) 

Chips read or write at touch of a probe 

A new way of tagging and identif~ing parts 
and products has been developed by Dallas 
Semiconductor Corp. 

The HicroCan Touch Hemory data carrier embeds 
a rewritable memory chip in a steel can the size 
of a dime and reads it with a pro~e usina a I-wire 
signaling scheme. Up to 4-1'.bil versions-of the 
DS199X are available. 

Data transfer takes place ~t 16 Kbits/s and a 
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) algorithm based on a 
48-bit serial numbe~ assures data integrity, 
especially during write cycles. Secure versions 
of the devices with 64-bit passwords are also 
available. An evaluation kit costs S75 and the· 
devices about S3 each. (Source: Electronics. 
August 1991) 

Cgl!J>J!tfr system designed to cope with harsh 
conditions 

Oesianed for use in harsh industrial 
environments, the new personal computer system 
from lntek Electroni~s has caskets, a sealed di~k 
access door and a removable-air filter to e•clude 
contaminants. 

The computer base unit is housed in a desktop 
or rack-mountino steel encl~sure that helps 
protect a9ainst-rough handling and tampering. 

lhe whole PC is mounted on an isolated 
chassis plate to reduce vibration, and electrical 
interferenct' is minimized by the steel case and an 
integral mains filter. 

An environmental monitori~a c?rd can be 
installed in the CPU or monitor-erclosure. This 
detects overheating, a blocked filter or a fan 
failure, as well as low mains voltaae. missino 
cycles, or complete 11ains failure. - -

The systfll'I is based on an Olivetti PCS-86 
with V30 processor, 640 KB RAM, 3.5 in. floppy 
disk and 20 Hb hard disk. 286 and ~86SX versions 
are also available. Contact: Intek Electronics, 
Hold, Clwyd; Tel.: 0352-85603. (Source: 
"anufacturing (hfll!iSt, September 1991) 

Instant photo copier 

The electronic still picture camera developed 
by Canon has still not caught on. probably because 
11ost people want to carry snapshots in their purse 
or wallet, or put them in an album. Now Canon 
plans to install video printers in shops so that 
people can p~ for on-the-spot printing of their 
snapshots. 

Canon's Ion camera records 50 images on a 
5-centi11etre magnetic floppy computer disc. The 
images can then be displayed on a TV screen. 
Video printers, which •.ake copies of TV imaoes. 
cost over il,000 and the picture quality do;s not 
justify the outlay for amateur photographers. 

Canon hopes that by the end of 1992, over 
1,000 shops throughout Europe will be offerina the 
printing service. The shop printer is controfled 
by a personal computer lothich allows the 
photographer lo specify the framing and cropping 
of the selectt>d image. Each colour print takes 
about two minutes to make, and ~osts around 75 p. 



{This first appeared in "~~i.fr:!~W". London. 
14 September 1991, the weekly revie"' of science 
and technology) 

~1-ti!!!f operatina svstems 

Real-time operating systems are being 
increasingly used in such areas as industry. space 
exploration, air traffic control and medical 
illlilging. To attain the quickest response possible 
frOlll real-ti111e hardware as well as some degree of 
progra ... ing flexibility in the software, nutnerous 
utilizers have developed their owo real-time 
kernels. Real-time operating systems are finding 
e111Plo:yllll'nt in several unique uses. This includes 
the logging sector in which economic and 
enviro11111ental crises are forcing firms to get the 
1110st out of fewer resources. Thus numerous 
logging firms are autOlllilting their SaW111ills in an 
attempt to raise throughput and the quantity of 
useful timber products produced by every tree 
The characteristics lllilking real-time operating 
systems relevant for saWP.1ill control 
(multitasking. guaranteed response and 
COlllpactnessl are also vital in numerous space 
science uses. (E•tracted from Hechanical 
E.ngineerin9. July 1991! 

Transputers speed up medical diagnosis 

Jose Gonzalez and Jesus Lopez at the 
Polytechnic University of Hadrid have made a 
prototype cQ111Puter system to diagnose skin 
diseases which produce blisters, usina a network 
of transputers. Nor-mally, doctors wo~ld need to 
consult medical textbooks to evaluate such cases. 
The diagnosis is based on signs, symptoms and 
other features. Symptoms could include fever, 
which patients suffer because of illness. whereas 
signs are features such as the colour of blisters. 

Gonzales and Lopez have related the signs and 
syinpt0tns observed to the possible diseases 
responsible by using a so-called Bayesian causal 
model. This starts .,;th several likely diagnoses. 
and analyses the medical evidence to decide which 
disease is likely to be affecting the patient. 
The doctor types into the computer the symptoms 
and signs and the diseases which could be 
responsible. and the computer responds with 
fiaures which correspond to the likelihood that 
eaih diagnosis is correct. 

John Connolly and Janet Edwards from 
Loughborough University of Technology added five 
transputers to a personal c0tnputer to speed up the 
analysis of speech defects in children. When a 
child appears to be having trouble learning to 
speak, therapists usually collect speech samples 
fr0tn which they diagnose the problem. 

In the past, attempts to computerize it have 
been slow and rather demanding on the therapists. 
who have had to supply lots of linguistic 
infonnation. Connolly and Edwards have reduced 
the burden by writing a dictionary for the 
c0111puter, a forwial description of English grammar 
and a parser, which assigns to individual words 
their respective roles in sentences and tracts of 
speech. 

The programme with which the computer calls 
up words in the dictionary includes morphologi(al 
analysis of words. This means that fewer words 
need be stored in the dictionary. but it also 
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helps with one of the co1m1onest gramm~tical 
mistakes children make. The five transputer5 
speed up all these processes. As the! arp 
connected to each other. they can work on five 
different tas~s at once or share a task. 

Meanwhile, John Bvrne and his colleaaues at 
the University of Aberdeen analysed pictu~es of 
human retinas with a network of eiaht trans
puters. lhey wanted to examine chinges in th£ 
retina as a result of diabetes, melanomas and old 
age. 

•Ophthalmologists watch the flow of fluid 
through the retina," says Byrne. One way n' 
revealina the flow is fluorescein anc'oaraphv. in 
which a fluorescent chemical is injected int~ ~he 
blood vessels which supply the retina. Thi~ 
h;ghlights the blood vessels on photographs. 

Opthalmologists need to compare Su(ces~;ve 
imaqes. which can be taken from one seconri to 
two.years apart. The images havP to be matcneri up 
carefully, and may need to be movPri, rotated or 
magnified, especially if the patient's eye moved 
between photographs. 

To make matters more difficult, as the blood 
flows throuah the retina it washes out the 
fluorescein: changing the image's contrast. Only 
five minutes after thP fluorescein is inje~ted. it 
will have cleared from the major blood vessels and 
entered the surroundinq membrane. makina the 
background appear paler thar. ~ffore. -

ByrnP's team 6ivides the images into picture 
elements, or pixels, so they can be manipulated by 
computer. To reduce the contrast prob 1 ems tt•e) 
use a standard technique called edge dete(tion. 
which reduces the imaae to an outline drawina o' 
the blood vessels. - -

They align the images by taking two small 
areas of one image and rotating them until they 
match the second images as closPly as possible. 
Each transputer tries one angle, and when the best 
match between the two imaaes ha<; been found the 
system fills in the remainder of the background 
and produces a final image. 

Eiaht pa~ients supplied a total of 100 pairs 
of imag~s to test the system. A typi~al pair took 
18 seconds to match usina eiaht transputers. 
compared to 95 seconds for a"single computer 
processor. The transputer network was onl~ 
five times faster because of the time-lac while 
tasks are spread out between the transpulers. 
(This first appeared in "New Scirnti.11", London. 
24 August 1991, the weekly, ftview of science and 
technology.) 

Back to nature for the neKt generation 

Over the past 30 years, silicon electronic 
c0tnponents have been at the heart of almost 
every COlllputing device. Recently, there have 
been significant advances into t~e use or 
radically different materials for computing -
materials based on the building blocks or life 
itself. 

The materials beino considered 'or these 
future computers - known as bi1;comp11lt"r~ - inrlude 
proteins, enzymes, conducting polymers and a ~ost 
of other organic matf'rial!. 



Researchers at the Centre of Holecular 
Elertronics at Syracuse University have recently 
developed optical computina devices based on 
proteins. The protein that is used for computing 
comes from a bacterium call~d halobacterium 
halobiurn. This protein performs computations by 
chanaina its molecular structure or stale in 
reaction to light. When red light from a laser 
hits, it flips into a different state. When areen 
liaht stri~es it. it reverts back to its orioinal 
slate. -

One of the first practical applications has 
been in the construction of optical random access 
inemories. Here, a thin film of proteins is used, 
with individual elements accessed by an electro
optical scanner. The memories are cheap - about 
25 meoabits can be stored in an area of about 
Z square centimetres - and the access times are 
fast. 

Because of the fast access times - one to 
fryur nanoseconds - they are well suited to cache 
.,emories. 

The Syracuse research group also has plans to 
produce three-dimPnsional optical storaoe 
devices - mc~ory cubes - based on proteins. These 
devices are expected to surpass the storage 
r:apabilities of conventional memory devices by 
many orders of magnitude. This process takes 
advantage of the fact that the proteins ha~e a 
large cross-section for absorbing photons. 

Althouah the Syracuse researchers are usino 
new biological materials for co~puting. they still 
work within the standard von Neumann computino 
framework. A more ambitious ooal is to produce 
romputers whi(h uo;e novel archHectures based on 
biological systems. 

Hany protein molecules. especially enzymes, 
can lock into other molecules at specif it sites, 
and are known as lock-key mechanisms. 
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Hichael Conrad, professor of computer science 
at Wayne State University, advocates the building 
of biological computing devices which exploit 
basic pattern recognition capabilities. Although 
complete biological computers are many decades 
away, some of these lock-key processes are already 
used in biosensors, which are increasingly being 
used to detect a variety of organic materials 
ranging from blood sugars and hormones to comple• 
amino acids such as ONA. 

Japan in particular is expressing consider
able interest. Its Government-led bio-devices 
project ha" poured millions of dollars into 
academic and industrial research programmes in an 
effort to develop advanced biosensors 

lsao karube's research group at Tokyo 
University has produced comp1e• biosensors using 
genetic engineering techniques. For a sensor to 
warn of toxic chemicals, they cloned the gene for 
the enzyme that makes fireflies glow and implanted 
it in a bacterium. The bacterium, which is then 
linked to an array of photosensors, glows in 
normal conditions and grows dim when towins ~re 
pruent. 

Japanese e•pertise in biosensors is expected 
to play a major role in the proposed New 
Information Processing project. This Japanese 
project will have a level of funding similar to 

the rifth Generation rrogramme and is e•pected to 
carry out basic research to produce computers 
based on biological principles. 

Phil Bartlett, of the Chemistry Department at 
Warwick University. UK. has recently produced 
~iosensors which may eventually be used as 
switching devices for biocomputers. These 
biological switching devices are activated by 
enzymes. 

However, there are problems makino 
enzyme-based biological computers. Some are 
caused by their environment-friendly, 
biodegradable qualities. 

Some researchers want to carry the idea of 
biolooical computina further. Not only do they 
propose computers based on biological materials. 
but they also think that they should adapt through 
evolutionary processes such as mutation and 
natural selection. This approach is, in effect, 
implementing genetic algorithms in real genetic 
material. Critics aroue that most of the 
important mutation processes do net occur at the 
gene level but at cell level, and that the 
co~struction of cell-baserl computing devices will 
not be feasible for many years. 

One of the more immediate applications of 
biocomput·ng devices is their use .~s preprocessing 
systems for current computers. :~ particular. 
there is considerable interest in their use as 
artificial sensory organs - as ncses and taste 
buds. Bartlett's group at Warwick University has 
used po 1 vmer-based 'lens ors to sn; ff out various 
comple· chemical substanc~s including coffee. beer 
and cigarette smo~e. 

The sensors in the Warwick nose are linked 
to conventional computers where pattern 
recoonition software discriminates between 
chemical substances. Immediate applications 
of thi! techno;ogy ar~ expected to be in quality 
control in the food industry. Similar efforts 
at the ~niversity of Tokyo have produced 
systems which can c!etect hidden explosives or 
cocaine. 

A more controversial, and potentially 
far-reaching. aim of biocomputing is to produce 
systems which can exchange information between 
humans and computers. A few prototype neura 1 

interface systems already exist and are being used 
in laboratory animals. But current devices still 
do not use biological material•. relying on 
conventional silicon chips instead. 

David Edell, principal research scientist in 
health, science and technology at Hassachusetts 
Institute of Technology. has implanted tiny 
silicon devices in the nervous system of rats to 
obtain detailed information of nerve outputs. 

The neural signals are first picked up by the 
silicon device al the nerve ending• and are then 
converted into a binary format which, in turn. can 
be used to control any computing device. Rats 
with •hese implants have been trained to respond 
with specific neural activities for particular 
stimuli. The outputs of the silicon devices -
the binary codes - are then used to control 
various electro-mechanical devices. In some 
experiments, the rats have been trained to control 
the lights in their room and to control their 
water feeders. 



It is hoped this line of research will lead 
to neurally-c~ntrolled aids for the handicapped. 
But Edell warns against premature optimism. 

The reverse process of these te~hnologies -
the channelling of outputs from computers into 
the nervous system - is a far more difficult 
problem. Eden and his colleagues at HIT ha,,.e 
done some preliminary experiments in this area 
using rats, but interpreting the results has been 
difficult. 

One day this technology might evolve to a 
stage where the outputs of computer programs can 
be linked directly to the human nervous system. 
It might then be impossible to tell the differenc~ 
between the real world and a neurally-coupled 
software environment. In other words. virtual 
reality systems may cease to be virtual. 
(Source: S. Goonatilake, Computing. 
20 June 1Q91) 

V. COttPUTER EDUCATION 

This cuide to proposed microcomputer systems 
and app 1 i cat i o;. ~ f 0 r t' a in i ng institutions in 
developing countries has been pr~duced by the 
Internatioral Trade Centre (ITC). It discu~ses 
the develoi;ment of microcomputer systems and 
recommenrs hardware and software for typical 
training applications as well as the use of 
microcomputers for greater personal and 
institutional efficiency. 

The ouide also oives specific examples of 
applications. such ds: visual aids; case-studies: 
teaching and lecture notes produced with desk-top 
publishin9 and graphics software; developing video 
imaging systems; expert systems in training: 
creating databases of training materials, programs 
and human resources; establishino electronic li11ks 
between training institutions in-developing 
countries, and using shared data banks. 

The guide is free to developing country 
users; they and others shoul~ contact: 
International Trade Centre UNCTAO/GATT (ITC), 
Palais des Nations. 1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland. 
(Source: ACCIS Newslet~. 9(2), July 1991) 

Univ~rsity offering tackaging degree 

San Jose State University is offering a 
Master's degree in engineering, with a 
concentration in micro-electronic packaging. This 
HSE programme. believed to be the first of its 
kind, began in January 1991. 

Dr. Guana Selvaduray, programme coordinator 
and materials engineering associate professor at 
the San Jose school, says course work is expected 
to take two to three years to complet~. 
Instructors include Selvaduray, Jack Belani of 
National Semiconductor and Con~ultant Eric 
Bogatin. 

The first r.lass is composed of 14 students. 
Two are full time, the rest come from local 
companies, including Intel, LSI Logic, Lockheed 
and Raychem. (E•trdcted with permission from 
~.m!.iu:~ IU:..J!l1.r.rnll.i o.n.t.l l!i.Qn int . Hay 1991 . 
Copyright i991 by Cahners Publishing Co., 
Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 
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Computer-assisted learning will be the ~ey to 
a .,ass higher education sys te"·. with a na ti 0•1a l 
scheme for writina the software. Th;s meet~ a 
wary response from Heriot-Watt University. a 
recoanized leader in computer-assi5ted learnina 
and the use of technoloav in education. It is 
like inventina the moto~- car, and fiaurino that 
you can order-a million of them when-you have not 
done anything about building the roads. It is not 
just a question of software. You have to devise 
teaching systems. Their owr vi~ion scarcely lacks 
breadth: they foresee a major revolution ;n 
hioher education as we move into the ne•l centurv. 
with a massive shift towards self-learnina. away· 
from the talking-head lecturer anJ inflE••it-le 
timetabling. and supporting developments such as 
distance learning and professional updatin9_ 
Heriot-Watt believes interactive comrutino can 
revolutionize teachino and trainina, turn:~a thPm 
into major technologies. New developments can be 
used to enhance learnina. creatino "ISLES". 
intensely support iv~ learning environmPnts. These 
are workstations with multimedia systems 
integrating te~t. ~ideo and audio, allowing 
students to interact with the material. and to 
test their understandina. wor~ina at their own 
pace. and always backed-by academic support. 
(Source: The Times Higher Education Supp.le111~nt. 
5 July 1991) 

Best-seller 

The best-sellino computer into UK schools is 
the Acorn A3000 with-abou~ 30 per cent of the 
market of 106.000 classroom computers sold in 
199n. Second is the ~imbus 186 sellina about 
20 pfr cent. The BBC Master is third at around 
15 per cent. Nimous comes fourth aaain with its 
re clone 286 range capturing about lo per c~nt and 
fifth is Acorn with the Archimedes 400 series. 
with around 8 p~r cent of the computer~ sold. But 
Acorn is claimino that its share of the sales of 
computers to schools in the last three quarters of 
1990 was 55 per cent. Acorn says that 30 per cent 
were RH computers, 1 per cent Apple, 3 per cent 
Amstrad, and 9 ?er cent others. each takina less 
than 1 per cent of the market. Acorn says.for 
every four A3000s it sold two Masters and one 
Archimedes 400 series machine. There are 4~0.000 
computers in the United Kinodom's 34.000 Sfilools 
and 106.000 were bouoht in l990 compared with 
105,000 in 1989. (Source: !hf_ Times Educationa_l 
Supplement, 26 June 1991) 

Retraining non-technical staff for IT po~~s 

New pressures in recruitment, changes in 
manaaement structures and the inteoration of IT 
into-everyday business processes mean that more 
people than ever are looking to non-IT specia 1 ists 
to work on syste.n development. 

Women Into Technology has identified two 
growing trends in IT recruitment. One is for 
staff from user departments to be retrained to 
work in technical posts. The other is a 
longer-term trend to push more application 
development out to the relevant manager or group 
of users. 

The main driving force behind both trend~ is 
the need to make IT relevant to business rather 
than force business to operite in the way systems 
dictate. 



A change in requirement t1·om IT has happened 
in part because of changes in technology. PCs and 
local area networks have brouoht more computer 
literacy and local processing.power to users. 
rourth generation languages and computer-aided 
software enoineerino tools are speedino and 
!dmplifying-the development of applications. 

Added to that is a certain frustration that 
"'O"J .;~ ... o•tmental users feel at the inappro
priateness of systems foisted on them by the OP 
department. In many cases systems are late, too 
complex or not what users really want. The result 
can be that costly applications are misused, 
bypassed or junked altogether. Users have been 
known to find ways of working around an unpopular 
system lllclnuall y. 

It has dawned on senior management at las, 
that it pays to involve users in the development 
of systems that they are going to bo asked to 
use. fhe rest•lt is that more people are being 
recruited into the systems department who have 
non-Il backgrounds. 

But there is more than one reason for that 
trend. A second pressure is that manaoement 
structures and work patterns are changing 
throuohout business. Oroan i zat ions a1·e oett i no 
flatter, more responsive.and less reliant on -
tiered management. 

The result is that whole layers of middle 
management are becoming redundant. En 1 i ghtened 
employers will not waste the investment they have 
made in those people over the years, but instead 
recruit them to wod on system development. And 
oreater ~eliance on IT is still havino an effect 
~n the jobs people do inside companie~. 

Instead of writing a note by hand, havino it 
collected by a secretary who will type it and-then 
having it collected by a postroom boy who will 
stamp it and send it out, managers can use 
electronic mail to send a message direct to the 
f~v nr PC of a colleague or customer. 

Again, employers who have frozen their 
recruitment of graduates or trainees may well be 
retrainino secretaries and ser.ice staff to take 
on more t~chnical tasks. Both IBM and DEC have 
managed large projects of internal restructuring. 

IBM has retrained administrative clerks and 
secretaries to ta~e on technical marketing jobs, 
surh as advising customers on which systems to 
buy. It is moving people away from personnel, 
financial and administrative jobs because it 
needs f~wer people to handle those functions. It 
has stopped recruitment because it is being 
affected financially by the recession and changes 
in IT buying patterns. but it is also convinced 
that it can find the people it needs inside its 
organization. 

Another reason for recruiting internally for 
IT jobs is that there is still a national shortage 
of relevant IT ~kills. There is also an imminent 
shortage of 18 .o ~4-year-olds that will affect 
everybody who is looking for trainees, for IT jobs 
or anything else. In this.Glimate it ma~es sense 
to look carefully at the people who are being made 
redundant within the oroanization instead of 
spending on recruitment-outside. 
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Leading on from that. recruitment and 
training budgets are being soueezed across the 
board. IT departments are being asked to cut bac~ 
on costs. Aoain, it 111akes sense to look inside 
instead of o~tside under those conditions. 

All in all, it is surprisino that the trend 
to recruit from non-IT departments is only just 
becomina noticeable. The reason~ whv it did not 
happen earlier probably come down to.the cultural 
wall between IT and user. IT is still seen as a 
"techie's" subject, 111ore akin to rocket science 
than the management of human work processes. Hany 
a conversation has come to an abrupt end when one 
or other person mentions that they work in 
computers. How and when that culture gap builds 
up is another subject. but studies show that 
recruitment advertising that te11ks about computer 
language skills and hardware platforms is one of 
the biggest turn-offs. 

IBM's most recent recruitment advertising 
campaign, which was used 15 months ago, tried lo 
reach a wider audience than "techie" programmers. 
It appealed for innovatio•1 and free thinking from 
people who were "from all business backarounds who 
thin~. of themselves not only as problem-solvers 
but as innovators". Accordina to IBM the 
advertisement attracted a treft'.tendous response. 

Some employers are loo~ing to involve non-IT 
specialists in IT not only because they are under 
pressure to restructure, but because they 
genuinely believe non-IT people can bring positive 
benefits to the system design process. 

The bottom line for employers is that 
recruiting non-IT specialists into IT makes good 
financial and managerial sense. By involving 111ore 
users in the development of app1i(ations, IT 
departments will produce more re•evant systems 
that are properly used and earn their keep. If 
the research is correct, "non-techies" have better 
interpersonal skills than programmers and can 
relate technology to business processes in a 
productive way. And increasing pressures on IT 
recruitment and training budgets may well force 
recalcitrant employers to consider the people who 
al~eady wnrk for them as business analysts, rather 
than to look outside. (Extracted from Computing, 
13 June 1991) 

VI. SOFTWARE 

IBM promises users open database !2ll1f 

IBM has promised users a more open approC1ch 
to database systems by making it easier for them 
to acces~ products from rival suppliers. 

IBM's Information Warehouse is a framework 
for managing infonnation across an organization, 
which will allow customers lo move to 082 while 
retaining older databases, like l~S. or products 
from rival suppliers including Oracle and Ingres. 

The W~rehouse consists of a set of 
IBM-approved management systems, facilities and 
tools for data access. Host of these will be 
supplied by third parties. 

The first two partn~rs are Bachman 
Information Systems and Information Builders. 



Baclunan was selected for its reverse engineering 
and data-1110delling experience. Jnfonnation 
Builders will launch a range of Enterprise Data 
Access tools in 111id-September. 

The tools will allow users to extract data 
from different databases and MOve it to a 
ll!lllporary storage database. This can then be 
accessed using a standard Method based on the SQL 
query language. 

The Warehouse is a direct challenoe to DEC's 
Info.....,.tion Network, which allows users to access 
IBH's 082 relational database. A key element of 
the strategy will be a new release of DB2. 
(Source: (Olllf)uting, 12 September 1991) 

PC versatility 

Xerox researchers are trying to 111ake it 
easier to use PCs, and increase their 
versatility. The work, being done at the 
CCJlllPany's Palo Alto Research Center, examines how 
personal CQMPuler users organize data when they 
work at a PC. The researchers then focus on the 
question of whether a PC might help. People work 
in the sa111e 111anner but more effectively. 
Researchers are looking at the concept of "rooms" 
for organizing the universe of data within the 
computer. Each of the rooms houses the tools as 
well as the information necessary for a different 
kind of j~b. In order to switch jobs, the 
computer user would switch from one room to the 
other. (Extracted from The Economist. 
15 July 1991) 

Network version of DOS 

Novell and Digital Research are jointly 
develcping a network version of DOS. The two 
companies will offer integrated software that 
merges DR DOS 6.0 with client network software 
called the NetWare shell. They hope to offer 
users desktop systems that are simple to implement 
in the network environment and that let users tap 
into local area network (LAN), mainframe, and 
minicomputer infonnation. A peer-to-peer network 
that supports LANs of 5-20 users will be one of 
the first o'ferinas from the alliance. Novell is 
acquiring Digital.Research under a stock swap 
deal. (Extracted from lnfonnation World, 
22 J;Jl y 1991) 

Algorithm expands Al 

NEC (Japan) has developed an algorithm that 
it thinks may greatly expand the scope of 
artificial intelligence systems. Existing neural 
networks can learn, but the new algorithm can 
reportedly elucidate sophisticated cause-and
effect relatio~ships. It can even discern 
patterns for economic trends, earthquakes and 
weather conditions. It handles absolut! as well 
as vari~ble concepts, meaning that it can handle 
data for most situations encountered in real 
life. The algorithm can work through a range of 
thought processes and eventually pick the one that 
is MOSt appropriate. NEC has also come up with a 
new c0tnputational technique that can reach an 
optimal solution without huge quantities of raw 
data. (EKtracted from Nikkri Week, 13 July 1991) 

Oise change will lravr data stranded 

The cheap and cheerful word processor that 
for many people was their first experience of 
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computers, Amstrad's PCW. is to be launched in a 
revanped version. But the new PlWs will be 
cQlllPletely incompatible with the old ones. When 
Amstrad launched the P(W in 1qS3, it was bundled 
with a printer and unashamedly marketed as ar. 
electronic replacetnent for the typewriter. 
Amstrad's biaaest cost sav;na came from adopting a 
nonstandard iloppy disc drivi. the 7.5-centi~etre 
(]-inch) for111at. Now Ams~ra~ will switch to the 
larger 9-centimetre disc. A company repre!,nta
tive says 7.5-centimetre disc and drive stoc~s 
have dried up. About one and a half million 
people have bought PCWs with the smaller disc 
drives. Users will have to buy an adartt>r which 
converts the printer port to a st>rial port and 
then, with the help of control software and 
matching leads, feed data out by wire to another 
computer, or find a cOlllputer facilities company 
which will copy data from the smaller to the 
larger discs. Inevitably this will be expensive. 
(Extracted fr0tn New Scientist. 31 August 1991) 

A CQ!!!puterized encyclopaedia on art 

The new Sainsbury Wing of the National 
Gallery offers some rather different pictu~es from 
the Re111brandts, Titians and Holbeins on display. 
In a marriage of computing power and design 
excellence. technology and art have come together 
in a 111anner that could draw many compliments. The 
"Hicro Gallery" provides a ne~ way of e~ploring 
the National Gallery's collection. Using 12 
workstations, each with a touch-sensitive srreen, 
visitors are able to interrooate an interactive 
encyclopaedia containing pict.res of, and 
information about, the National Gallery's 
collection of more than 2.000 paintinas. The 
system gives details of the artists' lives and 
techniques. and historical data to help put the 
collection into context. The Hicro Gallery i~ 
desioned to enhance the visitors' exneripnre of 
the ~ollection. "We did net want t~ put the 
workstations arottnd the buildina because lh~t 
would have been tff-putting and.would possibly 
have disturbed the viewing of the paintings. We 
did not want to milC infonnation and the 
galleries. We want people to select the pictures 
they want to see and then, if they wish. they can 
print out a map showing where each picture is". 
The database is peppered with "popups", small 
notes that appear in the text. These help keep 
the entries concise and act as interactive 
footnotes or glossaries. They contain infonnation 
on painting techniques, characters from mythology 
and notable patrons, as well as te~hni~~1 and 
religious tenns. The cross-references can direct 
people to text or pictures, and a simple touch 
brings up the relevant page. A touch o~ a 
thumbnail picture moves the user to the 
full-picture screen with details of the painting. 
(Source: The Independent. 15 July 1991) 

Thjs parro~~ 

Microsoft has changed its operating system 
strategy again in response to markP.t forces. Its 
new strategy is no surprise. It is: Windows, 
Windows, Windows. IBH and Microsoft co-developed 
OS/2 with the idea that it would take 90 per cent 
of the des~top operating system market by last 
year. Indeed, IBH madP. OS/2 the cornerstone of 
its Systems Application Architecture. But since 
the world was already moving towards "open 
system", SAA was obsolete when it was conceived, 
and it is now irrelevant. But having bet millions 
of dollars and its corporate credibility on SAA, 



IBH cannot abandon it now. It therefore cannot 
abandon OS/2. like our favourite dead parrot, 
it has to be kept nailed to the perch - at least 
until IBH can COllle up with a replacewient based 
on Apple's superior Macintosh graphical 
operating systetn. (Extracted fr()lll The Guardian, 
1 August 19Ql) 

farewell to fraud 

Texas Instr11111ents hopes to curb telephone 
fraud by checking callers' voices. The coepany 
esti11ates that. in the US alorie. lono-distance 
telephone COllllJanies lose more than SSOO billion 
a year when people pay for calls using s~one 
else's credit-card n11111ber. 

The obvious solution is to check the 
caller's voice, but differences in audio quality 
between different telephones and lines add 
distortion which may fool the system. Texas 
Instr.-ents suggests (in European patent 397 399) 
that when initiall• authorized to .,ake credit
card calls. the card holder should have to speak 
a short. but secret, phrase down the line. 

This is recorded in digitized fonn and 
stored in inemory at the card control centre. 
Several recordino~ are 111ade at different ti.,es 
over different lines, to averaoe out 
characteristic~ of different lines and 
phones. 

When as~ino for a credit connection. the 
caller .,ust f;rst speak the secret phrase. If 
they get it wrong they are obviously an 
imposter. If the word5 Mat(h, the control 
centre then compares the sound with the stored 
version. (This first appeared in "New 
Scientist". London, 25 H<ly l(lql, the weekly 
review of science and technology) 

Baby translator masters 400 words 

The dream of anyone who has struggled with 
a foreign language during an international 
telephone call would be an interpretation system 
that aut0111atically translates conversations in 
different languages. Japanese scientists 
described a prototype of just such a system at 
an international conference on artificial 
intelligence in Sydney. 

Akira Kuretnatsu. president of the ATR 
Interpreting Telephone Laboratories. a private 
research COlllpany in Kyoto. predi~ts that the 
real thing will be up and running early in the 
ne~t century. Kuretnatsu says the ATR's 
prototype translates spoken Japanese int~ 
English using a synthesized Engl:sh voice. The 
prototype has a vocabulary of just 400 words 
which are associated with a ~ypothetical 
scientific conference. 

Within two years, Kuretnatsu says, the 
translator will "speak" 1,500 words. and within 
a decade he believes .,achines will be available 
to help telephone users in specific tasks. such 
as 111aking hotel or conference reservations. 

ATR is talking with scientists at 
Carnegi~~llon University in the US and the 
Ger.,an cOlllpany Sietnens about developing 
English-to-Japanese and German-to-Japanese 
translator'\. 
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According to Kuretnatsu, the ATR translator is 
c()lllf'osed of three ba5ic parts. First a speech 
recognition COlllJ>Onent breaks the speech into sinall 
linguistic units called phon~s and predicts the 
next phonetne or word. Then the inachine analyses 
and translatfs the info~tion. rinally, a speech 
synthesis system produces the voice of the 
"interpreter". All these steps are completed by 
high-sp~ed c0111Puters as the user speaks. (This 
first appeared in "New Scientist", London, 
7 Septetnber 1991. the weekl} review of science and 
technology) 

tttIDAS on CD-ROH 

US COlllflany SilverPlatter Information, Inc. 
has added the Hajor Hazardous Incident Data 
Service (tttlOAS) database to its OSH-ROH CD-Rl'H. 
tttIDAS is developed by the Safety and Reliability 
Directorate of the UK At0111ic Energy Authority with 
support frOll the UK Health and Safety Executive, 
and provides key info~tion on over 4,000 inajor 
accidents involving chetnicals. 

The HHIDAS data~ase includ~s s~ries of 
incidents involving hazardous inaterials that 
resulted in, or had the potential to produce •off 
site" impacts, including evacuation, casualties, 
or da.na9e to the property of neighbouring 
populations. It contains almost 5,000 records 
coverino over 4,000 incidents involving hazardous 
wiateriais and incidents whirh had the potential lo 
produce a sionificant impact on the oeneral 
public. It covers incidents which occurred in 
over 95 countries during the last 25 years. SOiie 
earlier, well-documented incidents are also 
included. 

The HHIDAS database joins OSH-RO~. which 
carries three bibliographic database~ on 
occupational safety and health, including CISDOC, 
the database of the International Occupational 
Safetv and Health Information Centre of the 
International Labour Oroanisation (ILO). For 110re 
infor..ation, contact SilverPlatter Information, 
Inc .. One Newton Executive Park, Newton lower 
Falls, Hassachusetts 02162-1449, USA. 
(Te 1.: + 1-800-343-00641. (Source: 
ACCIS Nrws.l.f.1.l..tr, 9(2), July 1991, p. 2) 

CD-ROMs m~ltiply 

In 1986 there were 94 different CD-ROH 
database titles in the world. The latest edition 
of TFPL's CD-ROM directory lists 1,522 discs, over 
16 ti.,ps .,ore. 

According to the 1990 directory, 1110st CD-ROH 
titles (58.5 per cent) still come frOfll US 
producers, with Gennan (6. 1 per cent), British 
(5.g per cent) and rrenth (5.3 per cent), 
publishers being the newt lllOSt prolific. In all, 
1,840 COllpanies in 27 cour.tries produced CO-ROH 
discs during 1990. Every country roughly dnubled 
its publication output. The .,ain subject areas 
for CO-ROMs are still bi0111edicine, general 
interest, science and technology, and banking. but 
areas such as drugs and phannaceuticals. maps and 
9overn111ent information are showing a .,arked 
increase. Education and training account for only 
3 per cent of the total, and .,anuals (the 
application some saw as CD-ROMs' pri.,ary niche} 
only 0.6 per cent. The CO-ROH directory is 
available on CO-ROH and in print, both for the 
same price, f70. The disc uses KA-ware2 retrieval 



software and is for use on PC cocnpatibles. for 
further ;nroreat;on, contact: TrPl, 22 Peter's 
lane. London EC lH 6DS, Uk (Te 1.: +4471125 l 5522: 
Fax: +4·1 711251 8~ 18). (Source: !!!.f £.1 ect ron i c 
L;b.!.l.rl. Vol. 9. No. 1, February 1991) 

PADIS, the Pan African DevPlopinent 
lnformaation Systttn, was set up in 1980 with the 
objective of establish;ng a re9;onal ;nfonnalion 
systttn ;n Africa. The systttn is a conduit for 
informaation and data on development infor'Wlation 
(centred around national, subregional and regional 
nel~rks) to which lle9ber States will inake 
voluntary contributions ;n order to share their 
inanagemenl inforeat;on experiences. 

Headquartered in Addis Ababa. Ethiopia, PADIS 
:s an extrabudgetary project. fur.ded by the 
United Nations Developnent Pro9r.....,~ (IJN{lr). 
which in 1990 conducted an evaluation of PADIS. 
The results are available in a report 
(RAF /86/05]) . which can be o!>ta i ned f r0tn ll'CIP 
headquarters at One United Nat ion'> Plaza. t~e" Yori. 
NY 10017, USA. 

Observations and findings froin the eva 1 uation 
are suimiarized in Econ0111ic and Social Council 
report E/AC.51/1991/3, 4 April 1991, available 
frOll' the United Nations. New Yor~. !Source: 
ACCIS Newsletter. 9121. July 19911 

~~u institute for software technology 

The United Nations University (U'llll is 
establishing a new research and trainina centre in 
Hacau to assist developing countries with their 
c0tnputer-software technology needs. 

UNU. the GoverNnPnts of Portugal and the 
People's Republic of China, and the governor of 
Hacau agreed to set up the UNU International 
Institute for Software Technology (Ut'lJIST) in 
Harch 1991. 

UNUIST is the first international institute 
devoted to helping build 111e1dern software 
technology capabiiity in developing countries. 
Its central objective is to undertake research, 
advanced training and the application and 
dissemination of.knowledge. as well as the 
development and adaptation of software relevant 
to the needs and capabilities of developing 
countries. 

While the decreasing cost of •ini-c0tnputers 
now makes thet11 an affordable C()llllllodity for users 
in developing countries, appropriate software is 
in short supply. 

Package~. on the Market are either genf'ral
purpose or specific application software that is 
popular and therefore c011111ercially attractive to 
~evelop. Howover, there ar~ •any applications 
that are ill!portant to developing countries but for 
which they cannot afford the cost of producing the 
required software, or which are too specific to 
present a viable •arket for cOlllllercial 
developers. 

There are a nUMber of national or reoional 
institutes for software technology. but none with 
an international perspective and none devoted to 
building a 110dern software capability in 
developing countries. 
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furthermore, transferring software technology 
becOllN's 1110re difficult as systetn~ grow more 
c0tnplex. thus 111.1king the local development of "intnP 

seftware essential. -

Gaps in knowledoe and competence between 
industrialized and d;veloping countries are very 
substantial. but UNU expects the ne~ institute to 
help devel9ping country specialists reach the 
state-of-the-art in software technologv. 

Expected to start operating shortly. th£ 
institute's staffing costs will be met by a 
US$ 20 aillion Ut'll fund set up by the Govf'r~n!; 
of Portugal and the People's Republic of China. as 
well as the governor of Hacau. The governor m?.y 
lllilke available additional funds to cover the 
institute's initial operational costs. 
(Source: Development Forum. Hay-June 1991) 

A COlllputer progr1111 which can carry out 
111athetnatical inteorations nr prove that thf' 
inteoration cannot be done 111Ust be the dream of 
every A-level pupil struggling with homewor~ that 
seeins to be i111possible. In August 1991 those 
dreams came true. in the fore of a program called 
Axi0tn. which has been under developtnent for 
13 years. 

"You type in the formula". says Jame; 
Davenport. professor of information techriology at 
the University of Bath, "and the program types 
back the solution or a proof that it ~an't be 
done." He says this type of progra~ allows people 
to solve probletns that they si•rly could ,,ot 
attempt before. 

Hat~et11aticians beaan to loo~ for svstematic 
•ethods of integrating-during the last century. 
but no real proaress was made until the late 
1960s. 8y 1981-Davenport had worked out a 
complete, syste111atic al9orithl'.l. If the c0tnputer 
works through the a 1 gori thm ai:1 comes up with no 
solution, there will not be one. But, according 
to Halcol• HacCallum, professor nf applied 
111ath..atics at Queen Hary and Westfield College in 
London, Davenport's algorithm "was so horrible 
that nobody has implemented it in full". 

Parts of the alaorithm have been •ade into 
Awiom. developed at IBM's research laboratories in 
Yorktown Heights. New York. Axiom has already 
been used to control the ca•era on the C()llllllercial 
ret11ote sensing satellite Spot. 

Control of the satellite is so delicate and 
complicated that CQlllllands •ade by it~ human 
operators have to be tested before they are 
carried out. The effect of a COftllland is turned 
into a series of mathetnatical equations, whirh are 
processed by Awiom. It ensures. for ewample. that 
pointing the ca•era at the Earth does not turn the 
solar panels away from the Sun. cutting off the 
satellite's power supply. 

John Fitch, professor of software enqineerinq 
at Bath and a colleague of Davenport's, said he no 
longer bothers with traditional integration ~ut 
always uses the computer algorithm. He predicts 
that integration by computer "could revolutionize 
algebra as the calculator and log tables did". 
(This first appeared in "~ui;!..rnUit". london. 
3 August 1991. the wee~ly review of science and 
technology I 



Docuine~tat;on stored on a CD ROH helps users 
of a Sun workstation tt' find an!>.,,ers to their 
questions on the CCJlll!>uter, the SunDS Unix 
operating system. and the Open look graphical user 
i"~erfacf'. This new on-line doc11111entation, the 
Systeri Software Answer8ook, is a single disc that 
contains 110re than 16,000 pages, or the equivalent 
of 1110re than 20 reference manuals. A network 
server equipped with the disc gives all users of 
workstations on the network access to this 
information. 

Unlike a manual, the Systetn Software 
Answer8ook has search t~chniques that 90 into 
action once users type in their questions. such as 
"How do I read •y electronic mail?" or "How do I 
install a new printer?" 

Alternatively, users can etnploy the 1110use to 
"click" on a table of contents entry and then 
rlick to the topic or interest. Si•ilarlv. with 
hyperte•t links. users can cli~k on a cro~s
reference in the text and instantly jU111p to the 
related topic. even if it is in another ..anual. 
Another feature. "boolunarks". returns users to 
poges they wish to review. 

An engineer whose c09lpany installed the 
product reported receiving 80 per cent fewer 
techn;cal questions frCJlll the disc's in-house 
users. 

A System Software AnswerBook disc for use on 
one workstation is priced at USS 495. Additional 
workstations on the network can be licensed at 
S250. Contact: Sun Hicrosystems Inc., 
2550 Gar(ia Ave .• Hountain View, California 
94011; Tel.: 415-960-1300: Faw 415-969-9131. 
(Source: IJ:II_~~~. August 1991) 

Elemental infonnation 

While the periodic table has not chanoed 
recently, scientists have been collecting iiiore 
and 1110re infon11ation about the physical 
properties or each of the elements. Engineers 
who can •ake use of this data •ight consider a 
database ..anagement system called Proelement 
that contains over 12,000 facts •nd fioure~. 
These include physical, isotopic, electronic, 
chemical. spectral. nuclear. bonding. and nuclear 
..agnetic resonance properties. Covering 103 
elements and 481 isotopes. Proele•ent's 
111enu-driven search systetn lets the user define 
the search criteria. formatted output is also 
available. 

The sysletn runs on an IBH PC or a C091patible 
and costs USS 299.95. Contact: lntellibase 
Engineering Software Inc., 4053C Tates Creek Park, 
Suite 190, lewington. Kentucky 40517; 
Tel.: 606-268-9896. (Source: It.EE Spectrum. 
June 19911 

Accessing 111edical infon11ation has beco•e a 
quick and easy operation with Hawwell Electronic 
Publishing's release Jf The NC" Engl1nd J~ll.!!!JJ.._2f 
~'lf (NEJHI on CD-ROH. Physicians and health 
care professionals now have e1sy access of 
thousands or ~rticles and references to the 
presti9ious weekly 111Pdical journal. 
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The CD-ROH version, which Cambridaf'. 
Hassachusetts-based Hawwell released in 
cooperation w;th the Hassachusetts Hedical 
Soc;ety, includes the complete text of all 
original articles. special reports. ed;torials. 
case records. and letters to the editor published 
in 10 volumes frQlll 1986 to 1990. For researching 
hick issues, the disc includes all NEJH citations 
and abstracts from the National library t1f 
Hedicine's Hedline database dating back to 1966. 

The NEJH disc can be accessed frOlll an I8H or 
COlllflatible PC with a CD-ROH drive us;ng Haxwell's 
C091pact Library software with BRS/Search. Thp 
software allows users to view specific volumes and 
issues. or to search through 1110re than 250 issues 
si•ultaneously. An interactive search feature 
helps users locate the desired inforwiation quickly 
and effectively; the disc can be searched by key 
words and phrases, author. title. a,1d subject. 

The disc is now available for personal use at 
$~95. and $550 for institutions. Hore inforwiation 
is available from Randi Straus at Hawwell 
Electronic Publishing. Tel.: (617) 6~1-2955. 
(Extracted from Infonn.Jtio~. 8 July 1991) 

The power of p1rallelism 

A new software packaae for Turbo C. Cll, 
allows hundreds of independent run-ti•e processes 
to SlllOOthly cooperate on conn~n resources. 
self-parallel functions. queues, lists, events, 
and timie-outs. Cll constains all the 
C connunicatiQnS and classical synchronization 
... chanisms. along with a set of new features, such 
as a class of seini-aut09latic variables, run-time 
control variables, double access to process 
arguments, stack •onitorin9. private stacks and 
offsets. (ll's dyna•ic priorities and scheduling 
facilitate inter-process cooperation. 

The package, frOfll Subtlesoft International, 
can operate ov~r 7.000 switches per second on a 
IBH XT personal c0111puter op~ratin9 under DOS. It 
provides a natural platfonn for pure object
or;ented progra""1ing, along with such co111111on 
parallel-oriented probletns as real-ti .. control 
and connunication software. 

Cll costs USS 331, and a det110nstration kit is 
availabie for S33. Contact: Subtlesoft 
International, 4344 Bristol St., Pittsburah. 
Pennsylvania. 15207; Tel.: 412-521-1158.
(Source: IEEE Spectr\1111. July 1991) 

CQ!'Pvter graphics give teletext a sh1rper i•igf 

Philips has C091e up with a way of 
broadcas~ing graphics. of si•ilar quality to a 
person1l C091puter, through a non11al TV set. The 
technique is a great improvetnent on the crudP 
graphics on current teletewt sysleins such as 
Oracle and Ceefax. In future it ..ay allow people 
to print out an up-to-the-111inute newspaper from 
their TV with print quality similar to a nor•al 
daily paper. 

Philips has si•ply added a standard pi~c~ of 
C091puter software. called a Post-script decoder, 
and SOlllt ewtra circuitry to the teletext circuits 
of a television. Postscript is a software 
language used to define tewt and graphics on a 
page and was originally designed for use with 
ca..puter printers. 



In the new syslftll, the TV's teletext decoder 
works nor111ally until is recognizes Postscript 
code. It then uses Postscript processing to draw 
the page on the screen. The software can generate 
images of any size, so it can adapt to any size of 
screen. The picture quality will be better on 
1110dern higher resolution TVs while still working 
on an older TV. 

If a high-quality printer is attached lo the 
TV, the original image will be printed in the 
quality it was originally created, irrespective of 
the quality of the TV screen. 

At the Funkausstellung show in Berlin, images 
were being created on a Macintosh COlllPUler and 
displayed on one of Philips' new widescreen TVs. 
The detn0nstration used the new DZ-HAC TV fonnat 
which the European Coimnission is pushing as the 
standard for all future satellite TV broadcasting. 

Philips considers DZ-MAC r~rticularly useful 
in this sort of data-intensive work. Each 
02-HAC TV signal can carry eight 1110no audio 
channels and a data channel in addition lo the TV 
picture. If less audio channels are needed 111ore 
data channels can be used. (This first appeared 
in "New Scirntisl", London, 14 Septftllber 1991, the 
weekly review of science and technology) 

!.cchnoloqy to i11prove applications 

Hicrosoft is developing a technology that 
will make its applications llK're intelligent. The 
technology. dubbed Wizards, will enable 
applications to foresee what a user's next 1110ve 
will be. It will also propose a better way to 
perfo~ a task. Wizards will allow an application 
to follow a user's actior.s and figure out what he 
will want to do next. As an example, the 
tecnnology could allow a progra111 to figure out 
when a user could benefit fro111 learnina a new 
c~nd. !Extracted from lnfonnation World. 
5 August lg91) 

New !!!fnaqf!!!fnt package 

Hicro Plannina International will unveil a 
low-end Hae-based project 111anageinent package. 
Hicro Planner Hanager can manage as 111any as 
1,500 activities per project and can do budget 
control, cost opti111ization, and flow forecastino. 
Text frOlll other Hae project 111anageinent products. 
can be illlflorted into and exported f r0tn Hicro 
Planner Hanager. The package, which works with 
Systee 6.0.X and 7.0, lets users make their own 
symibols in Gantt charts and has an inner desktop 
for organizing. (Extracted frOlll Jnfof'!l,}tio~ 
~. 5 August 1991) 

Neural net software byp1ssc~~inq 

Two new software packages, ExploreNet 3000 
and KnowledgeNet, use neural network techniques to 
solve engineering and scientific problewis without 
requiring any progra11111ing. Instead, the neural 
network processin9 schetne is set up through 
lllOuse-selectable 1cons. 

Because neural networks exhibit an adaptive 
behavior that lets the- learn frOlll data collected 
in the past, they do not need algorithllls or rules 
in advance. nor 111Ust such things be developtd. 
Instead of being progra11111ed, these networks are 
"trained" by being expoud to reputed exa111ples of 
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and desired responses to the collected data. Once 
they are trained. they can "fill in the blan~<" 
for 111issing data or make predictions. 

While the ExploreNet 3000 can solve problems 
containing large data sets, KnowledgeNet is used 
in applications calling for yes/no decisions or 
111ultiple choices. Both packages require 
Hicrosoft's Windows 3.0 runnina in 386 111ode. With 
Windows' 111Ultitasking capabilities, a user can 
train a neural network while doing other wor~ in a 
separate window. 

ExploreNet 30CO can be set up to process data 
according to any of 19 fo~s ~f neural networks. 
The icons needed for this processing include three 
types of miodules: input/ouput, which specify 
input files, connunicate with other progrannes, 
and edit or display textual data: data processing. 
which contain the neural networks and perform the 
COtnputations; and display, which allow data to be 
displayed in text, graph. or image for111. [a(h 
llOdule inay be tailored to application 
requiretnents. defined. and tested. 

Knowledgerlet's speciality is explaining SOllle 
of the rationale behind decisions inade by a neural 
network. That info~tion is useful in 
dete~ining how i111portant any missing data are, 
what confidence lo associate with a decision. and 
how 111uch each individual input contributes to the 
decision. ICnowledaeNet also comes with a sample 
proarall'llle. includino a neural network. data. and 
rationales for 111aking a variety of decisions. 

A co-processor board. the Balboa 860. is also 
availahle that can speed applications involving 
large data sets or pattern recognition by ur to 
two orders of magnitude. These include signal 
analysis in such areas as 111edical diagnostics, 
radar, and sonar, and pattern rec~gnition in 
industrial process control. Accordina to the 
111anufacturer, HNC Inc., the products oet results 
faster than traditional statistical analysis 
schetnes or prograaning 111ethods. 

Because Balboa 860 brings 111ainfra111e coinputer 
perfonnance to the execution of the neural network 
software, it can increase the scope of the 
111odelling and analysis probleins the user needs to 
tackle. Built around the Intel 860 RISC 
rrocessor, th' Balboa 860 board has power 
equivalent to 40 VAX 111achines. 

ExploreNet costs USS 1,495: 
KnowledgeNel - US$ 995; and the Balboa ~60 costs 
$10,950. Contact: HNC Inc., 5501 Oberlin Or., 
San Diego, California, 92121-1718: 
Tel.: 619-546-8877; Fax: 619-452-6524. 
(Source: IEEE Seu~. July 1991) 

Aftrr ASCII, u~ 

As international COlllllunications blossom. so 
does the need for standard 111ethods of expression. 
Currtntly, 111ost tOlllpulers resort to the ASCII 
standard to encode alphabetic characters. With a 
pattern of 8 bits, ASCII can easily represent 
letters in the English alphabet, upper- and 
lower-case, plus ...any punctuation marks and math 
sy111bols. 

But languages other than English have 
presented so 111any r.onundr11111s that 12 COlllputer 
COlllpanies, including IBH, Apple (Olllputer. Sun 
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Hicrosystems, and Hicrosoft, fonned a consortium 
to devise a universal character code. They are 
calling the result Unicode. 

Since ASCII can represent Z56 unique 
characters it can acconnodate several 
languages. The 111any other languages with 1110re 
than 256 characters, however, present a 111uch 
larger problem. To deal with them. the new 
Unicode employs 16 bits to encode each 
character, enabling it lo define 65,536 
different symbols. 

Unicode can represent all the living 
languages in the world, plus classical Greek, 
according to its developers, in addition to 
punctuation and 111any math and special symbols. 
Even Chinese, Japanese, and Korean are within 
its reach, though Chinese alone requires over 
10,000 characters. However, after ~tudying the 
cfficial ideogram listings of Chin~. Japan, 
Korea and Taiwan, linauists determined that 
about two thirds of their ideograms are connon 
to all or lllOSt of them. When the connon 
ideograms are not duplicated, everything fits in 
the 64 K character space. 

In November 1990, after five years of work, 
a final draft was sublnitted to the consortium 
members, who incorporated the effort as Unicode 
Inc. in January 1991. The review pro,ess ended 
in February. A standard ready for 
iinpl...entation was to be published in June 1991, 
according to Hike Karnaghan of Hetaphor Computer 
Systems, another of the consortium's members. 
Contact: Ken Whistler, Hetaphor COlllputer 
Systems, 1945 Charleston Rd., 1'1ountain View, 
California, 94043. Tel: 415-961-3620. 
(Source: !EEE Spectrum. June 1991) 

CO!!!puters get stoned on patent discs 

11 the nawie of publicity, the European 
Patent Office in Hunich has inadvertently been 
sending clients a floppy disc carrying a 
COlllputer virus. The disc contains a virus known 
as Stoned. which at present times aarbles text 
on the screen and thro~s up 111essages saying 
"legalize inadjuana". 

The EPO has had to spend nearly £20.000 
warning recipients of the disc all around the 
world not to use it and helping those who did to 
aet rid of the virus. The office 111aintains that 
the virus did not get into its own COlllputer 
network and that those people who were infected 
have suffered no loss of data. It is now 
mailing out a new version of the same disc with 
a pledge that it is safe to use. 

The discs that caused the trouble run on 
standard personal computers. They contain 
publicity samples of an electronic version of 
the weekly Bulletin, which lists new patents and 
applications. The EPO intends to collate all 
the issues of the publication each year on a 
single CD-ROH disc. 

In April, the EPO sent copies of the sample 
floppy disc to the 1,000 or more patent 
agencies, search firms and industrial companies 
which currently buy the Bulletin in printed 
for111. It was soon inundattd with phont cal ls 
from worried recipients who were losing control 
of their c0111puters. The EPO had to set up a 
helpline to give advice over the telephone. 
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The office has spent the past three 111onths 
tr~ing to pin down the source of the virus, and 
new believes it catne from an indepen~ent software 
COlllf)any in Germany which helped with preparation 
of the disc. 

The EPO found that the virus will only infect 
a computer if soineone puts the disc in the disc 
drive before switching the computer on. A 
computer will automatically read any disc in its 
drive when it is switched on because it assumes it 
will find operating syste111 software on it. 

With the EPO's disc, the C0111Puler displays an 
error 111essage warning that the floppy disc does 
not contain an operating system. but by that time 
the virus has already transferred itself onto the 
hard disc in the computer. FrOlll then on, at 
specified times - usually 10 a.111. and 10 p.111. ~ 
the CCJlllPuter displays its 111essage. 

C0111Puters at Britain's Chartered Institute of 
Patent Agents were infected with the virus. The 
EPO's disc infected the CIPA office computer at 
Staple Inn Buildings in London and also the 
computer the secretary uses at home. Staff spent 
hours attempting to solve the problem with 
remedial software but they still have a nagging 
worry that SOllle data 111ay later turn out to have 
been corrupted. CIPA sent out its own warning to 
British patent agents and advised them not to 
fonnat any new discs on infected computers so as 
not to spread the virus. (This first appeared in 
"New Scientist", London. 10 Auaust 1991, the 
weekly review of scirnce and technology) 

Virus protection 

Alan Sol0111on, a British expert on computer 
viruses, has filed a British patent application 
(2 211 418) for a system he claims will prevent 
viruses getting into a computer and storing 
the111selves on the hard d;sc. 

AH.hough virus protection programs exist, the 
latest viruses defeat them because they store 
the111selves in the sectors at the start of the hard 
disc that contain the code used when a computer is 
first switched on. So the virus can take control 
of the CCJlllPuter before any virus prevention 
program has a chance to start working. 

Preventing the computer from recording to the 
hard disc would of course stop viruses storing 
the111selves on it. But programs, like word 
processing, 111ust continually write to the disc. 
The answer, says Solomon, is to stop the compu~er 
writing to the first sectors but nol the rest of 
thr disc. 

An electronic circuit senses when the writing 
head is over the first sectors of the disc, and 
physically disables the head's recording circuitry 
while it is over those sectors. This 111eans that 
the only way for 1111nufacturers to record the 
nrcessary programs in these sectors when 
constructing the co.nputer is to connect a wire 
which te111Porarily shorts out the sensor circuit. 
(This first appeared in "Nrw Scjcnt.i.tl". London, 
25 May 1991, the weekly review of science and 
technology) 

Software brings design rngjneers together 

Design tngineers in different locations can 
work togrther on a dtsign that they all can see, 



inanipulate. and chanae at the satne tiine on their 
computer screens. with new pr~totype software 
developed at Sandia National Laboratories. The 
interactive concurrent engineering (I(() software 
allows high-resolution graphics output frOM a 
computer-aided desicpi program, or f r()lll many other 
C0111Puter-aided tools, to be simultaneously viewed 
and ..anipulated by people in several locations. 
Each sees the design displayed on his or her 
screen and can have full control over it by using 
keyboard and mouse. The software can be 
i111pl...ented on any workstation suppor~ing the 
X Window (Hassachusetts Institute of Technology) 
enviro11m1ent. Accordino to Sandia COlllPuter 
scientist Craig D. Dean, developer of the 
prototype, several years of work will still be 
needed to bring the software to the point where it 
could be 11ade generally available in a production 
version. (Source: (hC!lical and Engineering News, 
3 June 1991) 

P_r:gq~ocus brainpower on parallel computin9 

The enormously c(llllplex probletn of writing 
software for parallel c()lllputers will be tackled by 
c0111Puter scientists taking part in the British 
Governinent's Parallel Applications Programme. 
Parallel COlllputers rely on many processors working 
simultaneously. which makes theci faster than 
cnrwentional computers which have just one 
processor. 

The four-year, !34-111illion programme 
announced by the Department of Trade and Industry 
will ineet the cost of setting up four new parallel 
catnputing centres based at the universities of 
Edinburgh. London. Oxford and Southarnoton. 

Their p~rpose is to encourage the use of 
parallel catnputing in industry, and all their 
research will be done with industrial p1rtners. 
No specific projects have yet been announced. 
Industry will provide half the funding in the 
fi,-st two yea,.s or the PAP, and lllO,.e in the Final 
two years. 

Computers which work in pa,-allel have bee~ 
available for years. But despite thei,- potential 
for processing large amounts of data quickly, 
parallel computers have been slow to catch on in 
industry. 

One of the main reasons is the difficulty of 
prog,.anning chips which ar-e worlo:ing simultane
ously. Even for COfllputers with just one 
processor, it has been necessary to develop formal 
111ethods of writino to ensure that calcul~tions are 
done at the riaht.time and in the right o,-der. 
With 111any processors working at once: the problems 
are compounded. 

SOflle researchers are evaluating ways of 
getting computers to convert existing software so 
that it will run on parallel COtllputers. 

There is alre~dy a method of converting the 
software, providing that the original program has 
been written in a particular way. But if the 
problem is expressed mathematically, in a 
so-called precode, a computer can take over and 
produce the final program in any computf'r 
language, either fo,- one or for many process~rs 
working in tandem. (This first appf'ared in 
"New Scientist", London, 13 July 1991, the wf'ekly 
review of science and technology) 
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S9f \!'_ire industry: dev_tlni nq _c_Q_u'!!Liis_'._ . .P!"..!>1.P~tt_s 
bln~ 

The prospects for the low-waOP m~npower-rich 
developing countries in tapping the employment and 
inc0111e potential of the burgeoning software industry 
are not too bright, according to a recent study by 
the International labour Organisation (ILOI. 

This is not because of any lack of technical 
expertise but because of a variety of bottlenecks 
such as the absence of infrastructural and other 
facilities, not to speak of the limited and costly 
access to hardware. The net result is that firms 
in industrialized countries prefer importing 
..anpower from these countries lo subcontract the 
work. A 1985 survey in the United States showed 
that foreign and naturalized people constituted 
30 per cent of the scientists and engineers in 
c0111puter and electronic industries, a proportion 
11uch higher than for all industries. 

Although 11ultinationals have in satne 
instances set up software developinent centres in 
soine NICs there is no around to support the view 
that software and catnp~ter service orportunities 
will burgeon in the developing world. This does 
not inean that the industry will not become an 
important source of emplo1111ent and income in these 
countries in the future. It certainly will, like 
in many in~ustrialized countries. However. it is 
more likely to be a follower rather than an 
initiator in the overall progress of developinent. 

The world 11arket for software and computing 
services doubled in the first half of the 1980s to 
about $55 billion. It is e•pected to rise to 
$163 billion by 1996. The study states demands 
for packaged software will continue to grow 
rapidly universally while the demand for 
data-processing will decline significantly in its 
relative i11portance due to advancement of computer 
technology and software engineering. 

The structural chanae in the software 111arh·l 
will have an impact on the labour market. In the 
United States. for eKample, employment in the 
software and computer services industry increased 
from 0.8 million in 1972 to 1.4 million in 1980 
and 2.2 million in 1987, averaging an annual rate 
of increase of 7.72 pe,- cent. In Japan, wher~ the 
nv111ber of employers in this sector grew from 
158,000 to 335,000 between 1981 and 1986, the 
proportior. of system en9ineers increased from 
14.7 to 24.2 per cent and of progranne,-s from 
21.4 to 30.4 per cent over the sa111e period. 

So far, the trade in software and computer 
services has been confined within the OECD area. 
especially among its relatively more advanced 
...-hers. Only small numbers of firms in N!Cs 
export cOtllputer services and SOllle software 
products and their earnings are marginal. Thi~ 

need not necessarily mean that trade in software 
dnd COlllputer services will continuf' to remain a 
preserve of the more advanced countries. 

Alllong developing r.ountries Brazil is by far 
the biggest market for computer services and 
software, estimated at $4,217 million in 1987. 
India's 11arket for these service~ e•pandf'd rapidly 
to an estimated $337 million by 1987, that or 
He•ico, $130 11illion, South Korea, $147 million 
and Singapore $129 million. {Source: Amrit' 
Bazar P1tri!J, 3 November 1990) 



Haling sfnse of the infor!!ftion age 

Hulti~dia. data visualization and virtual 
reality could becOllle the manager's tool5 for the 
future. helpino to e•ploi~ infoniiation that every 
organization now collects and then fails to 
employ. 

Data is raw fact and fioures. Informat~on is 
s~thing that has meanino and it can tale a 
11Ultitude of fonns. Data-can be turned into 
infonnation by applying intelligence to it. Dur 
present systeins are only able to convert a liMited 
fMOunt of the data we have available into 
information. 

Our systrins are not yet equipped lo handle 
the major portion of the information proliferating 
in the world around us. It is esti111ated that 
C0111Puters ~odress only about 20 per cent cf an 
oroani zat ion's information. The rest exists 
outside CCJlllPutino as free-form text. doc11111ents, 
iMaoes. ~hree-di~nsional MOdels and t'ther 
objects. videt' and sound recordings. 

We are collectino and oeneratino data at a 
rate that far outstrips our ability to Make sense 
of it. Everywhere today there are data capture 
devices - Monitors. sensors, data loggers, video 
camera-;. 

It is estiMated that the US space prooramme 
analyses just 10 per cent or the terrabyte; of 
data it is continuously gathering. Technical and 
scientific knowledoe is said to be increasing at a 
rate o! 13 per cent a year. 
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Our probletn then is that while we are 
creatino the raw material in abundance we are 
struoolino with the tocls to turn it to our 
advantage: But we cannot ignore the challenge 
presented by the raw Material. Our survival could 
depend on it. 

At the business level. information is a 
weapon. At the global level, we need to 
understand the data we collect on the environment 
to plan for its protection. 

Traditional computing systetns are symbolic 
proressors. largely Manipulating alphanumeric 
character strings. This limits both the content 
and our means of interpreting it . 

If we are to get to grips with the volume and 
COlllplexity of information we now face we have to 
look beyond symbolic processing to ways of 
inarrying our advanced interpretive abilities and 
physical responses with the power of computing. 

This then is the 1ionificance of the 
technologies of multimedia, data visualization and 
virtual reality. They are not amusrinent arcade 
sideshows but central to the future of infonnation 
technology because they force back the boundaries 
of the h11111an cOlllputer interface. 

It is essential that we e•pand the bandwidth 
of the user interface if we are to comprehend and 
act on thf' information we are oatherino. The new 
technologies do this by enga~ing more of our 
faculties and enablino us to interact with 
information as wf' int.ract with the physical world. 

Hultim~dia presents us with sound and moving 
images and allows us to interact with infor111ation. 

Data visualization takes c0111rle• 11Ult;-di~nsional 
data and converts it into pictorial for11's we can 
interpret More easily. Virtual reality lets us 
step through the computer screen into information 
as if entering a parallel world. 

•we have five senses. Hulti~dia at least 
adds 11ore of our ranoe of sense to the c9t11puter 
envirolllllt'nt". Interactive 11ultimedia is the best 
a"ailable MiMic of hUlllfn interaction." says 
Alan Cawson. professor at the school of social 
sciences at the University of Sussex. It offers 
both a 111eans of conveying difficult ideas and of 
..aking accessible large quantities of related 
in<o~tion. It makes less onerous the task of 
finding and absorbing information. 

The driving force of 11ulti111edia so far has 
been frQlll the supply side cf infonnation: 
education. training, 111arketing and the miedia. 
Hultiinedia's ability to access diverse 
infor111ation and present it in a lively 
Multi-dimensional way 111akes it a forceful and 
fle~ihle connunications tool. It can also be 
extremely cost-effecbve. 

HultiMedia 11akes accessible what is known. 
Ctata visual iution on the other hand see~s to 
discover what is hidden. 

Orioinatino in the scientifc world. data 
visualization uses the COMputation power of lllOdern 
workstations and sophisticated graphics and 
si11ulation techniques to translate laroe vol11111es 
of comple• data into pictures. -

Traditionally used for app1ications such as 
stress analysis, fluid flow dynamics and 
geological surveys, data visualization is being 
seized upon as a 11eans of quickl~ interpreting 
statistica~. business and financial data. 

Brinoino new medical druos to Market i~ a 
drawn-out-process which takes-on average 12 years 
from the beoinnino of clinical trials to the 
drug's registration. Reviewing and analysing the 
results of the trials is a complex process 
involving sophisticated statistical as well as 
clinical interpretation. 

Oata visualization takes mass data and turns 
it into information from which t.if• user can 
extract knowledge, says Graeine Webster, director 
designate of the proposed International Centre of 
Scientific Visualization. Webster believes the 
techniques have profound iMplications for the 
connercial sector. 

Already financial institutio~s like Barclays 
Bank, The Bank of Kuwait and Chemical Bank are 
using data visualization products to help 
interpret the data feeds that bombard market 
traders. Single screens with clear simple 
graphics are replacing banks of tenninals 
cross-hatched with figures that yield nothing 
without intellectual effnrt. Financial 
infonnation services supplier Quotron Systems. for 
example, has developed a system for analysts and 
traders that replaces si• termin~l~ with one 
graphics and Windows-based screen. 

Incorporating the Data-views visualization 
software from VI Corpor3tion. the system presents 
market infonnation in terms of graphical charts 
th~t are updated automatically as thf' data valu~s 
change in real time. 



These systees are taking ad~antage of the 
imige processing and analytic abilities of the 
ey~-brain collbination. It would be a small step 
to include sound. At its sil!lplest. aud;o alanns 
could signal when thresholds are crossed. 
Alternatively speech synthesis could be used to 
add a layer of verbal interpretation to visuttl 
presentations. 

It is inevita~le that data visualization and 
multi11edia overlap. They pursue the CQmlllOn goal 
of an intuitive and powerful interface with 
information. A key developinent alono this road is 
the introduction of the timie di8l'nsion to the 
computer environ11ent. 

Graphics brought a spatial dimiension to 
computers, introducing i11.1ges and allowing data to 
be presented as charts and graphs. Sound and 
video are inherently time based of course, but 
much data has a time dii.ension too. Our 
conventional 8l'thods of representing tilllt' - as an 
axis on a graph, as a sequence of snapshots. and 
so on - are li•ited. 

Ani11ating tilllt'-based data enables us to 
understand processes and trends with greater 
insight. 

Virtual reality widens the bandwidth yet 
again to add a physical dimiension to the hU111an
computer interface. It is the logical conclusion 
of the process which began with icons representing 
the dHktop. It extends the metaphor of the 
interface to reality itself. In doing so it 
enables the user to not only inter~ct with and 
interpret data but to experience and participate 
in infonnation. 

Virtual reality brings the broadest range of 
h1.1111an faculties to bear on the cowiputer. If the 
C0111puter, using 1tt1lti11Pdia and visualization 
techniques, can deliver data in such a way as to 
take advantage of these faculties. we have the 
greatest chance of inastering the superabundance of 
informatior. we face. 

Virtual reality systems 111ay be crude affairs 
at the motnPnt, creating limited cartoon-like 
worlds. But it would be unwise to expect 
developments to follow the tradit1c.1al development 
cycle. 

The connercially available products are not 
just arcade gaines but include toolkits for 
creating virtual worlds and objects to go in thetn. 

Early applications tend to be those where the 
virtual world mimics the real world, such as 
visualizing architectural designs. 

:twill not take much to substitute the 
CQtllfluter-aided design (CAO) database with a 
database of, say, financial data. A trader could 
"walk through" market infonnation, where stock 
perfo,...nce and trends were 111anifest in a 
30 fonn. "nnwhi le virtual visual worlds are 
already being created frOlll non-visual data at the 
lJI( National Advanced Robotics Res~l.rch Centre al 
the University of Salford. The centre is 
developir.g a system for controlling a retnole robot 
by telepresence - feeding h11111n operators 
sufficient information about the re111nte 
enviro~ment so that they feel they are physically 
there. 
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The svst..- ta~es feed~acl fr,,... non-vi~ual 
laser range sensors on the robo~ a~d interprets 
this data.visually ir a virtual real;t> system. 
The operators see the tas~ before thpon and operate 
the robot accordingly. 

Again. in theory. the dttta co'Jld bt- a•'> 
di~ital data but by present in~ it ir. a virtu~I 
worlJ the h1J111an :an participate ant! ;r•teracl with 
;l in a wholly ;~tuitive .a,. 

It is interesting that board level directors 
..ho rarely deal with anyt~ing but infonnatior. 
generally 111•e least use of infonnation 
technology. That Illy say s11111ethin9 a~out the 
Luddite tendencies of directors bu" it also sttys a 
lot about the state of our technology. IE•trarted 
irOlll ~er Wee•lv. S Septeeber 19~1} 

VII. C~TRY REPORTS 

China 

When the Chinese take ~n responsibility for 
~ong Kong in 199i, they could find one of thP 
world's elite electronics industries on their 
doorstep. 

In the last five years the Hone Kono 
electronics industry has been under~oin~ a major 
sea-change to transform itself fr()ftl nothino 111ore 
than an asselllbly area for multinational~ to a 
top-class electronics design centre. 

A massive infusion of 111oney and fait~ ha< 
just been -ade by Hotorola. It has opened a .afer 
fabrication facility in Hongkong. and built a 
brand new design centre right alongside. Alread~ 
known as Silicon Harbour the COlllpa~y will -a~e . 
application specific ICs. bipolar and HOS 11P111ory 
devices. 

Hore importantly the project puts top-flight 
designers on the doorstep of the burgeoning 
South-East Asia electronics equipment mar~et. 

(. D. Tam, corporate vice-president and 
general 111anager of Hotorola's Asia/Pacifi( 
division esti111ates the region will be bu~ing 
upwards of SIS billion worth of semiconductors by 
1995. 

Ta111 is also heading 1 connission which has 
rec~nded the Hong Ko~g Govern111ent to create a 
Science Park .,hose aim wi 11 be to raise the le.el 
of technology. The ai111 is to get the project 
under way be;ore the handover to the Chinese. 
Given the go-ahead Tam reckons that the par~ rould 
be started by 1994. 

A S25 million technology centre in Kowloon 
has already gone ahead, and last April a "useum of 
Science and TechnolClgy was opened also in Kowloon. 

Texas lnstrUll'Pnts is another investor. In 
its Hong Kong headquarters it has established a 
design centre for custom chips. 

International Quartz. a Kowloon-based c11t11pany 
has just launched an lBH-compatible laptop which 
has a built-in cellular telephone, which can 
transmit data as well as voice. Statpac~ Systems 



i~ claimino a inaterials breakthrouoh which. th~ 
c0111rany claims. virtually eliminates static. It 
is now supplyina a numt>er of plastic mouldino and 
hnu~ing ~lters in Asia. 

This energy has had a beneficial effect on 
the colonv's electronics exports fiaures which 
ro~e IS ppr cent in 1990 to about fi4 ~ill ion. 
The United States is the major custOlfter. but China 
is catching up fast. and Geniiany is the third 
largest importer of Hong Kong's electronics 
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goods. (Source: Electronics Weekly, 26 June 19911 

Bruil 

Opening up to CO!!Puters 

Brazil is oettino close to abolishina its 
"inarket 1·eserve;; on cO..,,uters - the pro tee ti on is t 
import ban that. critics s?y. has -ade local 
industries laa behind the rest of the world. A 
recently passed congressional bill will - if 
arproved hy the Senate and by President Fernando 
(ollor de Hello - open up the Brazilian market 
aftPr October 1Q9:. 

Collar has made it a priori~y to liberalize 
the country's economL arid now"iere ha~ St;1te 
rn•1trnl beeu more c~t>erS()lll" than i11 the co111J,>uter 
i,.dustry. where Brazilian 111irroc.0111pute1·s cost 0•1 
avpraae thrpe times more than US or European 
equ•valents. 

The inovp to open Brazil to foreion 
COW!petition has elicited very different reactions 
fro111 the rountrv's S(ientists. As mioht be 
e•pe(ted. ewiplo~ees of Bra:il's computer indu-.try 
are among the most vocal defenders of the 111c1rket 
reservP. 

The Brazilian Society for the Progress of 
Science. for instance. aroues that the import 
restrictions have created-"local technolooies" and 
provided jobs for thousands. including en~ineers 
and other elpctroni(S researchers. 

Bot stientists who need computers and other 
electronic equi~nt for their work have other 
op1n1ons. Bi0tnedical researchers are particular1y 
unhappy with the presrnt situation. Not only do 
they not havp access to good computers. but they 
must als(I struggl., with thP govern111enl bureau(racy 
whpnever thPy need equipment that has elpctronic 
cir(uilry. lhe usual way to circumvent the 
informatics law i~ to resort to smuooling. 

One option for survival for Brazilian 
COlllpanies is to creatf' joint ventures with foreign 
concerns. IBH already plans one such venture with 
a Sao Paulo c0tnpany, SIO lnfonnatica. And the 
Brazilian leoislature is now discussino other ways 
to help Brazilian companies, such as ta• 
incentivf'S. 

Even if the final leoislation does not open 
the 111arket entirely. it will 90 far in improving 
things for cons11111ers. (Extracted frOlll r!i..!..11.!:f. 
Vol. 352. 15 August 19?1) 

Czechoslovakia 

Jo.i!lt..YC.".J.1l!.t.Ja_r~n i cat i ons_tty~~t 

West European fir111s are continuing thE>ir 
drivf' into thf' potf'ntially lush markets for 
C()tllllunications equipment in East Europf'. Among 

the latest 111oves is a joint venture between 
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG !SELi. the Gf'nnan 
member of the French teleconnunications oroup 
Alcatel t~. and Tesla liptov~ky Hradn• of 
Czechoslovakia. In its first phase. the deal will 
involve production of SEl's System 12 digital 
switch in Czechoslovakia. 

The ai111 is the annual production of Syslew> 12 
switching equipment f~r 250.000 subscriber lines 
at a plant in liptovsky Hradok. Production will 
start during the s•cond half of this year. The 
venture calls for initial invest111ents of about 
$11.5 111illion. and SEL has offered to fully 
finance it for 10 years. 

The secor.d phase envisions e•tending the 
cooperation to enc0111f>ass the manufacture of 
private switching equipment and telephone sets. 
The Gennan-Czech aoreeinent provides for 
Stutt~art-based SEL to transfer -anuf acturing 
technology lo its partner, train personnel. and 
set up a software centre. (Source: Electron!Js. 
July 19911 

Unix goes to Prague 

ATtT. w;th the aid of SOKOL. the 
Czechoslovakian relief oroanization in 
New fod City, donated 25-AU.: 38£ Unix coinputers. 
70 AT&T terminals, 12 AT&T Paradyne modfll!s, and a 
full compleinent of Unix SVR~ software and 
applications to three Czechoslova•ian educational 
in~titutions. The coinputers will be used by 
mathe~atics and C0111Puting departments at 
(h~rles Universit), rraguf; Hasary• UnivE>rsity, 
Brno; and C0111enius University. Bratislava. 

Karel Janae, Michael Pot111esil, and 
Ralph Severini of ATtT Bell Laboratories beoan the 
project shortly after the Berlin Wall fell and the 
"velvet revolution" occurred in (zechoslova~ia. 
The possibility of the cOlllputer transfer becilllle a 
reality with the reduction in technological trade 
restrictions negotiated by the European Econ0111ic 
Connunity in June 1990. 

Several university mt'fllbf'rs are expected to 
atten~ Unix classes and se:ninars. One 
representative from Hasaryk UnivE>rsity already 
spf'nt a month in the US getting hands-on Uni• 
experience. (Source: ~er. Junf' 1991 I 

India: a reservoir of trained specitliJJ} 

lnfor-ation technology. morf' than any other 
area of electrotechnology, will advance in India 
over the next decade and make 111ajor i111pacts on the 
country's econ0tny. Alllon9 the industries that will 
grow are basic micro-electronics, COlllputer 
hardware, COlllfluter software, teleconnunications 
(including electronic switching, satellite 
~onnunications, and optical-fibre connunication), 
and the handling of large datab1ses - both 
geogrtphically distributed and concentrated ones. 
Such technolo9y can radically transform most 
sectors of the the econ0tny - including banking, 
insurance, industry. energy, and transportation -
leading to 111uch higher efficiencies. 

Another trea where infonnation trchnology 
will advance is in television and radio broad
casting across the country, which will havr a 
major i111pact in conveying messages concE>rning 
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education, health, sanitation, an~ the environ•ent. 
Since India has lllCJSt of its population in rural 
areas and a high l'ercentage of illiteracy, ~isual 
images and voice c011111unications are extretnely 
imiportant. Equally, non-voice data caDabilities 
are critical for sectors that have to 1110ve forward 
rapidly, such as energy, transpor- tat ion. 
industry. and finance. Therefore, the development 
of databases with a ~ide geographical spread and 
the ability to interconnect is clearly needed. 

One set of obstacles to realizina the full 
i&~~ct of infol"lliltion technology relates to 
adlllin;strative practices, which tend to result in 
significant delays. The more i~ortant obstacle, 
however, is a lack of awareness and appreciation 
of how infor11ation technology can truly transfo~ 
the econOllly. 

While optical electronics is expected to grow 
strongly, presently research, development, and 
production in this area are insignificant. 
Striking advances will also be made in serial and 
parallel processing and connectivity as well as in 
database managetnent and national information 
systetns. 

India is currently attempting to shift its 
technological development processes from a serial 
approach (a step-by-step innovation chain from R&O 
through production) to a 1110re concurrent 
111ethodology. both to c~ress the ti•e-fra•e from 
start-up to production and to ensure that pricing 
and built-in quality in design, materials, and 
processing techniques lead to zero defects. 
(Source: IEEE Spectrym, June 19911 

Qfp~_rt~nL!>.LElectronics - LSl/VLS~ 
Qtsign Centres 

Recognizing the i•portance of the area of 
micro-electronics and specially large-scale and 
very large-scale integration (LSI/VLSI), the 
Depart111ent of Electronics has set up the National 
tticroelectranics Council (HHC) to oversee, 
coordinate and support progrannes covering R&O, 
technology development and manufacture in the area 
of micro-electronics. The Nt1C is an inter
ministerial for11111 under the Chainnanship of the 
Secretary, Department of Electronics. Specialist 
working groups have been set up to assist the NMC 
in discharging its responsibilities. Currently. 
three working groups dealing with computer aids 
for micro-electronics, micro-electronics 
technology and discrete semiconductor devices 
have been set up, with 30 projects having been 
initiated at academic institutions, R&O 
laboratories and industry with a total outlay of 
Rs. 260 million. 

A thrPe-level fra•ework has been evolved for 
CAO of LSI/VLSI. The fra•ework consists of a 
level-I centre for VLSI design and prototyping 
being set up by the Oepart111ent of Electronics, 
level-II design centres at universities and R&O 
laboratories. and le~il-111 C'-0 awareness activity 
at engineering colleges. In the first phase, 
level-JI centres have been set up at the JITs at 
BOlllbay, ttadras, Delhi and Kharagpur: JISc-Bangalore: 
Jadavpur University; and CEERl-Pilani. The 
level-Ill activity is likely to be initiated at a 
few engineering colleges close to the level-II 
centres. The level-I centre of the Depart•ent of 
Electronics would act as a nodal resource centre 
to provioe coordination and support to the 
level-II and level-Ill activities and would also 
carry out design and software 1Ctiv1ties. UNOP 
has approved part financial support for the 

level-I centre. level-II centres have bePn 
provided with SUtl workstations. PC-Ais a11d 
software tools developed indiaenouslv bw ITI. 
Banaalore and also the CAO toils of ~LSi 
Technology Inc. (VTI). USt.. The level-! centre 
also has the above hardware and soltware. 

With a view to promoting and proliferating 
the use of ~SICs by the indigenous electronics 
equipment industry. the Oepart~ent of Electron: cs 
has set up 10 VLSI design centre~ at Bangalore. 
Baroda. Noida. Lucknow, Bhubaneshwar. Hyderabad. 
11adras. Calcutta, Pune an~ Trivandrum. The 
centres at Banaalore. Baroda. Luckno~. Noida and 
Bhubaneshwar have been set up and are beino 
operated by Semiconductor COtnPlex Ltd. ISCL!. 
SAS Nagar. Indian Telephone Industries. Bangalore 
is similarly operating the centres at Hyderabad. 
11adras and Calcutta. Two centres are co-located 
with the Centre for Develop111ent of Advanced 
C()lllJluting (COACJ at Pune and the Electrc~ics R&~ 
Centre (ER&OC) at Trivandrum. The Centres at Pune 
and TrivandrU'll are equipped with SUrl workstations. 
VTI tools, Ill tools for standard cell-based chip 
desian (VINYASI alona with their PCB software 
package I NIRHAN l. Tiie centres at Hadrcis. 
Hyderabad and Calcutta have Newus-1500 
workstations and the sa~e software tools as the 
centres at Pune and Trivandrum. The desia11 
centres operated by SCL are equipped with
Nexus-3500 workstations. SCL (All tool for VLSI 
design IBEACONJ, VLSI design and rce software 
packages from Hentor Graphics. US~. Three ASI• 
te~ters have been provided at the Bangalore, Noida 
and Baroda centres for use by the five SCL 
centres. One LTX tester is available at the IT! 
centre at Bangalore for use by the design centres 
operated by Ill and those at COAC and ER&DC. 

A management board. unde1 the chairmanship of 
the Secretary of the Department of Electronics. 
oversees the operation of the 10 VLSI design 
centres. An Advisory Connittee has also been 
constituted for each centre with representatives 
drawn from the nearby industries and other ewperts 
to serve as a forum for identification of the 
needs of the industry. All the design centres. 
except those at Calcutta and Bhubaneshwar, are 
fully functional in terms of hardware and software 
COfllllissioning. staffing and design activities. 
The Calcutta and Bhubaneshwar centres would be 
functional shortly. One of the successful chips 
designed by the Pune VLSI design centre is the 
Graphics Intelligence-based Script Technology 
(GIST-9000) for universal script processing. The 
chip, consisting of around 6,000 gates, was 
designed using VTI CAD tools and has been fabricated 
at VTI, USA. The potential applications for this 
chip cover data processing with d-BASE, word 
processing, library manage-ent, etc. Similarly. 
the Trivandrum VLSI design centre has also 
developed and fabricated a chip-set (Arjun and 
Krishna) for use in the low-cost PC. Efforts are 
under way to develop boards using the PC chip-set 
developed by the Trivandrum centre and the GIST 
chip developed by the Pune centre for use in thP 
PC. The other design centres have also developed 
a variety of ASJCs to cater to user needs. 
(Source: Electronics Information &~D~· 
Apri 1 1991) 

Indonesia 

lndonts j •!!-1ili!:'d-Rrovi dts_h11mt.J.2r_ l}fw 
contract ISSl!l!blfr 

The island of Bata"'. 10 mi Its from 
Singapore's coast. is home to South-Ea~! Asia's 



newest contract assembler. To start. the 
ass.-ibler· will spend $73 111illion for the latest 
i11 aut0111ated production equipment, as well as 
bricks and inortar. 

The subcontractor. PT Astra Hicrotronics 
T~ ~nology, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
A~.•a International. AI owns 108 different 
subsidiaries around the world. The 
111Ultinational has sales in the billions. 

The island. about 85 per cent of 
Sinoapore's size (which 111akes it fairly small I, 
was-opened to connercial development early last 
year. Although owne~ by Indonesia, Singapore 
joined its Asian neighbour to provide help with 
the infrastructure. 

First of all Batam has been oiven freeport 
~tatus. like Hong ~ong and Singapore. There are 
no custoins warehouses. no duties. The local 
Govermnent has pledoed to move ooods throuoh 
custOlllS within four-hours. FroW. a11 01•-again. 
off-again power supply. electricity has been 
uporaded. The sa111e is true for the telephone 
se~vice. Both are no• on a par with Singapore. 
nnted for high quality. Astra's market approach 
ic; to be "full-service. like ASE or Alllkor". The 
assembler also plans to offer full parametric 
test in!!. 

Astra decide~ to locate on Batam for 
several reasons. These include financial 
incentives offered bv the Indonesian 
Govern111ent. The company also found a large and 
stable labour force. The island's residents 
have all been throuoh hioh school and understand 
written English. Proximity to Singapore was 
another deciding factor. 

Startinq with 250 workers, Astra will have 
a capacity of 2 million units/week (14-16 pin 
equivalent). Packaoes handled will include 
R-48 lead POIPs, SOICs !both narrow and wide 
body I, 4'1-208 lead POFPs. 18 lead PLCCs, PGAs 
and hermeticc;. New generations of equipment 
will produce products with a higher quality 
level and more UPH than formerly available. 
(Reprinted with permission from S~~~q~~lqr 
fo~tr!'~~..tio!•!lL~guj'!..e. June 1991. Copyright 
1991 by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines. 
I 11 i no i s • USA l 

Disk drive makers race to adapt 

Hanufa~turers of computer disk drives in 
Singapore - the world's largest exporter of the 
key memory units - are racing to develop 
smaller, more powerful products to lllt'et growing 
international demand for portable computers. 

Analysts say that the companies, nearly all 
of them US-based, are also preparing for a 
possible challenge if disk drive makers in 
Japan, South Korea and Taiwan - where most 
microc0tnputers are made - decide to become major 
exporters. 

Reflecting an industry-wide trend towards 
automated output for the new disk drives, 
Western Dioital Singapore Ltd. officially opened 
a $7.5 million manufacturing line in which 
industrial robots 1 inked to computers run the 
entire assembly and quality-testing process. 
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Since 198~. the Sinoapore plant has been the 
sole dis~ drive producti~n centre of Western 
Digital Corp. of Irvine, California. 

Other leadino US disk drive finlls with 
manufacturing ope~~tions in Singapore include 
Seagate Technology Corp., Haxtor Corp. and Conner 
Peripherals Inc. 

In 19q0, Singapore exported disk drives worth 
7.18 billion Singapore dollars ($4.1 billion), up 
31 per cent from 5.47 billion dollars in 1969. 
The United States was the laroest market for 
exports. followed by East Asia and Europe. 

As market demand shifts from desktop 
computers to smaller, portable laptop, notePcok. 
and even palm-size computers, disl drive makers 
are having to manufacture increasingly compact 
units with greater memory capacity. (Extracted 
from l!ll.ernational Herald Tribufl!', 16 July 1991) 

European Community 

~ean research 

At last Europe's embattled electronics 
industry has found something to crow about. Or 
has it? On 18 June EUREKA, Europe's biggest 
technological-research progranwne, celebrated its 
fifth birthday in style at a jamboree in 
The Haoue. Its supporters point out that more 
than 3;000 oroanizations from 19 European 
countries now-take part in over 500 EUREKA 
projects worth a total of over 8 billion ECUs 
($9 billion). But if EUREKA is so good. why 
is the state of Europe's electronics industry 
so bad? 

rounded in 1985 as Europe's ?' swer to 
America's Strategic Defence Jnitia·.1ve (star wars, 
remember), the EUREKA project now leans firmly 
towards civilia~ technologies like high-definition 
television and car electronics. Unlike EC research 
progranwnes, such as ESPRIT, which concentrate on 
basic research and consume laroe amounts of 
European taxpayers' money, EUREKA is paid for 
largely by the companies involved and is designed 
tc promote technologies that can be quickly 
brought to market. 

In theory, at least. A report notes that 
almost two thirds of EUREKA's participants ewpect 
marketable results within two to five years. 
Yet, astonishingiy, some existing projects do not 
even have a business plan prepared for them. The 
report recolm'ends that these be made obligatory 
and that EURtKA should withdraw its label promptly 
from projects that do not live up to expectations. 

Among its other recommendations is one that 
would make the criteria for selec~ing and 
financing projects clearer, and another 
encouraging harmonized standards. Then there is 
the usual call for large-scale projects which, 
says the report, would give EUREKA the profile it 
needs to attract more political supp~rt. 

Unsurprisingly, the report does not mention 
EUREKA's problem-child, the JESSI progranwne of 
semiconductor research. The cool response ol 
Siemens and Philips to Thomson's recent suggestion 
of some kind of European alliance is proof that 
JESSI has done nothing to inspire European 
cooperation. The report also fudges the issue of 



whether foreign firms should be allowed into 
European research projects. (Source: !hf 
Econom;st. 22 June 1991) 

East Europe invited into EUREKA 

East European countries have received an open 
invitation to partic;pate in EUREKA. the European 
progranne of high technology research. 

The invitdtion came from representat;ves of 
participating countries at the IXth Hinisterial 
Conference in The HaguE. 

In theory, the East Europeans could have 
part;·:ipated before now. but with the exception of 
Yu~uslavia, they have not been invited by 
potential West European partners. 

East Europeans can also participate in the 
sub-411icron chip initiative. which includes 
semiconductor equipment and materials. (Source: 
Electronics Weekly. 26 June 1991) 

EC throws down the gauntlet 

The European Commission has launched the 
third phase of its ESPRIT R&D ?rogramme with a 
rallying call for an attack on US and Japanese 
competition. 

It wants R&D projects to be closer to the 
market with more user involvement. 

Hanaqers of the 1 billion ECU prooramme would 
demand to.know the exploitation plans of consortia 
and get users to evaluate project efforts in the 
lioht of evaluation criteria. (Extracted from 
Computing. 11 July 1991) 
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Bull leads EC projtct to clamp uown on copying 

Host PCs and termin.als in Europe could 
eventually be fitted with devices which pol;ce the 
illicit down-loading or copying of software and 
data. 

Under a pan-European project funded by the 
European Commission, Bull and other companies are 
investigating ways of modifying central processing 
units so that any copying and downloading can bE 
detected and recorded. 

The idea is that the PC or terminal will 
ensure that copyright material is paid for, 
perhaps by electronic funds transfer, whenever it 
is downloaded or copied. 

The project is known as Copyright in 
Transmitted Electronic Documents (CITED) and it 
follows concern among on-line data providers, 
i~cluding publishers. that digitall; stored 
information can be rapidly and ac~urately copied. 

Many potential sources of on-line data are 
reluctant to make their material available in 
digital form because of the risk of piracy. By 
producing a PC or terminal which detects copying 
and ensures that royalties for copyright material 
are paid, the EC believes that more companies will 
be encouraged to make information available 
on-line. 

Potential sour"es include mailing list 
suppliers, publishers, specialist database 
providers, the Briti~h Library, and government 
departments. 

Ultimately the CITE~ consortium hopes the 
EC will adopt a standard for new equipment that 
encourages manufacturers to fit CITED protection 
devices. 

Participants in the project include the 
British Library, Spanish electroni~ publishing 
house AKG. and Telesystemes. subsidiary of France 
Telecom. and Norwich-based IT consultancv th€ 
Computer Industry Research Unit !CIRU). ·Bull is 
manag;ng the projert. The research is being 
funded under the EC's ESPRII programme. (Source: 
Computer Weekly, 22 August 1991) 

JESSI and ESPRIT get a new mission limited to 
CHOS techno kgy 

The Joint European Submicron Silicon 
Initiative, JESSI. which is Europe's only hope for 
cooperative research among various European 
Community nations and companies, is radically 
narrowing the range of its research projects. 

The original purpose of JESSI was to gather 
funds for a European effort like that of Sematech 
in the US for semiconductor researlh. llow, JESSI 
and its partner program ESPRIT, which g3verns 
cooperative effort in every area of micro
electronics, will focus strictly on CHOS 
technology. 

Some observer5 believe that the new effort 
comes becJuse of political pressure fer results. 
The EC semiconductor industry has r.ome under heavy 
criticism recently for its failure to regain 
market share from the US and Japan. Hany 
observers feel that JESSI and ESPRIT were not 
nParly enough to recoup. (Source: Electronics. 
July 1991) 

EC computer firms making hay 

European computer makers are pulling ahead of 
their US rivals in the race to dominate the East 
European market. 

France's Paris-based Bull SA has concluded an 
important contract with the Czechoslovakian 
finance ministry, one that followed hard on the 
heels of a similar deal with the Polish 
Government. Germany's Siemens AG of Hunich is 
dominating the former East German computer market, 
and ICL Ltd. of London has been successful in 
negotiating with the Hungarian Government. Of the 
US vendors, only IBH Corp. has been able to keep 
pace with the EC companies, boasting important 
deals in Poland and Hungary. 

On the other hand, Ing. C. Olivetti & Co. 
SpA, which had great success in Eastern Europe, 
had to back off because of funding pressure. The 
lvrea, Italy-based company ship~-d about 
$3 million worth of units to Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary last year. But the slow payment both 
there and in the USSR, where Olivetti is a 
traditional partner, has kept it from aggressively 
following up those sales. (Source: Elrctrol}.i_u, 
July 1991) 

Italy 

Business practices 

Italy has a sophisticated economy and one 
increasingly dependent on IT products and 
services. Italy's design-based industries are a 
major market for computer-aided design 



workstations, and Italian automo~ive and 
engineering industries are ~t the forefront of 
developments in robotics, computer-integrated 
11anufacturing and factory automation. 

The combination of a large, enthusiastic 
market for IT in Italy - which the recent world 
recession has only partially suppressed - and a 
struct~rally weak Italian IT industry unable to 
11eet domestic demand, has long pro;red irresistible 
to large foreign corporations such as IBH. Bull, 
Siemens and DEC which have long-established, 
successful subsidiaries in Italy. 

The 1992 single European market legislation 
should allow 11ore European suppliers to enter this 
potentially lucrative market, b~ removing the most 
obvious barriers to free trade between Italy and 
its fellow EC members. However, Italy's record to 
date on imple~entin~ this legislation is not good, 
and at the end of the day. no one will do much 
basiness in Italy by citing EC directives and 
complaining to Brussels. True commercial success 
will come to those non-Italians who can learn to 
do business here the Italian way. 

The Italian IT industry seems the very m~del 
of propriety. Relatively free from ~ajor 
scandals, staffed by squeaky-clean graduates 
reading US business 11agazines, the industry, in 
appearance at least, resembles the IT industries 
of other industrialized economies, and the Italian 
IT 11arket, fourth by size in Europe, is growing 
into one of the country's healthiest and most 
important economic sectors. 

In 1990 the Italian IT market, broadly 
defined to encompass computer products and 
services, office automation products and 
telec011municalions, grew 11 per cent lo more than 
i27 billion, according to Hilan-based research 
outfit Reseau. Put in perspective, the Italian IT 
market is larger than the turnover of the massive 
Fiat Group, roughly equivalent in size to the 
entire Italian chemicals industry and not much 
smaller than Italy's world-renowned textiles and 
fashion industries. 

Francois De Brabant, 11anaging director of 
Reseau, says the sectors driving Italian IT 
forward are software and services, which grew 
18 per cent in 1990, and telecommunications, which 
grew by nearly 13 per cent. Unfortunately for 
interested foreign companies both these segments 
are also dominated by the Italian Stale, acting as 
both major customer and leading supplier. 

In telecoms, the State still enjoys a 
wide-ranging monopoly and, despite investing 
heavily in infrastructure, the gap between Italy 
and other major industrialized economies remains 
embarrassingly wide. The national telephone 
density, that is the number of telephones per 
100 inhabitants, averages just 37 throughout 
Italy - in France and Germany it is more than 47 -
and in rural Calj~ria the figure drop! to just 28. 

Italy's long-suffering business telecoms 
users, who throughout the 1980s have had to 
subsidize residential subscribers, wait years for 
a simple analogue leased line and suffer appalling 
service, are finally going to get their own 
telecoms network, called Start. This massivp 
project - worth more than i2 billion over the next 
three years - involves linking Italy's major 
business users with optical fibre and bui1ding an 
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advanced business-only digital communication 
network. Start is just the sort of juicy public 
contract which, if the EC has its way, after 1992 
will have to be put out to tender to Europea~ -
not just Italian - supplies. and awarded according 
lo EC rules. 

When the details of Start were publicized by 
the Italian PTT Hinistry. Dutch IT firm Philips 
was angered to learn that instead of getting its 
expected "historic quote" of 11 per cent of the 
total contract, it had been excluded from the 
consortium of nine, mainly ltalian, telecoms 
companies which would split the lucrative contract. 

Italian public-sector IT contracts are 
notorious for their vulnerability to political 
interference and reluctance to obey basic 
economics. Until 1986, SIP. the 11ain State 
telecoms provider, contracted 150 separate 
companies just to install telephone cables. A 
contract to operate a second celiular radio 
network in Italy. competing with that of SIP, has 
been held up since 1990 because the PTT 111inister 
prefers not to upset the complex political 
alliances between SIP, the would-be private 
competitors and government ministers. To ~ompound 
the issue, SIP also claims that it has a 
constitutional monopoly on cellular servi~es 
until 2004. 

The gradual demolition of the State monopoly 
on telecoms services is an inevita~le consequence 
of single 11arket legislation and in theory should 
encourage foreign companies to enter the Italian 
telecoms market. 

BT has already started, with an office in 
Rome since 1988 and a staff of 20 people. As well 
as selling private telecoms equipment, such as 
dealer boards, BT Italia has established a niche 
market supporting multinational customers such as 
Coca-Cola and Nomura who, for a variety of 
reasons, are unwilling to deal directly with the 
Italian telecoms service providers. 

BT Italia also has plans to offer satellite 
services to Italian business, and value-added 
network services on its global network - formerly 
the Tymnet network - but it can do little 
development in these areas until Italian telecoms 
are 1 iberalized. 

Tu~ning to the software and services sector, 
another major IT contract waiting unsigned on a 
minister's desk: the project to computerize the 
State lottery, il Lotto. The value of the 
contract to install and operate the lottery system 
is huge; based on a percentage of the lottery's 
takings over 10 years the winner of the contract 
could gross more than il billion. 

The three consortiJ bidding for the contract 
are all led by State-controlled IT companies -
such as the Finsiel software and services 
concern - with major Italian private companies 
Olivetti and fiat having to accept minority 
participation, and with similarly small stakes for 
foreign firms Unisys and NCR. Despite the 
protests of private industry, computerization 
contracts in the public sector, such as il Lotto, 
continue to explicitly specify or otherwise favour 
the State-owned IT companies. 

As 1992 approaches, the invitations to tender 
for Italy's IT contracts will no doubt be 



rewrHten to accOIMlodate the EC, but it retnains to 
be seen if a si•ple rewritina of the rules is 
enough to change Italy's business pracUce. 
(Extracted frOll CO!!IPutinq. 19 September 19911 

UnitH Kingdom 

!hf. Alvey progranne 

The Alvey progranne of collaborative COfllPuter 
research backed with £200 million of Govermnent 
1110ney: 

- Correttly focused on areas where Britain 
stood to benefit 110st; 

- Was a success from a technical 
perspective; whPre there were failures, 
similar targets have not been attained 
elsewhere in the world; 

- Considerably broadened and strengthened 
British research into computers: 

- Nurtured successful and endurina links 
between academic and industrial. 
researchers. and transferred important 
lrnowledoe from the science base to 
industry; 

rell short of expectations exploitina 
research results: -

Set an unrealistic target for a research 
progranne in hoping to improve the 
c0tnpetitiveness of the British computer 
industry. 

Those are the conclu5ions of a report by the 
Science Policy Research Unit at Sussex University 
and the Progranne of Poliry Research in 
Engineering Science and Technology at Hanchester 
University. The report concludes that the 
programme "met many of the targets it could 
rrasonably be expected to attain", and that it 
compares well with the achievements of the 
Japanese r if th G~nerat ion Progranne and the 
United States Hicro-electronics and Computer 
Trchnology (orporation. !Source: The Daily 
Telegraph, 28 Hay 19911 

United States of "-erica 

US fi~s invited to ESPRIT tal~s 

US finns will launch a major assault to grab 
a slice of research grants worth 1420 million. 

A new category of research called the Open 
Hicrosystems Initiative (OHII is aimed to make 
European ind~stries more competitive in the 
design, manu'1cture and use of integrated circuit 
microsyst.-ns. 

US r0111p3nies have been talkina to companies 
represented on the OHf's board and are expected to 
be involved in the research, whi~h will be back~d 
by £65 million of EC money. 

Hips Computer Systems, Sun, Motorola, DEC and 
IBH havr all been invited to preliminary OHI 
meetings. There had been no approaches from 
Japanese r.omnanies wanting to work in the OHI or 
the micro-electronics part of ESPRIT III. 
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The ESPRIT III "'ork proaranne, which is 
backed by 600 million ECUs, is split into 
six sections. As well as the OHI and 
micro-electronics research. there ~ill be 
infonnation systems and advanced home systetns 
projects. The EC'; funding wnl be matchf'd by 
participating finns a~d national government~. 
bringing the total to 1.800 million ECUs. 

About t"'o thirds of the fundina will be spent 
on the first call projects. which will be invited 
next week. The rest will be allocated to a second 
round of projects in about 18 months' lime -
(Source: Electronics Weekly. 3 July 19911 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

USSR to wqrk on digital radic 

Soviet experts in radio broadcastina have 
joined their counterparts in Western Europe to 
develop and test a digital radio system. The 
Soviet partner is the Popov Institute in 
Leningrad, Russia's leading organization for 
developments in radio and TV. It will "'or~ 
.,;th companies and similar institutes in 
France. Gennany, the Netherlands and the 
United Kingdom. 

Soviet participation should strenathen 
Europe's position to push for a world-~ide 
standard for digital audio broadcasting (DAB), 
a promising candidate to replace rH radio. Its 
quality not only equals that of a compact-disk 
system, but it provides interference-free 
reception in vehicles riding through areas 
where reflections are CQlllll'IOn. Also. both te•~ 
and pictures can be transmitted, and DAB 
acconnodates more programs in a ~iven frequency 
range than does rH radio. (Source: Elrctronics. 
July 1991) 

The lighting and teleconnunications group, 
GTE (US). has •onned a joint venture with the 
Soviet authorities and San Francisco Hoscow 
Teleport CSFHTJ, an entrepreneurial US 
telecommunications group. to construct a modern 
digital network in Hosco.,, bypassing the 
Soviet Union's antiquated system. The venture 
will make it much easier to corrmunicate between 
Hoscow and the rest of the world. Called 
Sovintel, it will focus on foreioners and business 
customers and will be ready for service in 
November 1991. Lack of effective connunications 
is seen as a deterrent to foreign compa11ies 
wishing to do business in the Soviet Union. 
Sovinlel is installing its own international 
s"'itch with 240 dedicated circuits. Jn;tially, 
Sovintel will serve four top international hotels, 
which will have a modern touch-tone phone in every 
room, and Expocenter, the main international 
businf'ss untre. 

Customers will also have to pay in harrl 
currency. There are plans to expand the network 
to more hotels and when the rouble becomes 
convertible, to the rest of the city. SFHT, which 
is backed by George Soros. a Hung~rian American 
financier, has signed joint ventures for similar 
projects in other parts of the Soviet Union but is 
not making these public at present. !Extracted 
from financial Times, 10 July 19911 



IT trade with the Soviet Union has never been 
easier. The difficulties are 110re mundane, and 
relate 110re to prosaic probl.-is of the Soviet 
economy than a vanished cold war. In June 1990. 
the Paris-based Co-orainating COllll'ittee for 
Hultilateral Export controls, c011111only known as 
CocOlll, undertook a massive overhaul of its 
restrictions, resulting in a host of previously 
restricted Ir lechnolooies beino cleared for 
export to the East. - -

The potential of this newly-opened market is 
enon110us: there are 180 111illion Soviets livino in 
an econ0111y now going throu~h the saiwe upsurge.of 
C0111Puterization that the Uk experienced in the 
last decade. 

The sheer size of the de-and for IT in the 
Soviet Union is difficult to grasp. The Soviets 
have either produced or ill!ported about two 111illion 
PCs so far, and estimated demand is expected lo be 
up to 30 •illior1 s•all sysl.-is over the next 
decade. 

18H has been quick to 110ve in. sionino a 
contract to sapply 130,000 PCs to the Soviet 
school systetn. 

DEC is also active, but because of vast 
a•ounts of reverse engineering and cloning of its 
products bphind the so-called Iron Curtain of the 
last 20 years, the company is in the curious 
position o! havino an extensive installed user 
base in the USSR that is illegal. 

DEC has therefore taken the bold •ove of 
pr0111isin9 clone users a ~yinpathetic hearing tor 
those who want to own up to their guilt. 

Apart from IBH and ICL. othPr firms hav~ had 
somewhat variable ~uccess in penetrating the 
Soviet 111arket. 

ICL has inaintained a sales off ice in Hoscow 
for 111ore than 20 years, but is only now engaged in 
large-scale ventures there. It has s~l up a joint 
company with the Soviet firm Horflot, to sell PCs 
and 111inicomputers. Further projects are r11111oured 
to be in the pipeline. 

In a country of some 180 111illion people, the 
total number of IT workers is about 360,000. The 
size of the computer literate population in the 
USSR is some seven 111illion, compared to Japan's 
one 111i 11 ion. 

All this has essentially beer achieved in the 
last 10 years, starting with tiny pools of talent 
in the instit~tes and universities. 

The ordinary infor111ation worker on a factory 
DP site earns about 500 roubles a month, worth the 
equivalent of ten Big Hacs at the "'scow branch of 
HcDonalds. The average progra111111er salary is about 
800 roubles a month - or 116 at tourist exchange 
rates. The dream of the average Soviet progranner 
is to work in the West, with Ger111any being a 
popular choice. Others have to be satisfied with 
working for UK computing seryice companies for 
just 150 a day through a London contract agency 
owned by the Soviet Government. This C0111Pares 
with daily rates chargPd by UK contractors of 
between fJOO and 1500. 
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In hardware and software technology tenns. 
the Soviets have j~st about reached the stage the 
West was a decade ago, but with the occasional 
advantaae o' 110dern kit and the benefit of 
learning fr0111 the de~elopment experiences of 1110re 
advanced technological countries. 

With hindsight of our We~tern develo~nt 
curve, they are leapfrogging straight over our 
earlier beginnings and are alreadi enjoying a 
higher percentage of networked, integrated syst.-is 
used instead of centralized •inis. usually tied to 
a database. 

Evolu!ion involves a natural extension into 
networking, hyperte~t and group-ware, where the 
theories of work practices and linguistics are 
applied to software design. It is a logical · 
progress ion. 

The standard departmental machine in the 
Soviet Union is the PC. The official IT policy 
se1!91s to be one of licensing Western hardware and 
software wherever possible - (ocom permitting - in 
spite of some impressive successes with indigenous 
IT. The Soviet space shuttle Buran performed 
flawlessly when launched under the completely 
autoinatic control of the 8aikonor space centre 
computers. 

The software run on these machines is 
familiar: Supercalc Ill, Framework II, and most 
Hicrosoft, Ashton-Tate, Autodesk and Borland 
products are there. Ptost have been cunningly 
reverse engineered and translated into Cyrillic 
text and Soviet envirof!lllfnts. This has all been 
done with native talent with a bent towards 
hacking. 

The vogue at the lllOIM'nt is object-oriented 
progra .... ing. 

Other advanced work is in progress hy 
c0111Puter people rich in fundamental technical 
capabilities and scientific intellig1nce but 
frustrated by lack or access to advanced Western 
hardware. Ptost of these people are unknown in the 
West. Soviet society places •uch ftllPhasis on 
education with the result that it is top-heavy 
with people who do jobs way beneath their 
abilities. This educated younger generation for111s 
a frustrated intelligentsia, from which 111any are 
desperate to move into computing. Evening classes 
and training ciasses in any kind of COlllPuting are 
inassively oversubscribed. 

If soinethina positive einerges from the 
present political, econ0111ic and social upheavals 
in the Soviet Union which einbraces a technological 
revolution, a talented nation containing the 
world's best chess players and logicians 111ay 
surprise the West yet. (Extracted frOlll ~I 
~. 6 June 1991) 

YI II. AUTOKUION 

Robots totter towards hQ!llf-help status 

Robots which help elderly and handicapped 
people will be in widespread use in the ho111es of 
industrialized nations in the next century. a 
Japanese robotics expert has predicted. Such 
"welfare rohots" will be required to usist 
elderly people to lhe in comfort 11nd to take part 



in a society characterized by increased ionqevity 
and an ;nability to provide ;nstitutional c~re 
eacept for the aosl needy. 

Ichiro Kato, a professor of robotics at 
Waseda University ;n Japan, made these clai•s in 
his keynote speech at the rifth International 
Conference on Advanced Robotics held l?st June in 
Pisa, Italy. 

Welfare robots w;11, he sa;d, have the 
general shape and d;miension of a human body. They 
will 110ve about the house qu;etly and ~ntly, be 
easy and safe lo use, and be capable of performing 
11any functions. 

Today's industrial robots use so-called 
•miechatronic• technology. a cCJ91b;nat;on of 
11echanical and electronic techniques. ruture 
robots will require what Kato calls bi~ch~
tronics, 11echatronic syste-s that emulate t~e 
shape of human beings. 

Kato told the conference that a future 
b;Ollt'chatronic robot can have such coinplexity of 
organization that it will be capable of exp~essing 
s11111e forms o; et110tion. Not that the robot will be 
able to feel eaotion but it will appear to express 
SOlllE' fon11s of feeling that are appropriate to a 
contc•t. This would -ake it a 110re conaenial 
C!llllPanion than one that docs not. -

These plans for advanced robotics rese~rch 
were not welcooned by -any researchers at the 
conference. They would prefer a future in which 
robots are able to carry out 111any useful specific 
tasks but are not so capable as to appear to have 
huinan qua 1 it i es. 

"Special-purpose" robots announced at the 
conferenct included a •echatronic leo that can 
assess soil condition by stepping gi~9erly onto 
the soil, a device that aut011atically presents 
trousers for pressing, and novel systet11s for use 
in such hazardous environ~nts as nuclear power 
plants, space and underwater. (Extracted frQlll 
"New Scientist", London, 6 July 1991, the weekly 
review of science an( ~echnologyl 

IX. STNIDAROIZATION NI> LEGISLATION 

Standardization 

ISO book launched 

ISO 9000 is the new standard for quality 
systet11s 111anaget11ent which has becoine an essential 
prerequisite for all co-panies. Now the first 
book on the subject has been published by Gower, 
I.JI(. Written by Irish journalist Brian Rothery, 
"ISO 9000" is a well-tiined publication as 
C0111Panies prepare for the conditions of the EC 
111arkct after I January 1993. The book is a ti•ely 
entry and should •ake 111andatory reading for the 
bookshelves throughout Irish industry. It tells 
;,;,:inagers how to 90 about preparing for and 
installing a quality 111anage111ent system to meet the 
requirewients of thr ISO standard. (Source: AHT, 
Junt 1991 I 

IEEE Standtrds Press debuts 

The IEEE Standards Press has been established 
to respond to an industry det11and for more 
standards infonnation and to foster the positive 
influence that standards have in industry. 
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Because essential standards-related info,...atir.r. 
that wovld benefit indu.;tr~ often tail.; outside 
the scope of an IEEE Sta"dard. Recomnrnd£~ 
Practice. or Guide. it is the charter of the new 
aroup to fill this infor.ation void and support 
the diss..,ination of standards infor-at;on 
world-wide. For additional infonnation. contact 
Deborah Czyz • ..anaging editor. IEEE Standards 
Press. 445 Hoes lane, Piscatawa}. Ne~ Jerse,. 
USA. (Source: IEEE SpectrU!ll. August 1991! 

Anothrr International Standard has been 
published as part of the set of International 
Standards developed to facilitate the 
interconnection of infonnation processing syste-s. 

ISO/IEC 9506-1. lfil1.Y.Jir!i!_i1.1~tion 
11~s - Hfnufacturing HtSSage Specif;cat;o~ -
Part 1: Strvice drfini!.ig~. is positioned w;thin 
the application layer of the Open Systems 
Interconnectio~ Environinent as an Application 
Ser~ice Ele-ent (ASE\ with respect to other 
related standards by the Basic Reference Model for 
OSI. 

The ai• of OSI is to allow the 
intercon11ection of infonnation processing systems 
frOlll different -anufacturers. under different 
.anageeents. of different levels of co-ple•ity. 
and of different ages. 

This part of the standard defines the service 
provided by the Manufacturing Hessage Specification 
and is concerned in particular ~ith the 
COlllllunication and interworking of progra-mable 
manufacturing devices. By using this standard 
tooether with other standards positioned within 
the OSI Reference t1odel. otherwise incOt11patible 
systems ••ay work to9~ther ;., an; combination. 

The scope of the standard is the 
Manufacturing Hessage Specification as an 
application layer standard dPs;9ned to suprort 
-essaging connunications to and from pro9ra11111able 
devicrs in a C0111puter !ntrgrated Hanufacturing 
(CIH) environ111Cnt. 

ISO/IEC 9506-2 specifies the protocol that 
supports the Manufacturing Hessage Specification. 
!Source: ISO Bullfli~. April 19911 

Open Documfnt Architecturf !ODA! standard 

A consorti11111 to standardize the elctronic 
transf~r of docU111Cnts has been jointly set up by 
IBH {A\'lllOnk, New York), Digital Equipment 
(Maynard, Hassachusetts), ICL (Ul<), Sietnens 
Nixdorf (Hunich, Germany), Groupe Bull (Paris, 
rrance) and Unisys (Blue Bell, Pennsylvania). Tht 
consortium by 1993 intends to develop a software 
tool kit that will permit utilizers of its 
lllCtl'lbers' own docU111Cnt processing systetns to comply 
with the new Open Doc11111ent Architecture (ODA! 
standard. DEC will supply a good part of the ODA 
tool kit, IBH will 111anage the project and 
coordinate testing work, ICL will develop 
pro9rannino interfaces to other uses. Siemens 
Nixdorf will make diagnostic tools, Bull will 
develop fonnatting code, and Unisys will supply 
various conversion routines. The consortium seeks 
to set up a document processing standard that has 
the degree of acceptance that the Initial Graphics 
Exchange Specification hdS for engineering 
drawings and data. !Extracted from !11.'~inl 
Engineering, July 19911 



EC ar1nts funds for profession1l st1nd1rds 

An international project led by tht BCS to 
est1blish c.,...qn proftssiontl sttndtrds for 
computing ptorle 1cross Europt hts betn 1w1rdtd 
155,000 fund;ng b~ tht Europetn C1111mission. 

Tht work is btin9 carritd out by ont of 
four ttsk groups stt up by tht Counc i 1 of European 
Profession1l lnfonlftics Societies (CEPISJ. 
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CEPIS was fol'9fd in Sept.-ber 1969 to represent 
Europe1n COMPul1na professiontls' views on mtjor 
issues to lht Europe1n Co-nission ind other 
oraanizat ions. It hts since aro ... 1 to 18 _.,,r 
org1niz1tions fr11111 15 countri;s in West ind East 
Europt. 

CEPIS stl up the profession1l developnent and 
qu1lific1tions task group, led by the BCS, bec1use 
both CEPIS ind the European Commission see thtst two 
rtltted topics ts priority treas. 

At the salllt' time thf task group is wor~ing on 
ensuring recoonition or suitable professional 
qualifications across Europe. 

This is in line with a European Coanission 
directive dflllandina such recoanition of higher 
education and professional qualification~.-

In addition the task group in drawing 1•p a 
CEPIS profession1l code or conduct. 

All this work is alre1dy well under way ind the 
European (Ollll'ission fundina. aareed late last •onth. 
will helr push it forward.· The BCS will act as the 
agent. receiving and distributing the •one}-

The task grour now has professi~r.al 
organizations from 11 countries taking part, 
including Poland fr0tn Eastern Europ~. 

The other CEPIS t1sk groups are on social 
issues. such as how information technology can help 
disabled people; computer •isuse; and technical 
cooperation, in particular between CEPIS •embers' 
specialist groups. (Extracted from ~r Weeklx, 
13 June 1991) 

PC traders set up benchmark body 

PC hardware and software suppliers have set up 
a standards body to provide users with benchmarks to 
help them when buying systems. 

The Business Applications Performance Group 
aims to dtvelop a set of perfonnance benchmarks 
based on popular software applications and industry 
standard operating systems. 

These should help PC users evaluate and compare 
system performance hy producing a set or results 
based on realistic applications, rather than 
laboratory benchmarks. 

The group has already attracted the support of 
IBH, Hicrosort. NCR, Hewlett Packard, Dell and 
Nove 11 . 

The group, 1 non-profit:-1111king association, 
will define standards for stand-alone, single 
t1sking and •ultitasking environments as well as for 
PC networks. (Extracted from {Q!!!puting, 
11 July 1991) 

Sttndfrds bodies pool cffort1 

The search for industry st1nd1rds '" object
ori ented ttchnology took 1 step fon;ard in July 
whrn five le1ding st1nd1rds bodies met to pool 
their tfforts. 

The lll'eting in Boston was instigattd by 
Chris Stone. president of the Objtct Hlna~ement 
Group ({)Pt'.;). The other 1ttendees represerted Uni• 
lntern1tional, tht Open Softw1re foundttion. tht 
Network Hlnt~nt Forum (fl1f) tnd X/Open. 

Stone said the ide1 bthind the 11eetina was to 
19ree on 1 st1ndard object model. This describes 
what an object is, whtt it ctn do 1nd how it 
intertcts wit~ other objects. Such a standard is 
seen ts essential if object oriented d1ttbases· a,.. 
to be exploited CCJmll@rcially. 

The OttG. the fl1f tnd X/Open ire 1lready 
working on their own versions of the 910del. 

.....,.rs of 1n 0ttG tas~ group ire working 
towards producing t rcconnendation on whit 
constitutes an object 910de1. 

Research is 1lso under way to produce a joint 
design specification for the group's key object, 
request broker technology. Two short-listed 
consortia, led by DEC and Hewlett Packard, were 
given 90 days from the start of June lo c09bine 
the best elements of their submissions. !Source: 
(Q!lll)uting 3. 11 July 1991) 

Cordless st1ndard 

Europe will have two coonpet;ng d;gital 
cordless telephone standards by the end of the 
year if the European Teleconh.ini~'!~io"s Standards 
Institute (ETSI) inerts its deadlines for 
finalizing the DECT and UK pioneered CT-2 
standards. 

Europe's CT-2 standard. based on the UK's 
cannon air interface, will now be finalized in the 
autumn, only three llOnths before the full DECT 
standard is rubber-st1111ped in December. (Source: 
Electronics Weekly, 10 July 19911 

TV stfndfrd protects chip 1111kers 

The European Co11111ission is using patents for 
the new HAC trans•ission standard to shield 
•icrochip manufacturers from cheap i111ports frc.m 
the Far East. 

In June, the Connission unveiled a draft 
directive which requires all European satellite 
broadcasters to change over to the new 
trans•ission standard within the next few years. 
It says that European •icrochip manufacturers will 
th~n be able t~ llQve on to the high-definition 
HD-HA( standard. But the Connission is less keen 
to discuss its use of the HAC patents to protect 
Europe1n manufacturers. 

Until the late 1980s, the European 
electronics industry relied on p1tents or the 
present PAL TV system to fend off cheap i~ports. 
But these patents hive now expired, leaving the 
door open to Far Eastern •tnufacturers. The issue 
~as been c0111plic1ted bec1ust satellite 
bro1dcasters, such as Sky, have adopted the PAL 
standard. 



The Independent Broadcasting Authority c~ 
up with the idea for the HA( standard in the early 
1980s. Franc.,.Telecom. Telediffusion de France. 
Phiiips and Thomson then developed ways of 
interleavinq dioital data and sound with the 
picture. The ..Ac patents were pooled in 
April 1967. The main companies involved then set 
up a consortium known as GIE HAC Packet. now based 
in Paris. It offers a one-off licence to use HA( 
technology. The licence agrppmpnt (renpwable 
every five years) has bppn carefully structured to 
~couragP local European aanufacture. Companies 
pay much reduce royalties if the HAC chip is 
Europpan and if the equip11Pnt to carry it is also 
aade loully. 

To ~courag@ •icrochip .anufacture. the 
consortium asks for no royalty on HA( chips. 
Also. the consortium pledg@S not to sue a chip 
.aker for patent infringP91Pnt. provided that ;t 
sells its chips only to aanufacturers which have a 
HA( licence. (This first appeared in 
-~~t!!l.1-lt•. London, 29 June 1991. the wPekly 
revipw of science and technology.! 

LAN Nhrs prrss for AN~ndard 

Pressure is mounting for a high-speed local 
area networking standard. which accomnodates newly 
developed copper cable technology as well as 
optical fibre systems. One US company plans to 
launch a copper-based 100 Hbil/s systPll this year 
with or without an agreed standard. 

The US standards body. ANSI, has spent the 
last six llQnths considering proposals to 
incorporate a twisted-pair cable interface into 
its fibre distributed data interface (fDOl) 
standard. 

Without a final agreeinent a group of 
five manufacturers have published a specification 
for a 100 Hbit/s systet11 using shielded 
twisted-pair (STP) which it presented lo ANSI last 
oec•er. 

The cQ111Panies, DEC. Hotorola, Synoptics, Al'() 
and ChipcOlll, hope to force the issue by 
encouraging other 11anufacturers to adopt the 
design. Synoptics says it will launch its 
STP/FODi product this suaner with or without a 
decision by ANSI. (Source: Electronics Weekly, 
19 June 1991) 

Euro aroup DrQ!!Qtes world expert standard 

A pan-European consorti11111 is working on a 
£2 •ill ion venture to prOlllOte its desi9n 
methodology as a world-wide standard for building 
knowledge-based systetns. 

.....,ers of the consorti11111 include 11anagement 
consultants Touche Ross, Lloyd's Register, syslftlls 
house Cap Getnini Sogeti, Sietnens and various 
European universities. 

The three-and-a-half year project will build 
on one of the earliest ESPRIT projects, knowledge 
acquisition and design support. ESPRIT will 
provide half the funding for the new project, 
Kads-1 I -

Kads resulted in an iterative process of 
develoP"'fnl based on •odels describing aspects of 
a knowledge-based system. 

Kads-II ai•s to add a set of coeouter-based 
tools to alto- users to llt<l~e effertive use of t~e 
-.thodolooy. It will also qive participants and 
potential-users advice on how to ~naoe a kads 
project using a risk-driven approach.- All results 
wi~l be put to practical te~t-

It is hoped that the diverse nature ot the 
consortium will .. an that any results froon the 
project are quickly 1ssi1til1ted into business and 
industry. 

There are already practical exa..,les of 
knowled~based systet11s in action. In the ~. 
Barclays Bank is currently using a syst...,, 
developed using the Kads -ethodology, to detert 
Barclaycard fraud. (Source: (Q!IPuting. 
4 July 19g1) 

IfH tdopts Posix sttndfr~ 

1811 has responded to user pressur• with rlans 
to incorporate the rosix operating systC111 
interface standard into its proprietary AS400 
•id-range systP91S-

While not 9ivir9 any dates for a shippable 
Posix compliant AS400, the conpany says that user 
d~nds. rath•r than technical considerations. 
have forced its hand. 

Posix is a set of interfaces allowina 
different suppliers' 111achines to c09!unicate at 
the operating system level. and its adoption is 
seen as a ner•ssity towards providing open 
systet11s. by Unix and proprietary operatino systet11 
vendors. 

Mid-range rival D£f has already shipped its 
proprietary VHS with Posi• COltJlliance. while IBH's 
other main 11id-ran9e conpetitor. Hewlett-Packard, 
says it will launch the Posix-cQft!Pliant HP£ 
operating systeai before the year end. 

IBH Nd~ its Posix announcetnent as it 
unveiled a low-end AS400. the 002. aimed at s11all 
businesses and sold in a pre-packaged 
configuration dubbed Plug'n'Go. 

The Pluo'n'Go packaoes include a 002 plus the 
OS400 operating systeai a~d one application geared 
specifically to the user's needs. After the 
confiouration is chos•n with an l8H reseller, the 
package is put together at IBH plants and then 
shipped. 

The 002 will start shipping here on 
20 Septeinber and prices will start at £8.879. 
(Extracted frOlt ~putrr WeekJ..y, 
5 September 19911 

IBH grabs the optical lrad 

IBH Corporation is 11aking a strong bid to set 
a new data-storage standard with a 3.5 in. optical 
drive that operates in both the read-only and 
read/write •odes. 

Th• PS/2 Rewritable Optical Drive is the 
first to fit into the 3.5 in. fonn factor. It 
accepts 128-Hbyte removable disc cartridges that 
confonn to physical standards already adopted by 
the International Standard~ Organization IBH is 
pro1110ting its file fonnat as an ISO standard as 
wel I. 
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A 1 thouoh IBH appears to have a t i .. e-to.-ar•et 
a~ •ell•~ technology lead on other systems 
holses, it is not alone in the s.all-forwiat 
or i~al-drive ra(e. Sony Corporation has a 
s' .. il;u· technnloa, that utili::es a file foractt 
f1irly close to iBH's. It iJppears likey that IBH, 
',ony. and ISO can reach aoreemf'nt on a sinole 
lil~-fo.-..at standard. - -

O-ROt1 applications include the distribution 
of appliution software, databases. and reference 
works. The erasable disks. on the other hand, can 
be thought of as 128-Hbyte floppy disks that can 
store data. sound, graphics. ani11ation, and video. 

Priced at fl.795. IBH's drives are available 
on •id- and high-enc! PS/Z 110dels that use the 
HicroChannel bus architecture. !Source: 
Electronics. July 1991) 

Legislation 

Ji..S.9!'.l!atiblr lrqal? 
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The European Council of Hini~ters passed the 
91(1St i111portant piece of leoislation to affect the 
comiputer industry for a decade. The directive 
introduces a unifonn system of copyright protection 
for COlllputer programs throughout the (Ollllhunity. 
It is the first piece of leaislation in the world 
to address the vexed issue of how far a 
111c1nuf acturer 111ay use copyright to prevent 
COlllJ'etitors developing a COlllpatible product. 
Because this sets such an i!llportant i nte.-nat iona 1 
precedent. US and Japanese CCJlllPanies have not sat 
idly watching from the sidelines. but have all 
joined in th~ fray. Interest grew in protecting 
COlllf'uter progrilll!S by copyright rather than 
patents. The "first generaUon" of cases. ruled 
that a program could be copyrighted. The recent 
"second generation" of cases have grappled with 
the -ore difficult issue of what fonns of copying 
constitute infringe-ent. The European directive 
requires all lll'tllber States to introduce 
legislation in a connon fonn by the end of 1992. 
The directive adopts the i.ow widely accepted 
approach of treating COlllputer programs as 
"literary works" for copyright purposes. But Hs 
attl'tllPlS to deal with infringl'tlll'nt of copyright 
proved extretnely contentious. Host of the debate 
concerned how far it should be pennissible to 
analyse and copy parts of a program to create a 
c0111Peting program that is "interoperable" 
(functionally COtllpatible) with the first. This 
involves two issues: whether an "interface" is 
protected by copyright. and whether "reverse 
engineering" is an infringl'll!ent. 

The big hardware manufacturers - IBH. Apple 
and DEC - and the 111ajor software houses -
Hicrosoft, lotus and Ashton-Tate - wanted 
copyright protection for interfaces and wished to 
see reverse engineering treated as an 
infringetnent. Other 111anufacturers - Bull, 
Olivetti, Alnstrad, NCR and Fujitsu - opposed this 
approach, as did, not surprisingly, the smaller 
software houses. Hore than 350 big IT users 
throughout Europe favoured the development of 
interoperable systems. thus supporting the second 
approach. 

The directive as adopted represents an uneasy 
COtllpromise between the two positions within the 
industry. In relation to the protection of 
interfaces, it maintains the classic copyright 
distinction between an "idea" and the "expression 

of that idea" - the e•pression of an i"terface is 
protected, but the idea behind it is not. The 
problee with this approach is that no one can 
easily detennine what is "ideil" a"d what is 
"expression" in a CCJlllPuter interfC1ce. The general 
test for copyright infringemient is "substantial 
si•ilarity" betveen two wor•s. The Europeiln 
directive oives r.o ouidance as to what constitutes 
substantial si•ilarity in the case of c09tputer 
prograins. If such a broad interpretation of 
substantial similarity is adopted in Europe, 
creation of a substitutable program will infringe 
copyright. n~twithstanding the reverse engineering 
exceptions. The directive leaves important 
questions open. The long skirwiish about the 
vording of the directive may be over but the reill 
battle about the matters on which it is silent .has 
yet to begin. (Source: ~i~rocOtnputers and 
Hicroprocessors, October 19g1) 

Superconductors caught up i~_gi~~-$ 

All the major innovations in high-tt"91Peralure 
superconductivity are now bogged down in patents 
disputes in the US. The situiltion is a "c0111f>lete 
111ess", according to Chris Vear of the British 
Technology Group. BTG, which stilrted tracking 
patent applications on superconductors in 198&, 
now has one of the world's most extensive 
databases on this technology. 

Superconductors carry electric current with 
no resistance. but only at very low temperatures. 
In lg86, superconductino ceramics were discovered 
which worked at wanner temperatures up to -150°(. 
Piltents were filed on •any of the new materials 
but researchers are still working to find 
practical applications for them. 

The US Patent Office in Washi.ioton DC has now 
declared an "interference" action bitwee~ the 
American COlllflanies AT&T and IBH, the Naval 
Research laboratory and the University of 
Houston. The dispute centres on superconducting 
ceramics 111ade frOlll yttrium, bari1.1111 and copper 
oxide. 

Interference is a procedure peculiar to US 
patent law. The US Patent Office looks at pending 
applications while they are still secret, decides 
if they are in conflict and challenges applicants 
to prove who came up with the idea first. 

An interference between two applications is 
bad enough. But interference between four cases 
where a 110nopoly on superconducting materials is 
at stake is a legal ni9htmare which could take at 
least a decade to resolve. The last four-way 
dispute, on who invented the laser, took 20 years. 

The US Patent Office has also declared a 
four-vay interference on superconducting materials 
based on bismuth, t~is time between the University 
of Houston, the New Zealand Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, Hoechst of 
Gennany and the Japanese National Research 
Institute for Hetals. 

There is a further dispute between the 
University of Arkansas and IBH on thallium 
111aterials. This case is especially complex 
because Arkansas filed first with a broad, generic 
claim on thalliut11 compositions with 
superconductive properties. But IBH took 
advantage of a special favour, granted by 
President Reagan, allowing inventors of 



superconducting materials to apply for "fast 
track" exam;nalions and grants. IBH applied and 
secured a patent ahead of Arkansas, wh;ch ;s now 
objecting. 

In Europe no patents have been granted on 
any superconducting material. The University of 
Aberdeen has appl;ed for patents on a titani11111-
based material and the University of Cambridge is 
developing superconducting wire for electron;c 
circuitry. (This first appeared in 
•New Scientist", London, 31 August 1991, the 
veekly review of science and technology) 

Soft!!fre protection 

Seeking lo spur computer research 
collaboration between US GovernMent and industrial 
researchers, Senator John Rockefeller (DClllOcrat, 
West Virgina) wants to keep GovernMent software 
fr0111 automatically falling into the hands of the 
public. He has introduced a bill that would inake 
an exception to current copyright law (which now 
makes goven1111ent-developed software freely 
available to all) for the products of cooperative 
research and developt11Cnt agree11ents between 
Federal laboratory and industrial partners. 
Rockefeller hopes that this will reassure 
COlllPanies that their intellectual property will be 
protected. But his bill has run into opposition 
from the Alnerican Civil liberties Union (ACLU). 
Joined by such mainstream COlllputer groups as the 
lilfonnation Industry Association and the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the ACLU 
test;fied last week that copyrighting Federal 
software would violate the public right of access 
tP Gover11111t'nt inforwiation. (Source: ~. 
Vol. 353. 19 Septetnber 1991) 

X. ilECENT PlllliCATIONS 

IFIP Transactions 

JFIP Transactions A: 

C0111Puter Science and Technology 
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1992: 19 Volumes. USS 1,081.50/Dfl. 2,185.00 
ISSN 0926-5473 

IFIP Transactions B: 

Applications in Technology 
1992: 8 Volumes. USS 455.50/Dfl. 920.00 
ISSN 0926-5481 

IFIP Transactio'11-C: 

C011111Unication Syst!tlls 
1992: 8 Volumes. USS 455.50/Dfl. 920.00 
ISSN 0926-5119X 

lFIP Transactions FULL SET: A. B and C 

1992: 35 Volumes. US$ 1,732.50/Dfl. 3,500.00 

The International Federation for lnforwiation 
Processing (IFIP! and Elsevier are p?eased to 
announce a new serial: l.f.lf..l.r.J~Q!ll. This 
new serial consis•s of 15,000 pages of valuable 
scientiHc info'111ati,;,;, from leading resnrchers, 
published in 35 volut11es per year. The serial 
includes contributed volumes, proceedings of the 
IFIP World Conferences, and conferences at 
Technical Connittee and Working Group level. 

Hainstream areas ;n the IFIP ~~io..!!} ca" be 
found in C0111Puter Science and Technplogy. (OlllJluter 
Applications ;n Technology. and Connunication 
Systetns. 

Tl:e volumes are also available separately in 
book form. 

Elsevier Science Publishers. Imprint: 
North-Holland. 

In Europe: Elsev;er Science Publ;shers. 
Attn: Petra van der Heer, P.O. Box 103, 
1000 AC Amsterda11, The Netherlands. 

In North Alnerica: Elsevier Sc;ence 
Publ;shers, Journal Infonnation Center. 
P.O. Box 882, Hadison Square Station, New York. 
NY 10159, USA. 
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ABSTRACT 

lhe "forschungsinstitut fijr Anwendungs
orientierte WissensverarbeitunQ - FAW" was foun~~d 
at the end of 1987 in Ulm. Baden-Wijrttembero, os 
part of an evolving scientific centre. The
institute is co-sponsored by the State of 
Baden-W"urtt!tllberg and a number of large industrial 
enterprises. For the FAW these partners are the 
industrial COlllJ>anies Daimler-Benz AG, Robert Bosch 
G-tbH, and five COlllputer industry coinpanies: 
nainely IBH Deutschland GmbH, Hewlett-Packard GinbH, 
Hannes•ann Kienzle GmbH, Siemens Nixdorf 
Infonnationssysteine GmbH. and the Sietnens AG. 

Its research focuses on application-oriented 
knowledge processing, which ranges from basic 
research to prec0111petitive research and projects 
in industrial applications. The institute was 
forwiulated and i•pletnented to do high-quality 
research and to achieve an inti•ate relationship 
between basic research and applications and it 
depends on the right integration of inputs from 
State, industry, and science, solid funding with 
!tllphasis on deficit funding •echanis•s. 
interchange of staff with the State and industry, 
close ties with the University of Ul• and other 
universities and the right kind of legal 
arrang!tllents, for exa•ple working contracts for 
fixed periods of time. 

• A detailed description of fAW's activities 
and projects can be also obtained by e-mail: 
karagian dulfawla.bitnet. 



This paper oives s0111e general infonnation 
about the cooperation between industry and 
research in the Al field in Ger111any. where the 
111ain etnphasis is on FAW as a particula.-lv 
innovative example. The paper is oriented 
pri11arily towards professionals frOlll the computer 
science. data processino and infonaation 
technology audience. -

1. Research opportunities and industry interest 
in Al: a collaboration approach 

Al presently carries a big potential for 
application in industry and admi ni st rat ion and 
therefore induces interest in new types of 
interaction between science. State and industry. 
A 111ajor reason for the contribution of Al is the 
many new modelling rossibilities that are offered 
by AI 19l'thods (91. Any survey of this AI 
potential should start with applications 
characterized by a shallow type of knowledqe, that 
is. with flat hierarchical systems that involve 
the managetnent of very large rule bases and 
integrate hereditary processes. Such systems are 
already used in a variety of detnandi1;g and 
SOlleli.,es labour-intensive applications. Exa111ples 
are applications in which process speclficaUons. 
lllilnaoement directives, co.,patibilities. or 
classification requireinents (diagnosi~. 
configuration, planning) 11ust be adhered to. where 
c11111plex procedures must be followed (e.g., in 
granting credits or c0111piling actuarial insurance 
tables), or where support for administrative tasks 
is required (e.g., distribution and processing of 
docU111ents). It is increasingly clear thal AI can 
contribute considerably lo acc0111plishing these 
tasks by providing bridging functions. which are 
cognitively relatively simple but extremely 
important for the operation of systems. Exa11ples 
are intelligent networks and intelligent technical 
aids in offices, greatly simplified for the user. 
Intelligent networks will play an i11portant future 
role in telec011111unication and in computer
integrated telephoning, for exa11ple. In the use 
of knowledge processing 11ethods for comprehensive 
tasks in robotics and language understanding. 
however, we face a fundamental problem ir. the need 
to always build or update the appropriate 
knowledge bases. Efforts to find universally 
applicable solutions are under way world-wide. 

The other 11ajor tas~ to be tackled is the 
integration or classical methods of applied 
mathematics, from such areas as optimization, 
statistics, decision theory, and differential 
equations, into knowledge-processing systems. 
To the present, developments in this area have 
been very specific; examples are statistical 
expert systems and, increasingly, work towards 
integrated 11ethod and model banks. Adequate 
problem-specific use of methods and models is on~ 
of the 11ajor challenges that could provide the 
11otivating force for the cooperation and ultimate 
fusion of AI and classical modelling initiatives. 
At the same ti11e AI will continue to i11prove 
interfaces to 11ake ~lassical modelling techniques 
available to an always wider circle of users. 
Better interfaces will also make it possible to 
111anage and record 11odelling techniques in a way 
that far exceeds present limitations. Resulting 
new forms of knowledge transfer ultimately will 
facilitate access and use of the great wealth of 
111odelling and 111ethodological knowledge acquired by 
generations of researchers, which as yet is 
largely consigned to journals on shelves. 
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In addition to the potential of technical 
innovations, the theoretical and philos~p~ical 
i .. plications of develop:nents in Al and modelling 
theory are of particular importance. This 
aspect is espec;ally relevant to gaining a 
proper understandino of research intQ probl.-is 
of techno~OOY assess11ent. There are sound 
reasons for-assU111ing that AI will generate 
sionifirant insioht into such central human 
concerns as the nature of knowledge, learning. 
intelligence, consciousness, and freedom. The 
systems created llily reshape our understanding of 
these concepts. We 111ay learn more about the 
nature of beino h11111an and the forces that shape 
our lives. The influence of global political 
and environllll'ntal forces on individual lives 
will becOllle •ore clearly COllf)rehensible, perhaps 
making it easier for individuals to accept 
li11its to their individual options. Such step! 
are probably unavoidable to preserve th- hutna" 
race and achieve global fairness. AI has a key 
role to play in this process of understanding 
and decision- making. Beyond this. it can also 
contribute significantly to social and econo111ic 
advances through systems of aul0111atic knowledge 
processino used, for exa111ple, to aul.,..•ate work 
processes: to help in our daily duties. or in 
the transfer of knowledge to developing 
countries. 

This AI potential is always stronger 
identified by industry. However, much knowledge 
about this new technology is available at 
universities and State institutions (2). This 
situation as well as a need for always 111ore 
powerful 111ethods for handling different 
applications 11ake it reasonable for industry and 
stale administration as well to orientate 
themselves towards a close collaboration with 
university researchers in new organizationdl 
platfor111s (7). Such platforms extend the 
existing R&O infrastructure with new types of 
research institutf~. Their work is to bridge 
the gap between the traditional university 
research which is often oriented towards basic 
aims and the research which is done by the 
industrial research laboratories which is often 
done with emphasis on a particular application 
and thus is domain specific. Such new types of 
research institutes can also contribute to a 
transfer of know-how and to the acceleration of 
technical innovations. A very good overview of 
how the European nations work to build a unified 
marketplace in information technology is given 
in 01- In Gennany, research instHutes may be 
categorized in four categories, depending on the 
legal and founding structure: 

(a) Industrial laboratories: 

(b) State institutions: 

(c) Laboratories sponsored by an 
industrial consortium; and 

(d) laboratories sponsored both by an 
iadustrial consortium and by the State. 

Representative research institutes of 
type (a) in the field of AI in Germany are: 

IBH/IWBS 

Name: 
location: 

International Business Hachines 
Stuttgart 



Name: 
location: 

Si.-iens 
11Unchen 

Representative research institutes of 
type (h} in the field of Al in Ger.any are: 

Gesellschaft fur Hath@matik und 
Datenverarbeitung 
National Research Center for 
Computer Science 

A representative research institute cf 
l1pe (c} in the field of Al in Gennany is: 

ECRC 

Name: 

Location: 

European C0111J1uter-lndustry 
Research Centre GlnbH 
11Unchen 

Representative research institutes of 
type (d) in the field of Al in Gennany are: 

OFKI 

Maine: Deutsches Forschunoszentruin fur 
Kunstliche Intellioen~ 
Gennan National Ce~tre for Al 
Research 

'ocations: Kaiserslautern and Saarbrucken 

FAW 

location: 

FOAWlSS 

Forschungsinstitut fur anwendungs
ori~nt ierte Wissensverarbeitung 
Research Institute for 
Appl icaUon-
Oriented Knowledge Processing 
Ul11/Donau 

Maine: Bayerische Forschungszentrut11 fUr 
Wissensbasierte Syste11e 
Barvarian Research Centre 

Locations: Erlangen, Hunchen and Passau 

Kl-NRW 

Maine: 

Location: 

Lkl 

Location: 

Forschungverbund "Anwendungen der 
KUnstlichen Intelligenz" 
Knowledge-based Software 
Technology in North-Rhine 
Westphalia 
NordAhein-Westfalen 

Labor fur kunstlicne Intelligenz 
Hallburg AI Group 
Ha•burg 

A good exatnple for international 
collaboration not only between different 
institutions but also involving several countries 
is the International (0111puter Science Institute 
(ICSI) at Berkeley which was pri11arily funded by 
the Ge,...n Governinent but after its founding 
gained Switzerland and Italy as new sponsors (6). 
Si11llar institutes are HCC in Austin, Texas, USA, 
and ICOT in Tokyo, Japan (5). 
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In the followino. we describe the FAW as a 
particularly innovative exainrle of an institute 
which has been established by the industry as well 
as the local govern111ent and closely collaborates 
with the University of Ul11 (~). 

'· FAW-Ul11: partners. ai•s and basic ideas 

By the suimner of 1987. building on a solid 
consensus ainono the partners, the institute was 
founded on the-basis of very detailed fonnal 
contracts. carefully describing the co-ple• 
arrangements regarding legal status, taxation. 
staffing, financial obligations, and the State 
involvewient. These agreements and the institute 
structure are quite sophisticated and make 
this institute unique in Europe, if not in the 
world. 

Since its foundino. the FAW has. in 
cooperation with its SFOnsors, defined and 
established projects in different application 
areas, b2ing of principle interest to the 
institute and its partners. Particular problems 
in the field of knowledoe processino, that 
11otivated the cooperation of the different 
sponsors in foundino FAW. have been its rapid 
development. its very diverse and expensive tools, 
th~ unsolved and rapidly evolving qu~stions at the 
foundation level, such as in evidence theory, and 
the need to transform all these eleinents into 
aprlications. knowletge-intensive applications 
usually require a great deal of insight into the 
application d011ain and thus the coordinated work 
of interdisciplinary scientific groups. At 
present, the institute has an academic staff of 
approxi11ately 50 full-ti11e scientists and 
;o students fr()lll eight different acade11ic fields. 
and several project or cooperati~n partners who 
contribute expertise. e.9., frOll application areas 
or from still other academic disciplines. 
Research in knowledge processing needs to bring in 
scientific insight of different kinds, to 
accOlllllOdate different scientific orientations, and 
lo enlarge application knowledge. Also, all this 
input 11Ust be integrated by ineans of a variety of 
infonnation system technologies ranging frOlll data 
bases to decision support systems, si•ulalion a~d 
opti•i zat ion. 

All this ineans that high-quality research and 
good application-oriented work in knowledge 
processing at present involves huge investments, a 
very qualified staff, and a great deal of specific 
knowledge that is very difficult to organize. 
especially within a single industrial fir11. 
Horeover, the danger of error, either organi
zational or scientific, is always present, and the 
chance of avoiding 11istakes is •uch hioher if 
several COlllPanies share research capacities at an 
early prec0111petitive stage. Such cooperation also 
affords the partners an opportunity to integrate 
their interests, lo transfer needed infor11ation, 
and even to coordinate their efforts towards 
pre-standarization or use of partic~lar tools. 
All this can be done 110re easily by joint activity 
within a~ organization like the FAW institute. In 
addition, the participation of the State ensures 
coordination and COlllllunication of information with 
respect to users' needs in the State bureaucracy; 
provides considerable financial support that 
covers part of the cost of interaction; and it can 
provide the kind of national and international 
political and scientific involvement and freedOll 
of research that opens doors, brings in new 
information, and allows for unexpected 
breakthroughs in science. It also provides a for11 
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and degree of ;ndependence that could oth•rwise 
not be achi•ved. In particular. ;t fosters the 
close coord;nation .,;th a university that provides 
career opportunities in academia ror the 
scientists involved. This helps in recruiting the 
very bri-•test young people for this resea•th. It 
also creates new ways to transrer knowledge 
directly via people. For its student assistants. 
FAW makes knowledoe transfer part of their 
scientific education and opens doors to 
interesting career opportunities. 

The FAW is the only institute founded by the 
state of Baden-WUrttemberg particularly for the 
AI field and ;t is responsible for collecting 
information in this field. testing tools. 
establ;sh;ng contacts. and •eeping track of 
successful new applications aCCCJlllPlished 
elsewhere. It is also required to carry out 
technology-transfer activities !education. 
consultino. joint project activities) with 
industrial (a.f>anies in the area, especially with 
small and 11ediU11--sized enterprises initiating this 
n•w technology. The institute makes a hugF 
contribution t~ education. Experience with 
projects, tools. and software packages (s0111e of 
wh;~h are expensive) g;ves young scientists 
opportunities rot often available at 
universities. The inany groups working in the 
inst;tute address 111any different torics. and these 
topics are •utually fruitful (1). 

Basically the FAW tries to encourage young 
scientists hy giving theer an encouraging research 
enviromnent. Generallv, the following 
"(onnandinents" given in (10) seem to be very 
pr0111isin9 in such an enviro11111ent: 

- Be revolutionary in ideas. 

Have long-range goals. 

Build a durable good iinage. 

Try to be evenly funded. 

Invest in infrastructure. 

Support your people emotionally. 

llelp young researchers. 

Do not be unnecessarily aggressive. 

- Avoid ~i11111icks and surface quality. 

- Oo not lock yourself in a clique, or 
posit ion. 

Based on principles as Mentioned and 
involvin9 three years of very intensive work and 
aggregat1on of experiences, the essential el~nts 
of the FAW foundation were laid, the general aims 
were designated, and sa-e very decisive 
organizational and financial steps were planned 
and i111ple-.nted. Several early steps required and 
were built on a number of consensus and 
confidence-building supporting actions that 
hrought the partners frOlll State, town, industry, 
and university together. Confidence and fairness 
remained essential elements 9f the FAW, where the 
following principles are identified as important: 

- Organize the institute in close 
cooperation with but not within the 
univer5ity with tht aim to do high-quality 
research. 
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In rooperation with tht un;vtrsity, find a 
scitnt;fic dirtctor of the institute, who 
should. at the saine time, btcome a 
professor ~t tht University of Ulm. 

- Obtain clear and considerable financial 
connitinents frOlll the sponsors for an 
initial phase of five years. with the idea 
of extending after these five years: 111ake 
all contracts with scientists in the 
set-up phase for this five-year period 
only. 

Provide the scientific director enouoh 
authority to allow integrated work in the 
institute towards general aims. 

- Appoint a co-director of the institute:who 
is an expert in industrial finance. 
organization, and personnel. 

- Provide the institute with hioh-level 
oversight by the sponsors on the 
board-of-directors level. 

Provide the institute with constant 
support by a teillll of high-ranking experts 
within the sponsoring institutions and 
COlllPanies (so-called Stifter9remiU111) and 
organize further task-specific 110nitoring 
groups frOll'I the sponsoring. 

Provide the institute with considerable 
freed0tn for national and international 
interaction. 

Provide the institute with a new building, 
and ensure that the scientific director is 
involved at a very early stage in all 
design and equiptnent deci· 'ons. 

To establis~ an institute like the FAW and to 
build a stimulating research envirornnent as 
mentioned above, the following el~nts seem for 
us to be essential: 

First, there must be a clear will to 
acc0111Plish specific goals and enough 
funding to reach them. In a partnership 
between a State and private enterprises, 
making sinall investinents in several places 
to do the same thing accomplishes litte. 
Instead, considerable investment must be 
made in organizations that genuinely 
emphasize the particular topic, and not in 
those that exhibit "me too" acUvity. 
Support should be •ade available quickly 
enough so that the organization or 
institute can react on short notice. It 
should be largely independent of outside 
bureaucracies. Deficit-funding 
instruments can be used to provide shelter 
against legal or bureaucratic problems. 

An institute of this type must be 
110nitored by a high-ranking, qualified 
controllin? board. Good people from the 
cOll'lpanies 1nvolved should monitor and 
coordinate particular projects. 

Tht aim of such an institute must be 
high-quality research. To attract good 
scientists and good staff, it is essential 
to hav~ good working conditions and good 
equipwient and to provide travtlling funds, 
cooperative arrangements, scientific 
opportunities, and opportunities for 



academic ,romotion. The involvement of 
the Slate and of univ~rsities brinas in 
the extra fundino that aliows for more 
basic research and strenothens the 
willingness of COlllPanies-to cooperate 
together. 

Reasonable arrangeeents for pu~lication 
rights are i11portant. 

- Decision-making is 11ade by a connittee 
consisting of an equal nUlllber of State 
representatives, sponsoring company 
staff, and independent scientists. 

It is important to have young people 
involved with contracts for fixed 
periods - and after a short period most 
of them should carry their knowledge 
outside. This form of transfPr of 
knowledge is one reason for the 
existence of such an institute. 

These elements are neccessary for good 
work. The quality of the scientific and 
non-scientific staff is really crucial. Also 
essential is a oenuine scientific basis, to 
which the scientific director, the leadina 
scientists of the institute, the scientists on 
the governing board, and the 110nitoring experts 
have their most important obligation. At the 
fAW, the riqht kind of llOdel-oriented 
integration-of classical approaches from 
decision theory, optimization theory, 
statistics, applied mathematics, and computer 
sctence with modern approaches in artificial 
intelligence has been the underlying scientific 
basis of the successful work done up lo now. 

Based on insights such as those described 
above, the Research Institute for Applied 
Knowledge Processing is presently engaged in a 
wide variety of application-oriented problem
solving tasks (8). At present, the FAW works in 
five 111ajor areas of research. These are 
computer-integrated manufacturing, office and 
business systems, environmental information 
syslems, assistance systems, and distributed 
resource management. 

On top of the mentioned activities, FAW 
does a lot of smaller prOJects in different 
areas dealing with logic progranwning, preference 
elicitation, autonomous robot systems, medical 
applications, and so forth. An additicnal 
et11phasis in the next years will be on 
connectionist systems and on the integration of 
subsyinbolic and symbolic forms of information 
processing. The following is a short overview 
of current or completed projects in these 
fields: 

3.1 ~uter-Integrated Hanufacturinq 

The fAW pro~ect CAO-KI supported by all 
sponsors deals w1th knowledge-based add-on 
c0111ponents to connercially available CAO 
systems. In Genoa, the fAW cooperates with an 
industrial c0111pany on the topic of the 
generation of optimal work plans. 
Hethodological bases are, among other things, 
optimization algorithms for travelling salesman 
problttns. The original set-up of that project 
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was done .. ith Nixdorf Co•puter AG. and the proiect 
builds on an earlier successfully finished 
project. on computer-aid planning ((AF) ~ith tha~ 
company. 

In the K~EST project. FAW coop!rates wit~ the 
IPA Institute in Stuttoart and a nU'llber of 
industrial partners in -bui ldina up 111odern factoq 
control systems. -

Finally. in the AIDA project sponsored t>) 
Daimler-Benz AG and Hewlett Packard GmbH. FA~ 
addresses the problem of diagnosis for a cold-mill 
press used for a very sophisticated te(hnical 
process within Daimier-Benz. 

3.2 Office and Business Systems 

In the field of office automation and 
business systems. fAW follows the general idea of 
flexible office systems (fOSI. Particular use of 
those ideas is ..ade in the project OSSY, sponsored 
by all partners of FAW, that deals with the 
distributed processing and management of office 
tasks that regularly have to be redone. 

Another project, CESAR, deals with the 
buildino up of a semi-customized e~pert ~ystem 
shell for the field of bankina applicat.ons. 
This project is sponsored by Siemens Pli~dorf 
Infor111ationssysteme Gmhlf. Also 1n this area. r1'W 
addresses the to~ic of •ediator systems. partially 
based on methods of game theor). 

finally the FAW finished the IbM Deutschland 
GmbH contracted project HHS fmaterial handling 
system). During this project a prototype was 
developed that provided guidance for the engineer 
throughout the enUre HHS planning cycle. This 
project was to clarify in the "technical office" 
environment area. 

Currently this area is extending its 
activities into th~ field of interoperability in 
the office/production application area. The 
approach of flex;ble offire systems is also used 
for the develorment of methods which facilitate 
the inteoration of common tas~s in an 
office/production environment. 

In this area, the character of the FAW as a 
foundation of "public law" bcomes particularly 
vivid. The institute cooperatrs closely with the 
State of Baden-Wurttemberg and tries with it~ 
projects to contribute to the much advanced 
Baden-Wurttemberg environment~! information 
system. 

In the project ZfUS, sponsored by all 
partners of the institute, the question of the 
integration of models, methods, and data and 
particularly the aspect of the use of 
~etaknowledge is followed. The RESEOA project 
deals with the automated processing of satellite 
images and is sponsored by the State of 
Baden-Wurttemberg and Siemens AG. 

Finally, the WANDA project, sponsored by the 
State of Baden-Wurttemberg, IBH Deutschland GmbH. 
and Hewlett Packard GmbH. deals with water 
analysis problems. Here, FAW closely cooperates 
with scientists in the field of chemical analysis 
from the University of Ulm. In all of the 
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environ-ntal infortnation systems w(lrk. FAW 
strongly bui 1 ds on geo-i nfonna ti 011 syc; tems. A 1 so. 
tht' processino of uncertain information ha~ a 
particular importanct' in that art'a. 

~.4 ~~ta~ce Systf!l'S 

In the area of assistance systems. FAW 
deals with the interesting topic of the car of 
the future in the project IKARUS. sponsored 
jointly by Daimler-Benz AG and Hannesmann 
Kienzle <iinbH. The main topic of the project is 
the inteoration ot information exchanoe between 
drivers and autOnOlllOUS activities in the car of 
the future. 
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Jn the project CAE!KI, which is part of the 
recently started ESPRIT project PRINCE. FAW deals 
with questinns of modelling and quality insurance 
in design processes. particularly with respect to 
systems FHEA. The project builds on a successfully 
finished earlier ESPRIT project. in which FAW had 
also been involved. and that dealt with the 
evaluation of the new computer language PROLOG III. 

Finally. the project NAUOA jointly sponsored 
bv the State of Baden-Wurttembero and IBM 
Deutschland GmbH deals with natural language 
access to database~. 

3. 5 Distributed Resource Hanaat• en~ 

The projects in th;s field deal with 
questions of inteoration of heteroaeneous S(lft
and hardware c0tnponents based on a~ intel 1 ioent 
network. The question of how to distribute-scarce 
resources is addressed in a quite basic research 
projPct SESAH that deals with sophisticated 
decision support for scheduling. 

Jn the rroje(t WINHEOA. access to 
heteroaeneou~ distributed data bases, which will 
probably be one of the major areas of data base 
research over the next decade, is addressed. This 
is done by analysing the heterogeneous environment 
of FAW and with emphasis on some applications 
within the Baden-Wurttemberg environmental 
information systeni. Another topic addressed in 
this field is computPr-integrated telephoning and 
telefaxino based on the particular technical 
installations of the institute. 

Finally in this area, questions of 
connectionism and neural networks are addressed. 
The FAW finished the quite advanced system 
developt11ent ALIAS. which r.onstitutes a subsymbolic 
way of classifying images, in a joint cooperation 
with the University of Ulm. Robert Bosch GmbH, and 
a research group from George Washington University. 
The subuquent project ALArlN, that extends the 
cooperation with the partners from George 
Washington University, aims at the extension and 
the transfer ?f the results obtained to industrial 
processes and is spon~ored by Robert Bosch GmbH. 

4. ~ 

The FAW is an example of a kind of institute 
that might be establi~hed in other places in the 
world to create favourable conditions fnr 
partnership among universities, the State. and 
industry that may give the competitive edge needed 
in the next decades. The FAW has profited greatly 
from the special attention in Ulm and from 
particular aspects of the topic of knowledge 
processing, but what ultimately counts is the 
right kind of strurture and approach. Conwnents on 

the scientific approach, which is of critical 
importance, have been given in the paper. The 
riaht structure includes cooperation between the 
partners; hioh-level monitorino; ambitious 
research ooais; solid fundina ~ith basic research 
projects:precompetitive projects, and 
cons i derab 1 e coi;t ract work and consu 1t i ng; 1 egal 
independence; a substantial amount of freedom; the 
coupling of scientists from industr;a1 firms and 
from the 1nstitute; a close association with a 
university and funding for consultants, for 
subcontractors, for visiting scientists. and for 
conferences. These ingredients, used in the right 
way. help to Rlake such institutions wo1k. At 
least for thF inotnent, they seem to have worked 
wel~ at the t~w with its particular scientific and 
111ethodological approach. We would like to think 
that our experience Rlay be used by other similar 
foundations elsewhere in the world. In fact, in 
Austria, another FAW is being founded. 
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CAO-KI: 

CAE-KI: 

CESAR: 

FHEA: 
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Abbreviations 

Aut0111atic Haintenance and Diagnosis in 
the Automotive Industry 

Adaptive L~arning and Neural Networks 

Knowledge-based Computer-aided 
Desi~n 

Knowledoe-based C0111Puter-aided 
En!:lineering 

Customized Expert System Applications 
and Requirements for Banking and 
Insurance 

railure Hode & Effect Analysis 

Flexible Office Systems 

Generation and Optimization of Working 
Plans 

Institute of New Generation Computer 
Technology (JAPAN) 

International Computer Science Institute 
(Berkeley, USA) 

IKARUS: 

KWEST: 

HCC: 

NAUOA: 

OSSY: 

RE SEDA: 

Borderline betweEon Driver-Vehicle 
Communication and Autonomous System 
Intervention 

Knnwledge-based Shopfloor Control 

Hicroelectronics and COll'lputer 
Technology Co-operation (Austin, USA) 

Natural Language Access to Relational 
Databases 

Organizational Support Systems 

Remote Sensor Data Analysis 

SESAH: Decision Support System for Scheduling 
Application 

WANDA: Knowledge-based Data Interpretation in 
Environ111ental Chemical Analysis 

WINHEOA: Knowledge-based Access to Distributed 
Heterogeneous Database Systems 

ZEUS: Intearated Environmental Inforr~tion 
Sys ten• 
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